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"So Deeply, Deeply Wrong" - Lithuanian Without Vaccine
Pass Describes Life Under Medical Tyranny

BY TYLER DURDEN SUNDAY, OCT 10, 2021 - 02:11 PM
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As governments around the world begin instituting Covid-19 'passports' which will
dictate the level of participation one is afforded within society - regardless of naturally
acquired immunity or actual risk to the public from the unvaccinated (considering that
the majority of transmission occurs in the home), people have begun to push back
against authoritarian tactics to control privileges and push vaccines.

In America, the 'my body, my choice' crowd has suddenly invented conditions for their
own mantra.

Regardless of how well vaccination rates and lockdowns actually work:

Dr. Eli David
@DrEliDavid

After vaccinating over 85% of its population, 
Singapore  finally flattened the curve, but along the 
wrong axis:
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@ianmSC

You really have to be impressed at Australia’s 
complete inability to control their outbreak, even with 
some of the strictest, harshest lockdowns & mask 
policies in the world

Imagine if anyone was willing to acknowledge how 
destructive & ineffective The Science™ actually is
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For those wondering how life under a strict Covid pass looks, keep reading - as
Lithuanian Gluboco Lietuva (@gluboco) describes the hell he and his wife are currently
living due to their decision not to get vaccinated.

Gluboco Lietuva
@gluboco

My country of Lithuania has imposed very severe 
measures against people who do not have a Covid 
Pass.

How severe?

 •  You're banned from large supermarkets.
 •  Banned from non-essential stores.
 •  Banned from restaurants.

And a lot more.

Here's what has happened:

1/
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(Continued via threadreaderapp):

Lithuania is a small EU country of 2.8 million people.

Lithuania introduced a Covid Pass in May. It's called the Opportunity Pass. The
Opportunity Pass allows you the opportunity to participate in society. Without the
Opportunity Pass, you don't have opportunity: your rights are restricted.

The government app shows the fun you'll have participating in the opportunities of
society if you have the Opportunity Pass. There is no illustration of life for people
without the Pass.

In August, Lithuania passed a law to restrict the rights of people who don't have the
Covid Pass. Other countries are moving in that direction. In Lithuania, it's already in
force: all restrictions are already fully effective, and enforcement is strict.

Without a Pass, you may not enter any shopping center or large supermarket. At the
entrances, people queue in line to be verified. Guards scan the Pass of each person. If
you have a valid Pass, the light flashes green and beeps. Then you may enter. No Pass,
no entrance.

Without a Pass, you may only shop in small stores which mainly sell food,
pharmaceuticals, glasses and contact lenses, veterinary goods, or farming supplies.
You may not enter stores which mainly sell other products.

Without a Pass, you may not enter any restaurant, cafe, or bar. Without a Pass, you
may not enter banks or insurance companies, except for essential purposes - e.g.,
pensions or social benefits - where the service lasts no longer than 15 minutes.

Without a Pass, you may not visit patients in medical facilities or senior
care/residential homes. The only exception is for terminally-ill patients and children
under 14 years of age, if the doctor gives advance permission.

Without a Pass, you may not enter indoor public events or spaces, such as
conferences, fitness centers, or beauty services like hair and nails.

The Pass is in the form of a QR code. Most people get it on their phones thru e-
banking/e-signature. Those without phones can get a paper printout.

Officials launched a re-vaccination program in September. Seniors began receiving third
dose boosters last week. The whole population will follow afterwards. The Vice-Minister
of Health stated: "We are likely to start the fourth and fifth booster shots in several
months."

My country was occupied by the USSR, 1944-1990. We fought for - and won -
independence. Hundreds of thousands of people took real risks opposing Soviet
tyranny. On one day, 30% of the entire population joined hands to form a 675-km
chain in support of freedom.

Our population now is apathetic about losing freedoms previous generations fought for.

We battled Soviet propaganda and "Show me your documents!" authoritarianism,only to
acquiesce to media-led propaganda and technocratic health authoritarianism of "Show
me your Covid Pass!"

Principled Covid Pass opposition is caricatured as conspiracy-theorist, anti-vaxxer.
Honest debate is dismissed. Mainstream leaders - politicians, officials, media,
educated elite - openly wish death upon opponents of the Pass "so we can finally
end this pandemic".

Under Soviet occupation, political dissent was suppressed, news was censored. Now,
we've returned to a regime of censorship - this time, enforced by mob rule rather than
government. Principled opponents don't speak freely. Fear of the mob makes people
censor themselves.

The_Real_Fly
@The_Real_Fly

ANTI VACCINE MANDATE PROTEST, ROME
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Tom Elliott
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SUPERCUT!

This is starting to feel a lot like ... communism
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COPPER - THE MOST MISPRICED
COMMODITY BREAKING UP

Source: Refinitiv, Refinitiv

Copper, the forgotten commodity, is
breaking above the short term negative
trend line. Specs have been decreasing
longs, so there is a lot of catch up…
potential. Gentle reminder of the GS note
we referred to recently:
"Market is overlooking the key upside
catalyst. This mispricing is centered
around rapidly tightening inventories –
now drawing at the fastest rate on record
and down nearly 40% over the past 4
months. With a significant metal deficit
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By my count, 14 of the 27 EU countries now have domestic Covid Pass restrictions. But
Lithuania is much further along than most. Other countries are planning restrictions such
as broad bans on supermarkets and all non-essential shopping. Here, it's already
reality.

The current reality in Lithuania foreshadows the future that faces other countries if they
continue down the path of Covid Pass restrictions: Europe, the US, the UK, Australia,
Canada...

To me, this should be a global news headline:
---
"Lithuania bans citizens from society. Other EU countries following soon."
---

But there's virtually no reporting in English about this massive change in society. Or
about the hatred and de-humanization which has resulted. My wife and I have 2 kids.
She's pregnant with our third. We're very ordinary. Not important, not connected.
Together we earn 3000 eur/month: not rich, not poor. My favorite activity is foraging wild
mushrooms in the forest with my family (the chanterelles are heavenly!)

I've never cared about politics before Covid. Never been to a protest in my life. Never
been involved in activism. In short, I'm not political. But I am moral. And the Covid Pass
regime is a deep moral wrong.

My wife and I refuse to be caricatured as crazed anti-vaxxers. We are not illiterate,
innumerate, or anti-science. We do not believe in conspiracy theories. Vaccines have
saved millions of lives: smallpox,polio, measles... And Covid vaccination can be
beneficial for many people. It's a personal medical decision for each individual in
consultation with a doctor. What we strongly oppose is the coercion of the Covid Pass
regime.

There are legitimate reasons for restricting the rights of citizens when society itself could
be destroyed. Covid is a deadly disease. But it is not an existential threat which
justifies ripping apart our society. The Covid Pass regime is vindictive, intended to
punish. In just a few months, the new rules have turned my country into a two-tier
society of discrimination and hate. Restriction by restriction, it is shredding the bonds
that hold us all together in one society.

My wife and I have lost our rights as citizens. We are not allowed to shop, eat out,
get our hair cut, or go to the bank, gym, or library. We were both suspended from our
jobs. This is deeply wrong.

Our leaders encourage hatred of us. Our countrymen openly wish for our death. And it's
all amplified by the media and cheered on by likes and retweets. This is deeply wrong.

Othering. Discrimination. Blame for disease. Accusation of wartime betrayal. Incitement.
Hatred. Persecution. This is not a history textbook. This is the reality of life for my family
in 2021. Our humanity has been erased. This is wrong. So deeply, deeply wrong.

There is a lot of fear around us, and fear leads to anger. But we shouldn't let that fear
control us. We shouldn't let that fear make us forget who we are as individuals. A mob
may say that people without a Covid Pass should be banished from society. A mob may
wish for hate and death. But as individuals, people would never accept this de-
humanization of their families, friends, and neighbors.

In Lithuania, the Covid Pass is already a reality. But other countries around the
world are very quickly moving down the same path. Lithuania's Covid Pass regime is
a harbinger of what will happen everywhere if enough people don't unite in principled
opposition. With this message, I hope to reach people not as a mob, but as individuals.

I hope to show people - as individuals - the reality of life in a Covid Pass regime.
Because I hope - and truly believe - that as individuals, we will recognize the inhumanity
and unite to stop it. I'm not social media savvy. I only joined Twitter this week solely to
share info on the Covid Pass regime. I dont want recognition, money, or credit. My only
goal is to reach people with this message.

I'm just an ordinary man trapped in a Kafkaesque world of mind-numbing absurdity. So
I'd be grateful for your help to share this message so that together, we can unite to stop
this madness. And then I can forget about Covid Pass regimes and get back to my wild
mushrooms.

🙂

 If you want to know more, I wrote a detailed article about Lithuania's
Covid Pass regime and its effects on my family. The article contains my contact info as
well as links to government websites for verification of all restrictions described here.
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How is an unvaccinated person a threat to a person who's been
vaccinated? Assuming of course that the vaccine works?

Blue Dog
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The ideologues don't care about that. They simply want CONTROL
(POWER).

Detective Miller
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British scientists at the University of Oxford

Delta Varient - Probability of PCR Positive Test
AstraAeneca's Covid-19 vaccine
0 to 14 Weeks from Full Vaccination

Unvaccinated = 0.68 probability for all 14 weeks

Fully Vaccinated
0.57 @ 2 weeks = 0.11 lower probability
0.63 @ 6 weeks = 0.05 lower probability
0.67 @ 10 weeks = 0.01 lower probability
0.68 @ 12 weeks = 0.00 lower probability

100 people fully vaccinated
2 weeks later -> 89 of them can catch/spread just like the
unvaccinated!
6 weeks later -> 95...
10 weeks later -> 99...
12 weeks later -> 100...

100% Full Vaccination in the USA -> 2 weeks later -> 293,700,000
are capable of catching/spreading the virus.

You need a booster shot EVERY 2 WEEKS if you want an 0.11
lower Probability that you won't kill your grandma!

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.28.21264260v
1.full.pdf

Bacon's Rebellion

...people who have taken AstraAeneca's Covid-19 vaccine
and contract the virus are just as likely to spread it as the
unvaccinated after 90 days, while the Pfizer vaccine's ability
to reduce transmission is "substantially" reduced over the
same period, according to the records of nearly 150,000
contacts that were traced from approximately 100,000 initial
cases
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Lithuania is a 3rd world dump so it's hardly surprising.

Jerrod
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No, it's not . . . and. had it not been under USSR wrecking ball
for seven decades, it'd be first world, not second.

Not Your Father's ZH
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Senior cop QUITS Victoria Police over Covid
enforcement, Oct 8, 2021

This is the moment Acting Senior Sergeant Krystle Mitchell
QUITS Victoria Police.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgarNtY7gz0

The full interview.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Kn6AFl5G1c
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The Covid 19 Test was patented in 2015.

The Covid 19 Pandemic was "predicted" in 1981.

 

But there's nothing to see here. Move along.
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As you read the comments on this article you'll notice the
number of different opinions on the intentions and the
dangers of the mRNA experiment. This should show you
that no one has the vaguest idea what's really going on
which I suspect is intentional.

ItsAllBollocks
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Oh we know what's going on at some levels: enough to
recoil in horror.

Critically Thinking with Dr Carrie Madej and Dr Christine
Northrup – Tentacled Organism Identified?
https://rumble.com/embed/vklaq1/?pub=bp7gd

Dr. Zandre Botha was shocked after studying the blood of
“vaccinated” patients
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/10/never-before-
seen-blood-doctor-reveals-horrific-findings-after-examining-
vials/

Christiane Northrup
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OzOsiDmwh5OQ/

Mystery illness sweeping across the New Brunswick,
Canada: six confirmed dead and dozens more falling ill to a
unknown brain disease.
https://thewatchtowers.org/canada-mystery-illness-
outbreak-six-dead-as-investigation-launched-into-brain-
disease-science-news-express-co-uk/

PrivetHedge
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So Lithuania is terrific? Did you read the article? It’s back
under the wrecking ball

Jade_Dragon
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they knuckle under readily to the WHO and WEF, because
these billionaires could buy Lithuania twice... and have already

Mister E
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All links back to the Davostokracy and Klaus anal-Schwab
and the WEF. All the G7 nations are in in lockstep with the
bio-security RESET. It's never been about "health" folks...

And good to see not everyone down-under is a jib-jabbed
zombie awaiting a personal cardio-exit-event...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrXObwStzcE

 

 

Anatara666
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“Yes, at first it will not be fair. Someone will have to
temporarily lose his job. For the young who seek to live by
truth, this will at first severely complicate life, for their tests
and quizzes, too, are stuffed with lies, and so choices will
have to be made. But there is no loophole left for anyone
who seeks to be honest: Not even for a day, not even in the
safest technical occupations can he avoid even a single one
of the listed choices—to be made in favor of either truth or
lies, in favor of spiritual independence or spiritual
servility. And as for him who lacks the courage to defend
even his own soul: Let him not brag of his progressive
views, boast of his status as an academician or a
recognized artist, a distinguished citizen or general. Let
him say to himself plainly: I am cattle, I am a coward, I
seek only warmth and to eat my fill.”
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If the EU did not subsidize the Baltic States, they would be on
the level of Africa just like Ukraine. And by the way, the EU
subsidies are ending this year.

Unknown
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There is so much tech and investor money moving into
Eastern Europe it's crazy right now. Vilnius is in a
construction mania. Unfortunately it's exactly all the young
techies brainwashed by Silicon Valley that are driving the
fancy Covid pass scanners. Anyone who remembers
Communism wants nothing to do w it. Covid is not Ebola

BelleDelphine
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"Africa" - where do you come from Mister E? The land of
$24,000,000,000,000 in the red and call it prosperity? 

Please....

Vecia
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Funny because the EU subsides every state in Europe. Are
you saying that without EU's subsidizes, Europe would be
on a level of Africa? Some facts for you: The EU budget is
in fact smaller than the budgets of Austria or
Belgium. EU spending represents less than 1% of the total
value of the EU economy. Unlike national budgets, which
are mainly used to provide public services and fund social
security systems, the EU budget is primarily used for
investment. It's like claiming that as a teenager your pocket
money from your parents (20 euro) would support your live
expenses as an adult and without these money you will
never make it. 
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It's not just happening in Lithuania.  Australia, Canada, coming
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It's not just happening in Lithuania.  Australia, Canada, coming
soon everywhere...
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If we let them.
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15-year-old California boy killed by jab is Sonoma
County’s first pediatric Covid death

https://www.worldtribune.com/police-15-year-old-california-
boy-killed-by-jab-is-sonoma-countys-first-pediatric-covid-
death/
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My son told me about a friend who was diagnosed with late
stage colon cancer this summer. In his early 40s, bleeding
from his rectum, tremors, extreme pain from his stomach to
his testicles. Sad.  Wife and small kids.

Fast forward 3 weeks, come to find out he doesn't have
colon cancer. He'd had covid way back last year, but now
his employer made it mandatory to get vaxxed, so he
complied. His bleeding and other symptoms all came
courtesy of Pfizer, per his md . Repeat these stories to your
family and friends, since the media never will. People need
to know.
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impotence is a real threat from the thing.  Bill Gates et al
wants us all eunuchs
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PrivitHedge I'm not suggesting you're wrong (or right) but I
must point out you're quoting material (reputable or otherwise)
from sources contradictory to other sources (reputable or
otherwise) therefore I rest my case. No one knows what's
really going on which I suspect is intentional.
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Read the Spartacus Letter.  Came out Sept. 27 I think.  

 That will explain to you the virus and the various vaccines
and how they work.

Lord Raglan
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I read the letter when it was released and my above
comment also applies here. It's just another opinion,
reputable or otherwise. It's believable but not provable,
many agree and many disagree. Again I suspect this is
intentional which is my point. While everyone is caught up in
the what is and the what isn't, no one is looking at the who
and the why. What I'm suggesting is this is yet another
application of the age old strategy that works every time
called divide and conquor
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you are revealing your mind numbing stupidity

yarpos
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... and you have a reason for that mind numbing observation
or is 'shooting the messenger' just your way of discarding
what you find uncomfortable.
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Technically it was a second world dump.

YouWillEatBugs
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Jerrod is 3rd ?

Olebole
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It's a small country making it easier to test and I'm sure their
'leaders' are being well compensated for their willingness to
go along. This is being pushed everywhere, or will be, so it has
nothing to do with first, second third world. US is supposedly
first world and we're looking pretty pathetic. What will likely
save our collective ass are the millions of us who took the 2nd
amendment seriously.
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Ignoramus zerotard! 3rd world means a country not aligned
with the former soviet union or united states..get a f"£king
education before posting, your embarrassing yourself.

3301
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Hey genius... did you forget china whilst you were
pontificating?

🙄
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But, but… my vaccination doesn’t work unless you are
vaccinated!

These people are retards. And you let them rule over you. If
the “vaccinated” can get sick from that which they are
“vaccinated” from, then they, being “vaccinated”, can pass
on to the “vaccinated” that which they are “vaccinated” from.
And when everyone is “vaccinated”, only the “vaccinated”
will be passing on their sickness, of which they are
“vaccinated” from, to each other. How frikken hard is it to
grasp that? In other words, the “vaccine” prevents nothing.

Battlefield USA
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The vaccine is a pretense to enslave people.

Unknown
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The kill rate of the bioweapon is so low that its creation was
not for that purpose, but for another. 

Slaytheist
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I was wondering that.
I think it will kill in 3 years... but in the meantime they have a
giant lab full of guinea sheep.

Critically Thinking with Dr Carrie Madej and Dr Christine
Northrup – Tentacled Organism Identified?
https://rumble.com/embed/vklaq1/?pub=bp7gd

Dr. Zandre Botha was shocked after studying the blood of
“vaccinated” patients
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/10/never-before-
seen-blood-doctor-reveals-horrific-findings-after-examining-
vials/

Christiane Northrup
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OzOsiDmwh5OQ/

Mystery illness sweeping across the New Brunswick,
Canada: six confirmed dead and dozens more falling ill to a
unknown brain disease.
https://thewatchtowers.org/canada-mystery-illness-
outbreak-six-dead-as-investigation-launched-into-brain-
disease-science-news-express-co-uk/
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Imagine a tetanus vaccine that gave you tetanus, or a measles
vaccine that gave you measles, or a TB vaccine that gave you
TB, or a smallpox vaccine that gave you smallpox.

Welcome to New Normal Medicine where such things are
acceptable.
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The remedy for people is very simple. Turn off your phones
and computers and TV:s for a couple of weeks. And poof,
corona is gone.

All you have left is normal life.
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booster shots were given to dogs in texas  .. after the 5th booster
the dogs died..

mkt repos
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I can't like that comment.

What Fauci did to those Beagles makes me want to be
allowed to throw him into hell myself...

petulant elixir
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Tie him up and give him the Atilla treatment..

lwilland1012
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Mini Mengele deserves the Mussolini treatment for his actions.
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link?

DJ Happy Ending
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British scientists at the University of Oxford

Maybe the goal is to spread it!
A young, healthy individual is not bothered by Covid. When they
age and get co-morbidities, it's time to terminate them. Frees
society from supporting people who no longer produce for the
elites.

They want to shorten human lifespan.

BrownCoat

...people who have taken AstraAeneca's Covid-19
vaccine and contract the virus are just as likely to spread
it as the unvaccinated after 90 days, while the Pfizer
vaccine's ability to reduce transmission is "substantially"
reduced over the same period, according to the records
of nearly 150,000 contacts that were traced from
approximately 100,000 initial cases
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Old people are a big liability for all societies. Shortening their
lifespan makes perfect sense for the society with the multiple
crisis. 

Alex3191
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Older people have all the assets. That's why they are
imposing new and improved inheritance taxes. Just one
more way the gubment can confiscate wealth.

FalseProfits
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Pension crisis solved

Ofelas
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%
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And social security/medicare.

THX1959 Block 3
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All these statistics are nonsense.  There is NO <virus>, only a
bioweaponized shot whose lethal agent(s) are being mis-
identified as a <virus>.

TheTrumanShow
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The virus is a bioterror weapon produced in Wuhan under
direction of Fauci, Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, and Xi Jinping.
The vax is part 2 of the bioterror weapon.

YouWillEatBugs
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People, like my cousin, who have taken AstraAeneca's Covid-19
vaccine and contract the virus are not just as likely to spread
 because he died 48 hours after his second shot.

Zeroscum
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“Yes, at first it will not be fair. Someone will have to temporarily
lose his job. For the young who seek to live by truth, this will at
first severely complicate life, for their tests and quizzes, too, are
stuffed with lies, and so choices will have to be made. But there is
no loophole left for anyone who seeks to be honest: Not even for
a day, not even in the safest technical occupations can he avoid
even a single one of the listed choices—to be made in favor of
either truth or lies, in favor of spiritual independence or spiritual
servility. And as for him who lacks the courage to defend even
his own soul: Let him not brag of his progressive views, boast
of his status as an academician or a recognized artist, a
distinguished citizen or general. Let him say to himself
plainly: I am cattle, I am a coward, I seek only warmth and to
eat my fill.”

StealthBomber
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I'm not buying it, they already had control and power! 

 

BarneyisFrank
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Genocide. Did you notice the dark folks in that Lithuanian phone
app? It was probably commissioned by Barb Spectre.

daveO
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Proven only when they flex it and there is no resistance.

It is the lack of violent resistance that surprises me.  I suppose
the science had to get clear that a vaccinated was in fact a
super spreader.  The vaccine reduces the symptoms, but you
can catch and transmit.

The definition of Typhoid Mary, not vaccine.

 

now back to guns and the unfortunate requirement to meet
force with parity.  A normal vaccinated citizen is using the
police and it is not the police that need to be met with force.  It
is the fascist vaccinated citizen.  Until they fear to go out and
proclaim being vaccinated, this will continue.

 

E5
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It is your own family that you are responsible for.

See you at thanksgiving.

 

E5
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#VaxxWaffenfarbe

#VaxxMachtDiebe

#VaxxDisAssholen

Doom Porn Star
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That's right, Dave-O-- Gotta gaslight Whitey into just giving
up.

5th gen warfare is being waged against us globally.

Anno Domini
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Vaxxed Macht Frie!

thepsychoproff
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Yep. Just goes to show that it's all about control and power. Nothing to
do with health.

Market Pulse
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"We are not following the science - we are following the
money!"  https://www.facebook.com/hanspeter.brenn1/videos/2170
04513783005/   This vid will be gone soon. From Lew Rockwell's
"Political Theatre" blog. PLEASE listen. Davy vs. Goliath. If we fight,
we win! We are billions, they are few. (Please, any geeks - find this
Fakebook poster, "HansPeter.Brenn1" anywhere you can - on
BitChute, etc. - and repost!)

Why are so many people dying at home? Excess deaths in homes
occur for the 81st week in a row, just 3% are associated with Covid-
19

Oz waking up: Bombshells in NSW case: Govt & expert admit jabs
not mandatory, dangerous and ineffective

WOW! Even Michigan?! Court Sides With Unvaccinated Michigan
Athletes in Mandate Case

Senior Sergeant in Victoria, Australia, Police Department Quits

Not Your Father's ZH
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Because Politicians Have Ordered Brutal, Often Illegal, Police
Conduct

Interesting Development – Victoria, Australia, Officials Withdraw
Vaccination Mandate for Government and Judicial Employees

AI-powered DoD Data Analysis Program Named “Project Salus”
Shatters Official Vaccine Narrative, Shows A.D.E. Accelerating in the
Fully Vaccinated with Each Passing Week!
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"We are the many not the few" Almost sounds like what the Jews
told each other in Aushwitz, only to step into roles that would kill
their brother but save their bacon for one more day.... too soon?

Next time someone asks you for a temperature or vaccine check
ask if they have done the same :p You will be surprised how
many "non vaxxers" are enforcing "vaxxing" rules and I can tell
you, its not the few :p

Vecia
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This thought is too complicated for a leftist to comprehend.

DoubleBlackDiamond
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The vaccine doesn't work.

krda
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Oh it works, on maiming and killing. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Weak vaccines make strong virus mutants. 

TBT or not TBT
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More that it weakens the immune system so people are then
exposed to all sorts of infection.

Nexus789
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Spanish flu pandemic redux in the making. No question about
it as far as I'm concerned.

Decatur Guy
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It works exactly as intended.

Not Your Father's ZH
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Thanks for the webcrawler downvoter bot, deep state. Always
appreciate flak indicating target below! 

Red Hot Chili Peppers Buckle Down (2002 Digital Remaster) -
YouTube - I know what's right!

Not Your Father's ZH
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Nah. Just release hundreds of thousands of untested and unvaxxed
invading migrants from Mexico, S. America, Haiti, Africa, Middle
East, and etc. throughout America. No problemo! While demanding
American citizens get vaxxed. The vaxxed are too stupid to realize
that these invaders are their replacements.

Fauci to Republicans: ‘Face Reality’ — Immigrants Are Not the
Driving Force of Pandemic

Right! It’s the… American unvaxxed! Because the invaders leave
their “Covid” behind South of the border! My own countrymen are
this stupid.

Battlefield USA
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Exactly right. Recall all the H1B visa types who were taught their
jobs by the soon-to-be-fired.

The real jo blo
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There now KAREN, THAT WASN'T TOO HARD TO UNDERSTAND,
RIGHT.???   IT DOESN'T WORK (ACCEPT IF YOU GET THE ACE2
SPIKE VERSION-  THEN YOU PROBABLY WON'T DIE FROM
FAUCIs BIOWEAPON) ( BUT YOU WILL DIE FROM A.D.E.S. WHEN
YOU GET YOUR UMPTEENTH BOOSTER)

Ockhams Razor
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The argument goes like this: The vaccine can reduce your chances of
spreading Covid by providing you with some level of immunity. When
we reduce the spread of Covid we save lives and potentially prevent
more variants from forming. 

 

The counter argument addresses natural immunity and the fact that
Covid will be with us forever so we may as well learn to live with it.
Covid is only a significant threat to elderly people who are rather frail to
begin with. 

Guatemalanwatersnake
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Their argument is still flawed. The unvaxxed can only spread it to the
unvaxxed. Not the vaxxed. So the unvaccinated are only a threat to
themselves...not the vaccinated.

The denial of natural immunity is a separate argument. 

GregT
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Of course their argument is horribly flawed. They believe the
vaccine can't save everyone and so we still need to slow the
spread. 

 

But then there's natural immunity. This mild flu-like virus has an
inflated death count consisting mostly of elderly people who had
serious comorbidities. 

Guatemalanwatersnake
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Even that argument is flawed: there is no virus. The "virus" is
the boogeyman the state wants you to fear so that you'll
acquiesce to police state measures.

“The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace
alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by
menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, most of
them imaginary.”  ― H.L. Mencken

Now, the "vax" is an actual monster:

HORROR: Exclusive VIDEO Captures "Organism" From
Vaxxed Soldier's Body

BLOOD DOCTOR REVEALS HORRIFIC FINDINGS [2021-10-
04] - DR. ZANDRE BOTHA & STEW PETERS (VIDEO)

Karen Kingston:Unvaxed at Risk from Vaxed in Coming Dark
Winter-Greg Hunter USA Watchdog-[28/9/2021]

Stew Peters With Karen Kingston - Former Pfizer Employee
Confirms Poison in COVID 'Kill Shot'

All You Need To Know About Vaccine Failure – Not in Israel, in
The US – In One Incredible Chart - Alex Berenson

Not Your Father's ZH
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The virus is a real authentic bioterror weapon developed by
Chinese scientists in Wuhan under direction of Fauci and Xi
Jinping, but its not as biologically dangerous to most people
as its hyped up to be, UNTIL you take the mRNA vax which
causes A.D.E., leading to high risk of death when exposed
to a future mutant variation of this bioterror weapon. There's
a long game being played here. Saying the virus is fake is
basically Q-anon level of CIA psyop bullshit.

YouWillEatBugs
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CDC admits no live virus......Q?

creviceCaress
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This is not entirely correct. The vaccine does not stop
transmission. Everyone is spreading it, once contaminated.
Which means, that having or not having the vaccine makes no
difference to anyone other than yourself, which means that these
measures are either misinformed (which is possible), ideological
or political.

Stonkker
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SERIOUSLY NOT TRUE    The jab has only the mRNA for the
spike protein to be made in your cellular cytoplasm (if you
believe PHARMA).  That is enough to protect most people
from the GAIN OF FUNCTION ACE2 spike protein from BATS
at Wuhan.  ACE2 IS THE KILLER.    Nearly killed me.    JAB
does NOT last more than six months, and does NOT give
complete immunity.    Hence breakthroughs are going to
happen to EVERYONE VACCINATED even when they
CONTINUE TO GET  JABBED.  

PLEASE UNDERSTAND.   THERE IS NO IMMUNITY
CONFERRED.   PERIOD.   THIS IS ALL DONE JUST TO HIDE
THE FACT OF ACE2 BIOWEAPON PRODUCTION.       AND
THERE IS  A PLAN BEHIND THAT. 

THE ONLY TRUE IMMUNITY COMES FROM HAVING THE
VIRUS.   PERIOD.  EVEN WHEN YOU ARE VAXXED.

Ockhams Razor
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You are better off sucking bat c0ck then taking the vaccine
to protect yourself against this "virus".

Vecia
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shout much? get a grip jeezum....

no virus.  on top of no live specimens anywhere to be had,
mostly cuz virus is dead, and they have no samples, but
germ theory is BS.  look it up yourself.

creviceCaress
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No the argument is that you have to get vaccinated to protect the
ones who cannot get vaccinated for health reasons.

They don't acknowledge the vax doesn't work, so you're seen as a
monster attacking the helpless.

IslayAddict
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They believe the vaccine works well enough to save some people
but not everyone. They still think we should try to slow the
spread. 

 

They fail to acknowledge natural immunity and they greatly
exaggerate the threat of the virus on the general population. 

Guatemalanwatersnake
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Yes, except there is no virus. The vax is a threat; the virus is a
story.

Not Your Father's ZH
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Yep, they never isolated the "veerus"

Cactus
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Yeah but that rabbit hole isn't getting explored anytime
soon, the lab leak theory and fort Detrick are big stumbling
blocks. 

Vaccine was redefined a few weeks ago by the CDC (again)
this time to represent an agent that offers protection against
the transmissibility of a virus. How much protection?
Doesn't matter, even 0.01% protection is better than no
protection, therefore get the vaccine. Because if the
vaccines are safe, then you have nothing to worry about.
Which brings me to the current official argument:

Vaccines are safe,

Vaccines offer protection against the transmissibility of
the virus,

To date, no other treatment offers protection against the
transmissibility of the virus,

The (health) rights of the group trump the rights of the
individual,

Therefore, the individual should get vaccinated to
protect the group from being infected

If anyone of those premises falls, the argument collapses.

We can target vaccine safety on scientific grounds; vaccine
efficacy on scientific grounds; alternative
virus treatments/prevention (such as natural
immunity); human rights on moral ground (or legal, ie the
emergency authorization); or semantic interpretation on
linguistic/philosophic/medical grounds (such as the
meaning of a vaccine, virus and pandemic)

iNK
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Yep, it really is quite tragic to see these 1500+ comment
long articles with people arguing over the virus.  I thought
ZH readers were more intelligent than this.  Arguing about
something that doesn't exist is a huge waste of time, energy
and internet bandwidth.

Go Big or Go Home
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They also fail to acknowledge that the people leading the vax
crusade are known to be habitual liars and cons.  So the moral
of the story is we must always believe the little boy who cried
wolf because one day there will surely be a real wolf.  

Raymond Reason
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Questions like this are why you aren't a camera hogging scientist like
Fauci.

TheABaum
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It is just a separation of the controlled and the uncontrolled...

Chunky_Beaver
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It is not a vaccine ............. stop call it a vaccine.

buckboy
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Correct. It's a UN/CCP bioterror weapon, worse than the actual
virus.

YouWillEatBugs
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As has been explained ad nausea, the public health measures are
designed to keep the case load low enough for the hospitals to cope.
So that we don't get more death panels as in Idaho:

https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-09-24/civil-
rights-complaint-targets-idaho-health-care-rationing

youshallnotkill
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So they are firing hospital staff that are trained to deal with
communicable diseases much worse than covid, that there is no vax
for, to protect patients from covid....only in your mind would that
make any sense

CrabbyR
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your questions don't matter because while you're asking questions
they are stomping all over your face with their jackboots

Iconoclast422
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Because the Vaccine is NOT a vaccine, it does not provide immunity; it
is a overhyped therapeutic that only lessens the chance of
hospitalization and severity when you do contract the virus. The scam
is calling it a vaccine and forcing everyone to use it when there are
better options, like therapeutics such as Zn, D, ivermectin,

hmmmm
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Sorry, just have to keep raising the issue of the GAINS OF
FUNCTION.   ACE2 SPIKE KILLER, AND HIV VIRAL ENVELOPE
COAT (PERFECT BIOWEAPON).     They could have used any part
of the original virus to make jabs, and should have used as many as
possible, normally.    However, the HIV viral coat glycoprotein 120,
envelopes the entire capsid, leaving just the tip of the spike protein 
showing to your immune system, but still able to attach and enter
cells, and activate your autonomic sympathetic nerves-  causing the
horrendous inflammation to HEART, BRAIN, LUNG, VESSELS,
KIDNEYS/ADRENALS.

Ockhams Razor
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Why are the vaccinated wearing masks in stores where only
vaccinated are allowed in? Assuming of course the vaccine works.

Hint- After 6 months it doesn't. 

 

Ron Pierre Danger Delecto V
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How is an unvaccinated person a threat to a person who's been
vaccinated?

Gad, that question is getting redundant.  It’s communism. It is in our
face. This is it! We have passed the road sign, Welcome to Serfdom 
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face. This is it! We have passed the road sign, Welcome to Serfdom 

Wherher the choice was via the revolutionary or the evolutionary road
to socialism, the masses have chosen. Both roads have rooted out and
destroyed the culture of Western civilization, using
our governments toward that goal.

And what do we have - Marxism, an anti-religious religion where we all
chant, F... F... the only verb and adjective left in the English language.
And we feel so proud. Adios, Shakespeare and Milton. 
Democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government. The
voters have chosen fiscal collapse vis freebies, and always, now
comes the dictator. 
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Yes, I agree.  It follows a predictable pattern.  Descent into chaos
and then the "save" by the autocrat who requires dictatorial
powers.  Obama was too lazy, Trump was too narcissistic and Biden
is too brain dead to be that dictator.  Hillary might have been
dictator material but we dodged that bullet.  God help us all if we
get an american equivalent of a Putin, Erdogan or Chavez in this
country.

solidus
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It's not 100% effective as everyone knows etc 

mcsean2163
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I remember when I got my yellow fever vaccine and was terrified to exit
the hotel on my vacation 

coletrickle45
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Top tip: the vaccines were, and are, useless.

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole
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Simple answer they get sick and stay sick longer thus providing more
chances to not only muttae the disease but spread it for a longer time.
The anti vaxxers arent as smart with their propaganda as you would
think they are. Theyre actualky doing a disservice.

devilindisguise2
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The time for logic, debate and questions has passed. We either fight
our way back to a free society or abandon our children and
grandchildren to hellish lives as subjects to tyrants. 
 

Amused_Traveler
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Covid19 test kit patent. Take note that the date is 2015.
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/patent/US-2020279585-A1

Archived version of the above link for safe keeping.
https://web.archive.org/web/20210731034337/https://pubchem.ncbi.nl
m.nih.gov/patent/US-
2020279585-A1

Covid19 test kits being shipped across the planet.
https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/USA/year/2017/
tradeflow/Exports/partne
r/ALL/nomen/h5/product/902780

The above link changed the product description but not before
Archive.org copied the site.
https://web.archive.org/web/20200905210427if_/https://wits.worldban
k.org/trade/comtrade/en/
country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Imports/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/pro
duct/300215

Decatur Guy
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.gov is attempting to turn the unvaxxed into an underclass... we are after all
mostly made from those who are also anti government extremist... so it is a
highly convenient conflation...

On the other hand... the unvaxxed are made up of a really determined class
of society... for the most part armed and independent by nature... we are not
folks who take pushing all that well...

So perhaps they should stop pissing us off...

Lordflin
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time is on my side.  the clock is against the vaxtards.

buzzsaw99
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My sentiments exactly Buzzsaw.  I can't wait for these liberal
vaxtards to take their 3rd shots, then 4th and 5th.  Will they live long
enough to take number 5?  Or number 6?  I've got natural immunity
now.  And i've got plenty of food and essentials to outlast these
idiots.  And I'm ready with my "I told you so" card.

Beam Me Up Scotty
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Looking forward to vaxidiots dropping dead, but it would s*ck if
this includes family...

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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.

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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2 points ...

@lordflin, buzz and scotty ... why I made a bugout kit it buys
you time because chances are you will be attacked by the
b@stards. They will come for you so expect and be prepared
for a visit.

@Conan ... it will suck if children die but for adults family or
not  made their choice and must live with the consequences of
that choice.

Seeing as after the great reset and a collapsed population
prep for the inevitable fight now because other than fighting
them there will not be much else too do between rounds of
fishing and hunting.

 

GreatUncle
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Be mindful and use this time while you run down their clock and
organize.

cryptoligarch
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.

paid_attention
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Every item or concept you prep will give you an edge in the
brave new world.

GreatUncle
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are you on an island thousands of km away from "civilization"?

are you living deep underground where noone can get to you?

If not, do not kid yourself, they will come for you, too. Your food
and essentials are useless. Sit and wait for your demise, and your
kids' demise.

NoPasaran
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Yep time is only gained by not being found.

I got military combat webbing and the like packed out with a
things that will support me for many months.

I walk out the door I am gone ... 

You cannot defend against the system with infinite
firepower against you and this will be the downfall of many
because the rule of law is gone.

 

 

GreatUncle
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Tell that to the Afganis Uncle...

They seem to have proved differently...

Lordflin
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You can be a sad fellow Pasaran...

There is an alternative... but folks as beaten as yourself cannot
possibly see it...

You have my sympathy...

Lordflin
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Exactly.  And society is going to miss us a lot more than we will miss
society.

lowkeyjc
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the society that is coming will not miss you

actually, the society that is coming will dispose of you

you know, back in 1920s, some people deep in Siberia thought
the bolsheviks are no threat to them because they live so far
away from "civilization", they have food and essentials...they
understood very quickly how wrong their were in their conjecture.

You will not be able to barricade yourself from the coming
apocalypse, not in the medium-long run, they will get to you
eventually

NoPasaran
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these folks in siberia pulled it off but it wasn't pretty 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/for-40-years-this-
russian-family-was-cut-off-from-all-human-contact-unaware-
of-world-war-ii-7354256/

DJ Happy Ending
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no, the clock is against everybody, including you

NoPasaran
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It’s not simply about the vax. Today it might be. Tomorrow, who knows
what additional requirements? Great Loyalty Oath maybe? But
when you need these papers, you are essentially being tracked
with records as for cattle. And like cattle the day of slaughter will
come. 

chalkandpaste
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You will be forced to take a mark, probably a chip, in your hand or in
your forehead. You won't be able to buy or sell without the mark.

/sound familiar? 

KyttenX
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 I already took the only OATHS I'm going to-   Constitution. 

Ockhams Razor
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this.

next it will be extraterrestrial aliens, which you can't see or hear, and
no real evidence of their presence will be shown, but you will be
expected to get the chip implant anyway.  the alternative will be
life in a cage.

screencap this, it's coming, and you are being conditioned for it as i
type.

DJ Happy Ending
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Nein Herr Lord!

your first 2 paragraphs are spot on.  the pissing part needs to
commence and prolly will.  this is going down that road, see?  1 of 3
things is possible from here on out;

1 - Xfactor, unknown thing happens, STHF is here and covid is moot.

2 - they back off for whatever reason.  more likely it would be 'called
off', the remote possibility that the forseen pushback from society will
be too great.

3 - they keep going with the current narrative.

 

all 3 are possible, #3 is likely.  the mandates for gov workers,
healthcare 1st responders is foreplay.  if they pull lithuanian-style on
the u.s. it will go into full coitus. 

that's where we're at.  now it's wait to see the results if they go balls
deep. 

i fully understand that if it gets to that point, it could and probably will
effect my life considerably as i can't really see myself playing along
with the narrative and getting jabs, but personally i think this is great. 
we're set to see the most highly sophisticated society in known history
scat all over itself and most of it's citizens in what will likely be the start
of a very nasty chunk of human history.

maybe most people think it'd been better to live in a chunk of history
with more dignity and respect, a lawful and just society?  if you are old
enough to have passed through one of those happy dreams keep in
mind those dreams are what led to this point. 

we're watching an insane, dysfunctional, vapid, entropic system
swallow itself, what could be more interesting?

creviceCaress

So perhaps they should stop pissing us off...
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I agree with most of what you have posted...

But I might suggest that civility is normal in a society... any society
that conceives itself a civilization... and the lack of it the certain
signal that civilization is breaking down...

Lordflin
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There is a notion, that one should do unto others as they would
like done to them, which generally I do concur with.

But when a group of powerful individuals with an old testament
view of the world, decide that as chatel, we can be milked for tax,
jabbed for submission and disposed of as superfluous when old,
I take Umbridge.

Clearly in this next period of turmoil, there will be no quarter
expected or given.

All I hope, is when the rain washes away the blood of the folks
that worship false idols, there is enough God fearing men to
rebuild things in a fairer less exploitive framework. 

Thou shalt not murder is the true reading of the commandment,
one of the 11.

 

Comrade Gezza
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Society without God is dead in the water from the onset - how
many times do we need to see this throughout human history
to understand? Still need more evidence it seems :p

I can tell though that this will be the last attempt. Jesus is
coming and when he does that is the end of "time" and so
begins what awaits all from Adam to the last man (we running
out of men very quickly :p). 

For me, the Western civilisation has been the greatest
monument to evil, lies and waste, When the greatest nation of
that civiliation is $24,000,000,000,000 in the red it seems only
right to say its game over :p

Vecia
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"I take Umbridge."

 

'umbrage' is the word you're looking for.

paid_attention
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It only gets worse as new generations grow up under this regime
and are indoctrinated since birth.

YouWillEatBugs
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I believe .gov in miscalculating in their belief that everyone that gets
vaxxed automatically also demands that everyone else also should.  

rwmctrofholz
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More of that has been apparent of late... and that has been
encouraging...

Lordflin
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I believe anyone who 'wanted' to get the "fake-vax"...... at this point
in time has gotten it.

I really can't see a large number of "new people" getting
it....regardless of the HARD SELL.

Stay strong my friends. Seek out and source some Ivermectin as a
'fail-safe' backup.

vealparm
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RESIST AND REFUSE.   RESIST AND REFUSE.

Ockhams Razor
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Got it.

Came from India.

Can I trust that it´s actully safe and good? No idea.

But I´d rather take that than a kill shot.

maramara__33
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No need start if you feel you have a cold green tea  + zinc and
loads of it.

On top of that grow your own for when it runs out and it will
just like ivermectin.

GreatUncle
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.gov is creating an underclass alright.  But the goal is not based on
vaccination per se.  It is intended to establish the concept of a
generalized underclass in the mind of the population while fudging
around the old underclasses of racial and economic distinctions.  An
underclass dynamically defined by whatever parameters .gov sees as
desirable or undesirable at the moment.  Once the concept of a .gov
defined untouchable class is generally established in society, then we
will find out what the real parameters are - one by one.

As to getting pissed off.  It remains to be seen what good that does. 
We will find out soon enough when the FBI start scheduling
interrogations off the school board meeting speaker lists.  That is SOP
for identifying and neutralizing potential leaders and just general
intimidation of everyone. 

hongdo
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Good to hear from you my friend...

And while I agree in general with what you write... I have here more
in mind a political class that .gov wishes to alienate from as much of
the rest of the population as possible...

The thinking portion of the population is the enemy... under the
general heading of white supremacist... a heading that oddly enough
can include certain black people as well...

Lordflin
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 The last thing the totalitarian ruling class wants is:

.Thinkers

.Questioners

.Skeptics

.Unbelievers

.Cynics

A person who questions the validity or authenticity of something
purported to be factual is the enemy of totalitarian .gov and its
three letter agencies.

The...Questioners...have conveniently been 'dog whistled,'
banned, censored, and marginalized by the mass media and .gov
as 'Conspiracy Theorists'.....a  pejorative term invented by the
CIA 50+ years ago to mock anyone who questioned the JFK
assassination .gov 'official narrative.'

 

vealparm
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Funny part ... if government had handed me free money when
paralyzed I probably would not have adopted positions.

They needed to bribe them better but those above took it all
for themselves.

GreatUncle
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Yes, I agree that is the immediate political goal necessary to
achieve the power desired, any potentially effective opposition
leader or member would be a thinking individual so they are
initially targeted.  But holding that power in a complex economic
society is another thing.

In the future the creation of multiple underclasses would be of
enormous benefit to a totalitarian dictatorship.  Miners would
have specific limitations and rights.  engineers, bankers,
mechanics, farmers, soldiers, etc.  Keeping everyone in their lane
is needed to keep a controlled economy controlled.  Whether that
level of control is possible, I don't know, but I'm sure they want to
try it.  It works for ants.

hongdo
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A large number of black people.

SassyPants
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Smart deduction. You are very probably right. We are in a proof-of-
concept stage for designating  underclasses and enemies of the
state.

Now Voyager
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and they will be replaced with robots in time. All about removing
your connection to Source.

Cactus
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Just constantly poking the bear.

whatsupwiththat
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Governments never back off until they are neutralized. 

DanDaley
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I can live with that, literally ! Unvaxxed and underclass!

Alex3191
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I got the best I could here in Vancouver in Canada. My crossbow is
very powerful and will cut through anybody who comes here and
demands a vaxx pass.

maramara__33
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I witnessed this today in Lithuania.  A large grocery store inside a mall has
security with checks your Covid pass QR/ Euro Certificate used to enter the
mall. The bottle recycling is in an outside 20 ft building where you obtain
your credit slip.  But old people who collect bottles for extra money can't
come inside the mall to redeem these credit slips because they don't have
phones with the computer generated QR/ and subsequent filed Euro
Certificate.  Mall traffic has fallen over 30%(grocery and small shops)  and
the government reported tax revenue fell nearly 35% last quarter.  If the
vaccine doesn't kill you then they will starve and freeze you to death this
winter.

SoDamnMad
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If you don't take the mark, you cannot buy or sell.

Death2Fiat
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And Fauci's name in Italian means SICKLE.    THINK GRIM
REAPER.

Ockhams Razor
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Lithuania is literally committing this insanity just like Revelations said
would happen. 

Oh well, I'm not in Lithuania but I'm totally fine to die on this hill and
make sure I take as many of my enemies as I can with me. They're
not taking me.

petulant elixir
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Are they allowed to leave the county? Canadians who are un-jabbed will not
be allowed out of the country after October. That is usually the test for a
total tyrannical regime.

casey13
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There's no border between Lithuania and the rest of Europe. It's part of
the schengen area. But it seems like they'll be doing this all over
Europe - no place to run. 

Nona Yobiznes
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I guess the cynical answer is to wait out the winter flu cycle, which
could potentially kill a lot of the injected. 

KyttenX
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They'll probably build a massive border wall around the Schengen
Area very, very soon and soon dissolve individual governments so
Germany, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Liechtenstien etc. will
cease to exist and it'll become one massive European superstate
like the USSR but implemented by stealth instead of an act of war
because it'll essentially become a real life version of Eurasia from
the book 1984 and because the war on the people will be
embedded into society, an Atlas Shrugged style of revolution will
simply cease to be possible at any scale...

wclifton968
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You'd think the cult of covid would want the unvaxxed to leave since
those lunatics think the unvaxxed are so lethal. 

snatchpounder
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Soon the camps will be ready.

Herdee
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Of that I have no doubt since the cult of covid idiots are inssne.

snatchpounder
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Already in play in Britain and Australia.  You need government
permission to leave the country, important people and government
members are exempt of course.

hongdo
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Also in New Zealand. After 1st of February next year I am officially
banned from leaving the country on international flights,
permanently.

YouWillEatBugs
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while they can still get fuel...

Cactus
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Canadians need to check their voters machines.

Cactus
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As far as I know, no machines were used.

What needs to be checked are the heads/brains of Canadians.

Then again, their whole thinking would magically change if the lying
media suddenly turned right.

I voted PPC here in Canada so my conscious is clear.

maramara__33
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Whoa. They cannot leave? That is kidnapping by definition.

OKUSA
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It’s not about covid. It’s about control. For those who survive the vaxxx,
they’ll be tracked as cattle. This is merely the beginning. 

chalkandpaste
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Unlike cattle, they will die by a thousand cuts, from spike proteins.

daveO
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Just like cattle, farmers are culling the herd.

YouWillEatBugs
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The separation of sheep from goats.

Cactus
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I SEE(C)  OVID. (https://www.ebabynames.com/#!meaning-of-Ovid

-Certificate Of Vaccine I.D.

Delta is the Vax.

Chilling observations and views of UK undertaker John O'Looney,

https://www.bitchute.com/video/OVxZM3AHdebJ/

Karen Kingston, pharma analyst on the cove and the approaching
darkness

Covid-19 "Vaccines" Are Poison: Greg Hunter Interviews
Pharmaceutical Analyst Karen Kingston

 

skizex
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Yeah. But it will be your fault because you are unvacced. You know it´s
coming...

maramara__33
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WHY DO THE PROTECTED NEED TO BE PROTECTED
FROM THE UNPROTECTED BY FORCING THE UNPROTECTED TO USE
THE PROTECTION THAT DIDN’T PROTECT THE PROTECTED IN THE
FIRST PLACE.?

Johnny Walker
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IDK maybe we can find some answers at their funerals

CourtOfAtom
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And Lithuania was afraid of the Russians invading and occupation.

 

Now. They would be looked as LIBERATORS.

2banana
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Ironic that Russia is looking like one of the more liberated nations right
now.  A country that big, the population would be hard to control as
well.  

colourmepop
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you are mistaken

you do not read news so you do not know what is happening in
Russia

moreover, you have no understanding of history. The people deep in
Siberia also thought back in the 1920s that they were so far from
bolshevik "civilization" that pogroms, prodrazvyorstka and the rest
of bolshevik genocidal policies, not to mention raskulachivanie
(dekulakization) would never reach them. They were very quickly
proven wrong, very quickly.

NoPasaran
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The Lithuania's real problem was (((Soviet))) Union.

No-Go zone
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Nothing's changed.

daveO
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A good name for this might be the "war of medical aggression".

chunga
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Good one.

I'm gonna steal it and drop that bomb on my doctor during my
appointment next week.

He might get pissed off and tell me to GTFO of his office, or he might
laugh and offer me knucks.

serotonindumptruck
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As far as I'm concerned the medical community at large has
engaged in gross systemic malpractice for going on two years.

edit - I wanted to add this video link. Nurse who just got fired.

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/nurse-makes-her-point-in-
perfect-way/
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19 Reply"

The NIH/CDC has protocols for the treatment of COVID. Those
protocols are currently killing people.

So why don't the doctors/ hospitals go against those protocols?
Aka use ivermectin? 

As it turns out, if they follow the protocols, you cannot get sued.

Their job is not to save lives. Their job seems to be provide
treatment that avoids litigation. 
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Nuremberg 2 will go after them.

Cactus
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I sure hope.

maramara__33
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Their job is to provide government money by following
protocols.

SassyPants
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Well and cleverly done nurse vid.
It will take clever thinking as we, the great unvaxxed, outwit the
nitwits.

The real jo blo
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Well You all See there are multiple aspects to this one of them that is
not part of the plan is to have currupt individuals make profits from
Having individuals vaxxed, this is how The Problem really started. the
people are already not exactly perfectly trustful of the medical system.
where the meds are all made overseas you see. In country's that are
not exactly hostile they Just want control of certain resources that our
millitary is controlling with force. This is why our ships and subs are
getting rammed and otherwise sabataged and the missions sabataged.

This vaxxination thing is Just a piece of an unknown puzzle that only
the most informed know where it fits and what it does. Many who
knew but didnt know what this piece was where well silenced.

You wont find the answer on the internet its all bin scrubbed silenced
and those who do know wont say jack didly.

SpitfireXVI
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What the fuck. I'm at a loss for words, it's so crazy. They're going to be
injecting people 4 times a year at this rate. And this bullshit is coming
elsewhere, guaranteed. Canada ordered something like 600M doses for a
population of 30M. They're going to fill them up with needles. This is some
sick shit, we're all being experimented on, they lied about "safe and
effective", they didn't actually know. I'm now open to the possibility that
they want to kill us all with the vax. This is getting way out of hand.

Nona Yobiznes

The Vice-Minister of Health stated: "We are likely to start the fourth
and fifth booster shots in several months."
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Sitting at cvs waiting on a script, watching the sheer amount of brain
dead sheep that are lining up and asking for boosters and
clotshots, it’s like junkies going up to their dealer begging for another
fix. It’s mass psychosis. There is no stopping this, they are fully
brainwashed and just marching over the cliff following each other. I
honestly don’t care any longer. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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It's hard to care at this point. But the audacity of it all still shocks
me.

Nona Yobiznes
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I rewatched Schindler’s list, it all makes sense. People are THAT
stupid. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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There is a thing called Terror Management Theory. Basically, people
cannot tolerate being reminded of their own mortality, and will do
anything to make those reminders go away.

Like take a shot that people say will make them safe, even though it
might kill them. 

KyttenX
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Memento Mori. Remember that you will die.

We CAN tolerate being reminded of our own mortality and we
should seek out the opportunities to do so. Visit the sick. Visit the
dying. 

It is better to go to a house of mourning than to go to a house of
feasting, for death is the destiny of everyone; the living should
take this to heart. Ecclesiastes 7:2

Leroy Whitby
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Carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero.

Leroy Whitby
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If you read Viking literature, their epic poems, they are
resigned to death. In one, a man (who became the highest
level of hero/beserker/madman possible in the Viking
description) has accidentally started the process of a fight with
one of his neighbors, a great, huge warrior who will surely kill
him. The heroes father literally shrugs. What are you going to
do? You have to fight him. That's the way the world works. 

I think an understanding of death is almost necessary to being
a warrior. Maybe a very young man that still thinks he is
immortal can slide by without it. But as you get into your mid-
20's and 30's . . .

Leroy Whitby
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"I'm now open to the possibility that they want to kill us all with the
vax."

Glad to see your eyes have been opened. That's exactly the objective.
mRNA shots instruct the cells to make spike proteins. These are what
kill you. Death by a thousand cuts. 

daveO
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Turning people into sieves. It's the bragging about it that get's me.

Cactus
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I think they know many will die, but it is about transforming mankind or
transhumanism. I think whatever is inside of the vax could be laying
the groundwork.

OKUSA
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Yes, our great leader Trudeau told us that he has ordered a shitload of
vaxxes. The good news is that someone will be able to get their 11th
and 12th dose as I will decline.

This is how you break down the community/province/country.

Right now I´m thankful that I can still visit the grocery store. Can´t really
go anywhere else except for getting a hair cut.

Did you get that? I AM THANKFUL for being able to buy food.

But no doubt, this will change as well.

 

 

 

maramara__33
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"getting"? :-D

you are still waiting for "the right moment" to start pushing back, like
all these gun-laden so called american patriots here on this forum? The
losers that think just because they have some food and essentials they
will be left alone and will survive the coming apocalypse? :-D

NoPasaran
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What is happening enrages me, and saddens me at the same time.

The masses are mostly unaware that we are in the middle of WW3, good vs
extreme evil. The end game is the complete enslavement of humanity.

If we do not rise up collectively against this, we will never regain the
freedoms we have already lost, and will lose everything in the end.

wizeye
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The masses don't think so we have to think for them.

As easy as they became blind we can make them unblind.

dont stare at the beam
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sorry wizeye, there is no "good". Only one type of evil vs another type
of evil. You gotta pick your poison :) No leader , politician or country is
"good". NO ONE! you are all by yourself.

Alex3191
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I consider anyone ignorant that haven't realized yet that the virus was made
just for the vaccine.

Leaky Diane
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The jab is the danger. Whatever is in those things causes people to
develop unwanted "side-effects" such as blood clots, heart problems,
paralysis, and even death in some cases.

Fluff The Cat
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hang in there gluboco.  you and your wife may be the only two healthy
people left in lithuania come this time next year.

buzzsaw99
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no, if there is a die off this winter, which I doubt, he, his wife and their
kids will be blamed and HUNTED

NoPasaran
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When the Pfizer shot came out the FDA was told it was 95% effective in
preventing covid infections by PCR tests in about 40,000, half placebo, and
not studied were hospitalizations nor deaths, and got no liability EUA on
that.  Now we have data and a slightly mutated virus to delta.  In UK, more
than half of new infections or cases are in the fully vaccinated (see
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccine-weekly-
surveillance-reports ) and the probability you get the virus is higher for the
vaccinated than the unvaccinated for all age groups over 30, Pfizer was full
of crap and just wants to make money.  Data does indicate some use
limiting hospitalizaton and death, but not infecton. The vaccines, inferior to
natural immunity, do wane like other vaccines and big pharma solution is to
get booster shot every six months for rest of life.  FDA still has liability
waiver where w/o no company would sell a single jab. The vax's origonal
study for EUA is diametrically at ods with current data for infection but
these sycoprhants sticking to the meme and propaganda to get everyone
vaxxed as solution and no shopping, travel or ability to work is crazy.
Vaxxed people are more likely to get covid than the unvaxed and the vaxxed
are more likely to spread it too, thus by science we should quarranteen the
vaxxed, not let the vax travel, have the vaxxed lose jobs. ... and these idiot
fascist politicians say look at the science.

Nelbev
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May we ask what are your pertinent medical qualifications?

vasilievich
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What are yours to question his?

UnicornTears
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You dont need medical qualifications to be able to do simple math.

Hadrian
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Look at the Singapore chart or the Israel chart or the Vermont chart
- don’t be a coorva

bikepath999
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You don't need a weatherman to see which way the wind is blowing.

mike6972
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The link showing governmental facts.

Jo A-S
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I can read simple statistics.  If you want to compare the UK's latest
health service data posted above to Pfizer's 6 month follow-up, the
latter is
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.28.21261159v1.f
ull  here they claim "Efficacy peaked at 96.2% during the interval
from 7 days to <2 months post-dose 2, and declined gradually to
83.7% from 4 months post-dose 2 to the data cut-off, an average
decline of ∼6% every 2 months." as opposed to zero efficiacy in the
more robust UK data set covering milions.

What medical credentials do Dan Andrew in Victoria have or does
HHS head Xavier Becerra have in say all US firms with more than
100 employees should fire natural immuninty people becaue they
are dangers to rest?

Nelbev
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He's no Fauci is he.

Now Voyager
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V, may we infer by your comment here that you yourself are vaxxed?
Or is this a sign of ossification of the noggin,

The real jo blo
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May we ask what are your pertinent medical qualifications?

 

He's has a brain and he is eminently qualified to see through the
phony ruses of the duplicitous, lying, homunculus Fauci and other
assorted totalitarians...including you.

DanDaley
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Okay, Vas, you are either with God or your're not. Stop it with your
imparting "wisdom" to these kids.  Your wife took the vax so she
could volunteer at the library?  If you had prayed to the Lord, the
library would have come to her instead.  Is this what happened? I
believe you are turning into one of these true believers.

By the way, your poetry is not very good.Now here is some good
poetry from Luis Cernuda who was exiled from his own country.

Epitah

Delight, power, thought, find here

Repose.  The fever has past.

They sought the truth, and found it,

     But did not believe.

Now death lulls their desires,

Sated at last.  pity not

Their fate, less harsh than that of

   Deathless gods above.

Beebee
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i sincerely hope bojo got triple jabbed with the real vax but i doubt it.

buzzsaw99
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Fat chance.

pathological liar
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I think bojo did, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgExznhC2Yc ,
he is set to build back better in a greener, gender nuetral, femisist
way, and Xiden has been jabbed at least ten times except the last
photo op fake booster shot on the fake set near WH photos of
flowers in widow outside with his arm turned, they could not risk real
jab live.

Nelbev
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...he is set to build back better in a greener, gender
nuetral, femisist way,...

 

What the Democrats are all about has been well understood for a
very long time -2,300 years, in fact:

 

"Masculine republics give way to feminine democracies, and
feminine democracies give way to tyranny".

-Aristotle

DanDaley
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3/4 of Xiden's cabinet are female politicians, DOT gay ????,
HHS 2nd head Rachel Levin ?????

Nelbev
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In the Pfizer study, the 95% figure reported was the Relative Risk
Reduction (RRR). The Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR) is < 1%. That
means actual risk of death of COVID was reduced by less than 1%, as
documented in their own official published study. Reporting the RRR
without context of ARR is intentionally deceptive.

YouWillEatBugs
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I was thinking RRR for infection.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33652582/

Go ask Greenald about the number who died, and from what. Note
that out of the 40,000 the handfull count who died before they
ended the study are not enough to say anything statistically
significant about the vaccine and death.

My big broblem with any studies of statistics now wthout any
antibody test is that approximately half of US poulation or 160 milion
(CDC extrapoltion from 120 million May 31 not updated) has had
covid, know it or not, since most cases mild or no symptons.  It
seems obvious the natural immunity people are not evenly ditributed
amoung the vaxed and unvaxed, but the natural immunity people
should be a higher percentage in the healthir unvaxxed group by self
selction bias not to get vaxxed. This, natural immunity in the sample
groups, is a huge factor most studies completely ignor and would
especilly bias vaccine results of efficacy.

Nelbev
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I´m now thankful that I as a child spent time on the countryside
and mingled with all kinds of animals. I´m sure I licked my fingers
after having held a hen or licked them after digging for worms.
Later I spent more than 20 years in a locker room doing sports.
To top it off, I´ve been using snus (chewing tobacco) for 35 or so
years. Fingers in mouth, wipe them wherever. So I´ve basically
been the ultimate person to catch some shit/some disease. But
no. I´ve been healthy.

Why shouldn´t i trust my immune system now?

Won´t take the kill shot.

maramara__33
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The only main stream media I get is through clips when following ZH or
a similar site. I can´t even watch a minute of the crap even though it´s
available on TV for me all the time. 

I really wonder what these so called journalists think. 

Are they so brainwashed from university that it´s just a little, normal
step to start talking jibberish when employed?

Wouldn´t someone somewhere start questioning things?

VAERS can show thousands of deaths and about half a million ill-
effects in the US.

But nothing from the main stream media.

How can these so called journalists live with themselves? People are
getting killed and seriously hurt but they still keep quiet about it.

maramara__33
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quoted from the report. 

Also table 2, page 13 indicates the vast majority of covid cases are
VACCINATED WITH AT LEAST 2 DOSES!!!!

 

I am jack's dirty dog

Uninfected individuals cannot transmit; therefore, the vaccines
are also effective at preventing transmission.
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Democrats are salivating for this 

Hyper Entropy
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So are MANY republicans.

chiefshortingbull
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Fear is the mind killer. 

Cognitive Dissonance
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Be not afraid.

Leroy Whitby
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aren't they too frightened to do anything? 

Hyper Entropy
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This is not about Democrats or Republicans.

Why are you so narrow minded?

dont stare at the beam
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Except is rather is. Compare dem states versus rep states.

Stark differences jump out at you.

Drowsapp123
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This is freighting to the core. 

All my sense feel what he describes about the boosters , the role out of
more harsh punishment for those that do not comply and/or those that fake
the pass. The constant shaming/ dehumanizing of individuals increasing to a
fever pitch. 

It is the same blueprint used on the Jews during the reign of Nazi Germany,
that was a beta test for this.

 

  

Survival Shield X2
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Bingo!  You got it.  This is not about science or medicine or trying to
help people avoid or recover from a nasty, nasty corona virus.  This is
much bigger than that.  The virus is the fear trigger to enable a bigger
initiative.  Wake up sheeple.  read the above.

wickster
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We're all Kulaks now.

BigJimSportCamper
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quisutdeus

16Also it causes all, both small and great, both rich and poor, both
free and slave, to be marked on the right hand or the forehead,17so
that no one can buy or sell unless he has the mark, that is, the
name of the beast or the number of its name.18This calls for
wisdom: let the one who has understanding calculate the number of
the beast, for it is the number of a man, and his number is 666.
—Revelation 13:16–18
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It's 'in' the right hand or forehead. 

colourmepop
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The spiritual meaning is in your thoughts and actions.

Cactus
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When you show your phone, isn't it in your hand? 

gimme soma dat
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666 is man claiming to be god by expressing godlike control over
nature (ie a vaccine).

6 is just under 7 (perfection) and 3 is the trinity.  6 is the number of man
(just under god, just less than perfection).

IslayAddict
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Did you see Jiden's speech lately, about getting budget sorted? In
plain sight.

Cactus
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6uild 6ack 6etter

Ricky Lahey
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in my youth, the bible always seemed mystical to me but now it seems
scientific.

hongdo
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I know exactly what you are talking about.  I hear you exactly! 
Wisdom.

And I'm a scientist btw!

wickster
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Moral truth is arguably more important than scientific truth.

YouWillEatBugs
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Sorry no.  Got to argue about that.  Moral truth is whatever you
want it to be.  And your perfectly sound morality, to you, may
sound like Looney Tunes to me.  Scientific truth is what multiple
experimenters agree on when their experimental results agree
with their predictions and each other.

Can you propose an experiment that proves your morality? 
Deconstruct:  violence is always morally wrong because it always
hurts someone and any morality must prevent hurt and pain.

hongdo
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You're advocating moral relativism. That means you
are essentially a leftist / postmodernist, or your mind has been
corrupted without realization or self awareness that you have
been compromised. Example: raping kids is objectively evil. I
don't believe in moral relativism. That's for degenerate leftist
mutant cucks and people who think that way are an
evolutionary dead end. It's also a logically inconsistent world
view. I look down on moral relativists as either somewhat less
than human, or very shallow and stupid. If you investigate this
further, you may realize that you're not actually a moral
relativist.

YouWillEatBugs
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6uild 6ack 6etter

w/

6roke 6rain 6iden

Serious.Lee
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This is COVERT TYRANNY, not medical tyranny. There is nothing medical
about this.

JayPowell
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By COVERT do you mean IN YO FACE

Joe Davola
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That would be overt. 

snatchpounder
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Pretty much

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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It's a shame you can't move to France Gluboco. The French are letting
emperor Macron know just how much they DON'T want a 'health pass' as,
once everyone has one, they know it will morph into a digital ID within a few
short months.

Rumple4skin
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Just when these American citizens needed their rights the most ... their
government took them away ...  and rights aren't rights if someone can take
em away. They're privileges. That's all we've ever had in this country is a bill
of TEMPORARY privileges; and if you read the news, even badly, you know
the list gets shorter and shorter and shorter.

Yep, sooner or later the people in this country are going to realize the
government doesn't give a fuck about them. The government doesn't care
about you or your children or your rights or your welfare or your safety. it
simply doesn't give a fuck about you. It's interested in it's own power. That's
the only thing ... keeping it and expanding wherever possible.

~ George Carlin

Globalist Overlord
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Carlin was right.I never liked him because of his looks( I hated Hippies
from the beginning) .He did make me laugh and he hit the nail on the
head.

SpaceCowboy2081
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Marketing, he started out as a clean cut sort, like Willy Nelson.

daveO
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Carlin was not right. He didn't understand the unalterable and
unextinguishable basis of rights in natural law. Since he didn't
understand that, he didn't understand that they are not privileges
but permanent rights with which we are endowed by our creator. He
was just a brittle secularist that wanted the benefits of rights without
their foundation, perhaps.

It is not Carlin's fault; our education system has not taught natural
law for many, many decades. I also do not reject political allies in the
fight for freedom, secular or religious. But in political philosophy, I
want to point this gap in understaning out.

Leroy Whitby
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You make a good point. We are about to find out about the basis
of rights and natural law...push will come to shove about this. 

DanDaley
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"... permanent rights with which we are endowed by our creator."

What "permanent rights" did animals get?  Just wondering (um,
same Creator, right?).  Many communicate, some are intelligent
and have feelings, a few use tools, so ... ???

If you say animals don't have such rights, then this begs further
questions.  Did all humans (e.g., neanderthals) have these rights? 
How far back on the evolutionary tree do these rights go?

Finally, if technologically superior aliens arrived to kill us all,
claiming they have "rights" and we don't (as they consider us to
be semi-intelligent tool-using animals), how would we prove them
wrong?

Seeing Red
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i love it when y'all get lofty and spiritual and religious and
such, really. it's a hoot.

the rights for all animals are the same, including you
evolutionistical pinnacles reading this.

the only right you have is the right to die.  all other supposed
rights are simply not there.

creviceCaress
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That odd whooshing sound was my point flying over your
head ("lofty and spiritual" -- LOL).

Seeing Red
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Proverbs 12:10 ESV

Whoever is righteous has regard for the life of his beast, but
the mercy of the wicked is cruel.

Ecclesiastes 3:19 ESV

For what happens to the children of man and what happens to
the beasts is the same; as one dies, so dies the other. They all
have the same breath, and man has no advantage over the
beasts, for all is vanity.

Exodus 23:5 ESV

If you see the donkey of one who hates you lying down under
its burden, you shall refrain from leaving him with it; you shall
rescue it with him.

Proverbs 27:23 ESV 

Know well the condition of your flocks, and give attention to
your herds,

Deuteronomy 25:4 ESV

Leroy Whitby
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Deuteronomy 25:4 ESV

“You shall not muzzle an ox when it is treading out the grain.

Psalm 145:9 ESV

The Lord is good to all, and his mercy is over all that he has
made.

Genesis 1:28 ESV

And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have dominion
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and
over every living thing that moves on the earth.”
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Not saying the Bible doesn't have practical (even moral)
advice (regarding domesticated animals).  But you're
ignoring my central point.  Let's try it this way:  What if the
aliens' Bible says they are to be fruitful & multiply (across
the galaxy) ... and we (humans) are mere vermin?

Seeing Red
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Show me that alien Bible.

Leroy Whitby
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Did you understand that I was pointing out the problems with
hypotheticals (that they aren't REAL). Picture a hypothetical
that is NOT in line with your view of reality. It's as easy for me
to do . . .

Leroy Whitby
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I miss George.

Yo Moolie
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I refuse to participate in any of this. 

tw0pers0nalities
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So here in Spain a few weeks ago the Supreme Court decided that any
passport or form of restriction based on vaccination or health status was
discriminatory, anti-constitutional and illegal as it went against the
constitutional rights of citizens to freedom of movement and freedom of
association, as was asking someone their "vaccine status" as this went
against the constitutional rights of citizens to privacy.

Today the Valencian Regional government announced that they have
dropped plans they had to introduce COVID passports for nightclubs etc
because they feared the Supreme Court would slap them down.

Who would have thought that the once Fascist Dictatorship is fast becoming
a beacon of freedom in the West and the EU in particular?

Agent Smith
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Can we borrow your Supreme Court for a while? The one we have in
the US doesn't seem very effective.

Big Corked Boots
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Agent Smith, the last I talked to a friend in Murcia a couple of months
ago, she said that they could not leave their province without special
permission. How is that going these days?

DanDaley
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This is NOT about "medicine", this IS about world dominance and Tyranny
unseen for many centuries. We as human beings must now recognize who is
behind this. Satan, using hiw :New World Order" minions, who have sold
their souls to the devil for riches and contol over others MUST be stopped.
Many politicians (especially on the far left, dems, etc.). MSM, central
bankers, other top bankers, social media, 3 letter filth words (FBI, DEA, FDA,
ATF, etc.), far left communist organizations like BLM, Antifa, Teachers
unions, etc., many top military brass, etc. ARE the enemy of the people. No
matter the nation, there are many traitors at the top who are pushing the
mark of the beast. Covid vaccines, a coming tattoo and chip included will be
mandatory planet wide to work, travel, buy food etc. The bible told us this
would happen thousands of years ago. God warned us way ahead of time
to prove He is outside of the time/space continuum. He sent His son to
redeem us (pay the penalty for our crimes against Him) and pave a way for
us to be with Him again. Trust alone in what Jesus did for us, NOT in your
own goodness and you will be forgiven by God. This world is getting worse
all the time and if you look you will see it is going to be unlivable when satan
in the flesh takes over (and God's Holy Spirit leaves this world), and as
Jesus said if the days were not shortened there would be no flesh saved (no
one left alive),

Lie_Detector
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All Masonic States are ramming this down their citizens throats. Only a
few have enough moral people in Gov to resist this NWO tyranny and
eugenic based science 'promotion'. Luciferian Masonic system uses
primarily military contracts and contacts to invade a country , once
they get enough important leaders to join this cancer can then be
quickly spread through the Gov hieracy. They wow people with their
tech toys and refuse to deal with people who haven't joined 'the
brotherhood/sisterhood , telling them lies that is just a good guys
fraternity. Youth groups are also created from the Spawn of these
Lodges , I've seen this myself . And many of these masonic youth
groups have driven the coloured revolutions by invading countries and
seeking local youth to join the gang. They are taught to believe they are
better than other people and are given $$ and drugs to promote how
'cool' and empowered they are .  

Our tratorious 'leaders' have been morally and ethically corrupted And
have given themselves the right to view non Masons as greedy animals
that need to be put on a leash. Anyone who joins the Masonic order
and doesn't do as they are told will be  expelled and they will make life
very difficult for them .   

Its a shame people don't understand that their is an extensive network
that is coordinating all this stuff . Many seem to thing its billionares or
globalsist without realising the masonic system reaches right down
into the grass roots of nurses firemen police council workers etc . This
is why there so little rebellion They have spys and enforcers
everywhere . 

DelusionsCrowded
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WHY DO THE PROTECTED NEED TO BE PROTECTED
FROM THE UNPROTECTED BY FORCING THE UNPROTECTED TO USE
THE PROTECTION THAT DIDN’T PROTECT THE PROTECTED IN THE
FIRST PLACE.?

Johnny Walker
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Unnatural immunity only works if we all have it.

Only Way Out
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because bill gates said so

I am jack's dirty dog
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99.8% of the population is fine, so you have to ask how is this an issue? It's
not. It's all about control of the population.

ThomasJefferson69
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So glad you've picked this story up.  This awaits all of us if we don't do
anything.

colourmepop
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Vaccinated people keep dying of covid and if they do recover they always
say it would have been much worse had they not been jabbed.

The brainwashing propaganda has been near perfect.

moonmac
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they are losers in the darwinist war

liberty2day
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When I see pictures like that of people masked and showing their vaxx
passport, I realize I have nothing of any importance in common with these
people anymore.

Is this supposed to be getting back to "normal"? How the hell could anyone
feel normal while doing that? I would loathe myself if I ever accepted this
new abnormal.

GoodyGumdrops
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Exactly what's to save here

spacemonkey99
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Welcome to the Matrix.

Warlock 1976
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"The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy. But
when you're inside, you look around, what do you see?
Businessmen, teachers, lawyers, carpenters. The very minds of
the people we are trying to save. But until we do, these people
are still a part of that system and that makes them our
enemy. You have to understand, most of these people are not
ready to be unplugged. And many of them are so inert, so
hopelessly dependent on the system that they will fight to
protect it."

Go Big or Go Home
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I have spent 50 odd years having a very tenuous link with society. The
last 18 months have seen that fragile connection severed once and for
all.   I would be quite happy to spend the last third of my life having
precisely nothing to do with Humans or Human society.

I have long suspected that I am mostly surrounded by idiots and
brainless dolts. Now I know for sure and if I am honest I couldn't care
less what happens to them.

Agent Smith
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can you be raciss against your own purported species?

trick question, it doesn't matter!

i can surely empathize and sympathize with the good agent.  as
many here do too. 

an interesting look into a certain aspect of his declaration would be
to exclude all other humans from your life for a couple few days. 
most people i know prolly havent gone 24hr w/o contact in years.  if
you're with the herd daily for years on end and you stop, for
whatever reason, it frightens the living piss out of most.  distraction
is key, boredom is the enemy.  even so-called bad distractions have
the same merit as the good, to distract you from your situation and
context. 

the idiots and brainless dolts are in full compliance with their
distractions and the show must always go on.  this is usually fine,
although fricking tedious and ill-making if you have to spend time
around them for any length of time.  for those who can think for
themselves, opting out is quite possible.  for those that dont opt out
and have to go daily with the herd(which is me currently) you can
learn to operate quite effectively and stay disconnected enough
from the situation to be able to slough the day off like dandruff at
the end of the day.  delicate balance though.

having agreed with Smith pertaining to human society and
interaction i will also say, for my part at least, there is no intellectual
superiority on my part.  no hidden dark anti-societal repressions
caused in my yute.  none that stuff.  i know where i am and i know
where society is.  a nice place to visit but never live.  maybe after
this great reset it could change.

creviceCaress
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Goody, I think about this, too. I guess you have to be prepared for a
worst case, and I really mean worst case, scenario in your personal
life...say some mindless bureaucratic representative of your local
thugocracy demands proof of some "vcxx" or something. What do you
do? 

DanDaley
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"What do you do?" - Resist with everything you've got.

I will never accept or comply with their new abnormal, and I
definitely don't want my children to live in this kind of dystopian
nightmare.

GoodyGumdrops
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Certificate Of Vaccination IDentification

One of the main goals of this Covid-19 plandemic has been to get people to
take these injections.

These shots are about depopulation and implementing their ID2020 agenda.
They're not about protecting anyone from a virus. Don't ever take these
shots.

GoodyGumdrops
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19=Artificial Intelligence

1=A

9=I

Warlock 1976
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I was reading this book once, written a long time ago,  and it said there
would come a time when you would need to receive a mark, and without
this mark you could not buy nor sell or work or even have a home. How
weird ..

UnicornTears
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What's even weirder is how many "Christians" have voluntarily
accepted this mark.  I guess their Bible means nothing to them.

mike6972
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As long as I git to watch muh fuhtbal after church on Sundez. I
needs mug Dalis Cowboyz fugtbul.

rockstone
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It's not the "mark".  The "mark" will specifically prohibit you from
being able to buy and sell, or participate in the acquisition of food. 
But I hear you in general.  I just want the ignornant Christians out
there to not be decieved and think this is the mark of the
beast...yet.  We are progressing toward it though.

wickster
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Most Christians are kind of rainbow-fluffy now days...very far
removed from fire and brimstone variety.

DanDaley
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There's only one reason for the big push for a "pass".  Because they can
specify a pass to be whatever they want and change it at any time.  A
vaccination cert only shows you have been vaccinated.  A "pass" will evolve
to a "certificate of obediance"  depending on how obedient you are to the
government.  And bureaucrats can make up requirements and restrictions
like crazy, by the hundreds of pages.  Yearly boosters, other vaccines,
number of pushups you can do, voting history, amount of booze bought at
government authorized stores, trees planted, property taxes paid, times
social violators reported to the authorities, stuff only limited by their greedy
imaginations. 

"Political donations" and "community service" points used like "carbon
credit donations" used as offsets for private jets.  You get the idea.  It will
become a game to them.  What else can we get the lemmings to all do.

Look at the school board meeting rooms with the high stage and huge
chairs lording over the common rabble. It looks like the scene from an old
USSR Politboro meeting.  In my day it was in the school cafeteria with a
bunch of foldout tables and chairs and no microphones.

It's coming, and by the number of people I see driving alone in their car with
masks on, it will succeed.  You can throw the evil democrats out, but will the
new republican replacements give up such power dreams? 

 

hongdo
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Whoever doesn't have the "pass" will be label as anarchist / domestic
terrorist

Alex3191
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I can’t change what’s going on globally. Can’t get the crooks out of office.
Can’t control what rules they put into place. All I can control is whether or
not they are going to coerce me or my family into getting this deadly jab.
Ain’t going to happen. 

HemoPure
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You may like to watch this - https://brandnewtube.com/watch/covid-
deaths-before-and-after-vaccination-
programs_Y26wZk4DkNA5ixI.html

It does not stop with the 2 poisonous jabs though; it will go on until we
are all dead or whoever remains is "marked".

With you all the way with the jab, but brutally hard on the kids.

All written here = ID2020 = https://id2020.org/

Scroll down and see the partners; here is one; Gavi
= https://www.gavi.org/

Again scroll down quite a a long way and see the partners !. Maybe if
you do not know; you should look around on both the later sites (no
ofence intended).

 

Bob - Enough
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Spread the word on their blogs. Make it short to get the point across

oddblock
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Spread the word on their blogs. Make it short to get the point across
before they tune you out!

They can't un-read what's read.

HOO - RAH !!

 

RAND '24 !
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No buying and selling unless you have this mark... have we figured it out yet
folks?  This is it... this IS the mark of the beast and if you take it....

Aremo
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How ironic.  Putin opposed mandatory vaccinations while the supposedly
free countries act like absolute tyrants.  

 

VangelV
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https://duckduckgo.com/?q=vaccine+mandates+russia&t=h_&ia=web

Jab mandates are in effect throughout Russia and gaining steam.

Fluff The Cat
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On June 16, all public-facing workers in Moscow were required to
be fully vaccinated. Employers were given a month long period to
ensure that a minimum of 60% of their staff had gotten their first
shot. A vaccine passport law was temporarily in place in the city, but
as of July 19 residents are no longer required to show proof of
vaccination to enter cafes, restaurants, clubs, and bars.

https://greekreporter.com/2021/09/04/covid-19-vaccines-mandates/

wickster
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what Putin says has nothing to do with reality in Russia, actually what
he says and what is really happening are two opposites.

you are so naive and ignorant I can't even get angry with you, just
laugh

Putin promised many things in the last 20 years, for example he
promised average 2000USD salary 10 or 15 years ago, now middle
class is classified as anyone making 17000 rubles/month, that's about
200USD.

20 years ago pensions were twice as high as today, in today's money.

Do not forget price controls (sugar, oil etc) and rampant inflation in
Russia.

You have never been to Russia, have you?

I am Russian, I grew up in USSR, I still have relatives living 800km
away from Moscow, on Volga river.

Moscow is NOT Russia.

NoPasaran
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Ask your average "compassionate" leftist, you know - the ones that violently
assert their right to kill babies, force vaxx children and derive pleasure from
watching the unvaxxed die, what they think of this kind of treatment. 

Overwhelmingly, they would approve with a gleam in their eye.

Biggest fraud ever perpetrated on the American public was selling us the
idea that liberals are kind, caring people and not the control freaks with
AntiSocial Personality Disorder we know them to truly be. 

First There Is A Mountain
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They hate themselves, making it easy for them to hate others too.

WolfgangIffans101
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Well, one thing I can promise; If I get banned from society, I'm not ever
coming back. All I really need is an excuse to stop shopping, dining, and
consuming. If pushed to become completely self reliant [ and I can do it ] it
will be a life-long, irrevocable change.

The divorce will be final. No reconciliation will be entertained...ever.

Brushy
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You are not alone. Glad to withdraw from a madhouse names
"society". You are lucky you can do it, most will not be able to,
because you need your own LAND with FEW resources (Food, Energy,
Water). And preparing needs time and should have been started years
ago. I am almost completely self reliant in my very special place in
South Am. I know what it takes. I hope some ZHedgers can still join
me (some already here). lifehedge(at)protonmail.com

Argentumentum
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Ive got a farm and Im not afraid to use it

Brushy
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Ever since this plandemic started, I have found so many people

that I can do without. 

BEMUSED-CONFUSED
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Death Dealer needs to make a strong comeback in Lithuania. 

Look him up.  Lithuanian man who clubbed 40 Bolshevik scum who took his
parents in the middle of the night.  

Snippy22
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I see hungry people in supermarket parking lots waiting, with their
clubs, for their dinner to be delivered by other customers.

The real jo blo
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This is what happens when you let psychopathic women rule a country.

petulant elixir
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it does seem to be a pattern.  wait til the hyena ascends to the wh

liberty2day
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Was going to say... that mangy jackal is deliberately hiding in the
shadows right now ( like seriously, where is that b!tch?? ) and boy is
she going to do far more damage than sniffer dog Joe ever has...

petulant elixir
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You twit. The president is a banker not a woman.

Savvy
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(((banker)))  - fixed it for you...

when the saxon began
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Because psychopathic men would...what...do a better job?

DefendPeace
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Some just walk right over a good point without listening. But then
later they find out what they missed.

Detective Miller
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No woman should run anything but the house and the home.

There's a reason Jesus didn't count one single woman among
the 12 disciples.

petulant elixir
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I disagree, but you can believe what you wish. 

DefendPeace
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That's okay, we don't have to agree on everything. 

I didn't DV you either - I don't believe in cheap shots.

petulant elixir
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The rollout of world communism under the guise of a fake health crisis.
Governments hold people's rights hostage, demand that they take the jab
and get a passport to have permission to enter shops, venues, etc. Those
who refuse are dehumanized and persecuted. Whatever is in those jabs is
extremely dangerous.

What's truly disturbing is how practically every single country is taking part
in this dirty scheme to usher in a NWO, ensuring that there will be no safe
haven for anyone to flee to to escape from tyranny.

Fluff The Cat
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It started with the central banks. Our monetary system has already
been full Communist since 1972 (abolition of the gold standard). Now
they're actually finishing the job. Well done.

YouWillEatBugs
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The individual country governments are just theatre to keep people
divided.  There is only one government and they are the ones
orchestrating all this from the shadows.  Note how those governments
who refused to carry out their orders were swiftly bumped off.

Go Big or Go Home
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All double vaxxed and all still wearing masks... does noone see the insanity
occurring all around them?

You Know, The Thing
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The CDC likely became worried that the spike proteins were being
expelled too fast from the "vaxxed" bodies, before they could do the
maximum amount of damage to the body.

Anyway, CDC only told the "vaxxed" to mask up AFTER the Michigan
state legislature repealed their emergency powers act. Hats off to
Michigan for representing their people.

daveO
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There are no reasons for restricting rights.

If you can restrict them, they aren't rights, they are privileges.

Slaves have no rights and are afforded privileges by their masters.

 

Andro1345
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Correct.  A "Right" is Inalienable - it cannot be taken away (except by
force)

Society is divided onto two classes: Slaves and Masters.  99.999% are
slaves, including the politicians.

If you can't spend most of your time as you wish and you need
permission to do any normal natural activity, then you are a slave .
Simple as that.

 

Agent Smith
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Tyranny Masquerading as Public Health

CrabbyR
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This is the good versus evil event of this millennium.  It's way more than
vaccines, the financial system, and the CCP.  God want's to destroy
mankind and remake the world.  We've become the Tower of Babel and are
filled with corruption and sin.  We are not worth saving, and the planet is
going to rid itself of us with the help of the sun. 

Fluid filled blister
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I'm not a student of religion but if there are any deities flying around
out there they are all bad. Ironically it looks like this "chosen" group is
the most virulent strain of humanity. I think they made a deal with the
devil.

chunga
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That's what I've told some of my most brainwashed, religious
relatives. It triggers them every time.

daveO
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It's not God's will to destroy humanity.  We're doing a pretty good job
of it ourselves. 

The bible is full of stories of people who repent and are saved.  That
means they've left their evil ways behind; think of it as Fauci et al
having a change of heart and telling the truth - that would make one
huge difference to the world.

It's not possible for us to understand God if we accept that God is a
superior being.  It's kind of like expecting the ant crawling along your
walkway to understand you.

We are worth saving.  Just like you're not giving in the the jabb-aholics,
don't give in to doom mongering.

prettycdngirl
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It all comes down to sin.  We're reaping the consequences of this
sin. It's bearing fruit with the amount of flagrant corruption and
incompetence in all three branches of government.  

4thmeal
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Yeah I tell that to my most brainless God-hating friends. Triggers
them every time.

THX1959 Block 3
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I live in Europe.

I am looking forward to having a plethora of cheap, well constructed homes
to choose from once the majority of my fellow citizens go for their 4th, 5th
boosters. 

I am ... Long Covid ;)

4legsgood2legsbad
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And when that never happens?  

Wait i bet when the the Arizona audit makes Trump President again?

KeepinItReal
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I could be wrong, but does anyone else see a pattern here. Most all
countries mandating the jab are of Anglo-Saxon race. These are the
countries that have open border policies to allow brown and black illegal
migrants to flood the border with no verification of jab status. Could this be
considered an attack on the white race and subsequently the recolouring of
these countries.   

IRMAD
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no crap, what do you think a hundred million invaders are in the US
for?

gov  will hand them guns and sic them on patriots

liberty2day
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KJV  1Thes 5: 21-23.   “ Prove all things; hold fast that which is
good. Abstain from all appearance of evil. And the very God of
peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul
and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ.”     

IRMAD
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are you excusing invasion?

Bible says if you are not warning others of the enemy's approach,
you are guilty yourself.

 

Too, Jesus said, do not climb over the fence, but come in the
front gate

liberty2day
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No not making an excuse. But rather I am in full belief that if a
people turns their back on God, His word, and His teachings,
that God will allow hostile takeovers to occur. Historically, the
Anglo-Saxon nations were heavy in evangelical work
throughout the world, America being one of the top
evangelical ministries. Look where this country has fallen in
government, corporate, and educational corruption. An
invasion is inevitable. 

IRMAD
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As to what Jesus said, he was referring to salvation. There is
no other way you might be saved, but by Jesus.    

IRMAD
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It's time to start connecting the dots.  Why are all these seemingly disparate
countries in lockstep regarding the covid lockdown protocol?  

It's carrot and stick.  Most recently, Lukashenko, the president of Belarus,
revealed that he had been offered a bribe by the IMF and WHO if he would
implement the lockdown.  Before that, Magafuli, president of  Tanzania
claimed the same thing, shortly before he died of cardiac failure.  Any bets
on Lukashenko's timeline?  

Amazing how just a few psychopaths can dictate policy of the entire planet.
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Like the spread of the US neo-liberal Empire & US hegemony itself, the
Covid operation is best characterized as a franchise, it is offered with
many benefits for the budding tyrant & country's elite, who buy into it,
including total surveillance & obedience of their own population, in
response to an expertly executed global narrative of fear.
For most western countries the franchise fee is paid to the US directly,
whose CIA/NSA direct the COVID operation, by surrendering their
peoples privacy & data via the covid pass, by giving the CIA/NSA a seat
at every business & government meeting during the fabricated crisis via
Zoom, by surrendering their retail sectors to Amazon, & by allowing
dollar rich US corporations buy up property, strategic industries and
small businesses, during the massive fire-sale which is following on
from the highly destructive, self inflicted, COVID measures.
The Russians, the Chinese & the Iranians, as excluded states, get the
Covid franchise for FREE. They get all the franchise marketing,
branding, pseudo-science based fear mongering, and the tech tyranny
template for nothing, without having to pay the crippling franchise fee
to the USA and their agencies.

For Russia & Iran it’s a win win. They even get to create their own fake
vaccine, for the fake virus, with the west unable to challenge its
effectiveness, knowing they risk exposing their own fraud if they do.

Gott
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Add Madagascar to that list:

https://principia-scientific.com/president-of-madagascar-expose-20m-
covid-19-who-poison-bribe/ 

No firm evidence that I can find regarding Haiti or Zambia. They're
keeping a pretty tight lid on this.

Stinkbug 1

The President of Madagascar, Andry Rajoelina has alleged that
the World health organization (WHO) offered $20m bribe to see
the Covid-19 cure poisoned.  Rajoelina accused the World
Health Organisation of a plot to have its COVID-19 Organics,
the local African ‘cure’ for the virus poisoned.  According to his
claims, WHO offered a $20 million bribe to poisoned their
medicine, Tanzania Perspective reported on the front-page of
its 14th May edition.
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Same with the Haiti President.  He was assassinated by US guys

Lord Raglan
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The Covid wheels are coming off. Good read:

https://kunstler.com/clusterfuck-nation/the-mark-of-the-beast/

Johnny Walker
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that is the best work jhk has ever done imo.

buzzsaw99
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I have heard that sheep are so docile that they lick the butcher’s hand the
moment before being slaughtered.
I wonder how long the passports would be effective if the people whose job
it is to check them were suddenly very afraid to go to work?

Deplorable Nationalist
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By the time they get to the butcher, their licking days are over.

Daniel Morgan
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butcher

1a: a person who slaughters animals or dresses their flesh

Merriam-Webster

Deplorable Nationalist
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"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things
have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at night to
make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say good-bye to his family?Or if, during periods of mass arrests,
as for example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire
city, people had not simply sat there in their lairs, paling with terror at
every bang of the downstairs door and at every step on the staircase,
but had understood they had nothing left to lose and had boldly set up
in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes,
hammers, pokers, or whatever else was at hand?."

Solzhenitsyn

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/34738-and-how-we-burned-in-
the-camps-later-thinking-what

daveO
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One of my favorite passages from A.S.  A lesson we MUST
embrace. 

Cato’s Letters
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I’ve slaughtered many a sheep in my day - once separated from the
herd they get pretty nervous.  Yes you can turn a sheep into a pretty
domesticated animal - but you can do the same with a cow or any
other barnyard animal.

venividi
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ENTIRE SCHOOL in Wyoming put on lockdown after one student
refuses to wear face mask – and she gets arrested & fined over it

Video footage captured on Thursday showed 16-year-old Grace Smith met
with school officials and a police officer when she turned up at the doors of
Laramie High School in Wyoming. Smith had already served two
consecutive suspensions for refusing to wear a face mask in class – per
school board requirements – and again attempted to enter the building
unmasked.

“I’m growing up in a country where I’m supposed to have my God-given
rights to protect, and they’re being taken away,” she told the Laramie
Boomerang. “Everybody has the freedom to wear a mask if they choose, but
I believe everybody also has the right to not wear a mask if they choose.”

https://www.rt.com/usa/537083-wyoming-school-girl-arrested-masks/

 

CheapBastard
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Point and laugh at masked zombies

Make their pathetic life even more miserable

captain noob
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Land of the free...

you_do
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* * * ALERT * * *

Attorney: COVID-19 vaccine given to family, including small kids, instead of
flu shots

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (WFIE) - An Evansville family and their attorney says they
were accidentally given full adult doses of the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine
instead of flu shots. . .

The family says they left the pharmacy thinking they had received their flu
shots, but a Walgreens employee later called them and said they had made
a mistake. The attorney tells us the cards were then issued since the
coronavirus vaccine had been given.

Tuley says the children have been taken to a pediatric cardiologist, and the
family was told both are showing signs of heart issues. . .

https://www.14news.com/2021/10/08/attorney-covid-19-vaccine-given-
family-including-small-kids-instead-flu-shots/

Hippie
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The flu shot is a scam, too.  Just not as deadly.  This guy was an idiot
for taking his kids to get a flu shot.

mtanimal
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It wasnt as deadly before cv19.

taglady
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Especially since the flu has all but disappeared in the last 18 months
or so.

Mr. Universe
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With Iceland joining Sweden, Norway and Denmark in banning these
horriffic jabs, there are still reasons to be optimistic. 

The truth is s gaining momentum no matter how hard the Deep State and
MSM try to suppress it. 

Bay of Pigs
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Unfortunately, at least in Norway and Sweden, they're not ALL
banned.  Only for those under certain ages, if I remember correctly. 
But yes, it is a start.  A much-needed start to unwinding this killer shot.

WorkingClassMan
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and the more heavy-handed they get, the more people wake up to
what they are doing.

I am of the opinion that these Central Banks are going to lose control
soon, the Globalists know that, and so they have to get a bunch of shit
in place before it happens.  If the implosion occurs first, it will be too
late.  That's the only explanation for their heavy-handedness and total
lack of patience.  The question is:  why aren't they more patient about
their goals, they have the momentum?  It seems so odd.  

Lord Raglan
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Lots of bodies when cold and flu season gets here?

Alfred_E_Newman
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Minimum wage obese pigs checking your passport.

One Moment Please
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In 1 month 7 professional bodybuilders passed away. All vaxed 

Moribundus
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I bet they had high hematocrit levels. This is going to be a big problem
with the vax along with erectile dysfunction.

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f
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With swollen testicles as a trade off.

Crush the cube
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What's the relationship with hematocrit levels and the jab?

PhilofOz
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"Hematocrit is the percentage by volume of red cells in your
blood. Blood is made up of red blood cells, white blood cells and
platelets, suspended in plasma. Together, those comprise about
45% of the volume of our blood, but the specific percentages of
each can vary."

Spike proteins causing blood clots. Clot shots.

daveO
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The cartoon propaganda drawing of the vaxxed family enjoying life looks
suspiciously like it originated here in the US. Basketball, skateboard, and
vaguely mixed race wife and son doesn't exactly typify Lithuania. 

Whoa Dammit
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woke as fvk.

buzzsaw99
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None other than Americans ride skateboards or play basketball. /s

FYI. Dutch kids are crazy about skateboards and just about everyone
in Spain plays basketball.

hugin-o-munin
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I thought the same!

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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There is a list of negative absurdities regarding the 'jab'.  Uttar Pradesh in
India (Pop. 200 million) makes the US look like a banana republic availing of
Ivermectin to quash the virus. Increased life insurance claims didn't register
a blip last year in America which makes the claim of 600,000 dead a load of
bunkum.

ThePub'Lick_Hare
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"Dead with CCP Virus" : about 585,000

"Dead of CCP Virus" : about 15,000. If that.

 

HonorSeeker
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Insurance companies dont pay out on death from the covid (clot)
shot.Move along...nothing to see here. 

SpaceCowboy2081
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Au contraire,imbécile:

"We called up The American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI), a trade
association based in D.C. that represents the life insurance industry
in the U.S., to find out ...

"It's really an incorrect and unfortunate rumor that's going around,"
Jan Graeber, a senior actuary at ACLI said. “Insurance companies
pay death benefits on policies, when the insured dies, regardless of
the cause of death, except in very narrow and limited
circumstances.”

ThePub'Lick_Hare
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For the first time in the history of the planet, infrastructure is methodically
being set up for the eventual mark of the beast.  In my opinion, it hasn't
occurred yet.  Its being set up under the guise of a medical emergency, but
the day is coming whether you had the vax or not, whether you are a good
little communist or not, if you do not knowingly and willingly worship the
(then) leader of the world and take the mark IN your forehead or IN your
right hand, you will not be able to buy or sell.  In fact you'll probably be
killed on sight. 

 

insanityantidote
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And Hillary's put on her Scarlet teddy about to mount the beast.

Crush the cube
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I thought the Whore of Babylon was supposed to be attractive, not
repulsive.

HonorSeeker
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DOUBLE "wHORRORs" Hildebeast AND KamalToe in a 3-way
with ol' Scratch!!

Colonel Lingus
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Who could have predicted that in 2021 the "counterculture" are the people
who actually follow the science and read the facts?

Reading and/or reciting historical facts can now get you canceled or even
arrested.

Never One Roach
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If we actually have hackers worth a damn, they should hack the state
medical database and either mark everyone vaccinated, or erase the entire
thing.

adr
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Then blame it on Russia, a win win )

Idaho potato head
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Not even necessary.  The problem is and will always be verifying
identity.  Take pictures of people scanning their code, scan the code
and reproduce.

iLoveMisesToPieces
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You can talk all you want and you can protest all you want. Nothing will
change.

At some point even David had to pick up a rock. 

Dawnrest
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That takes balls.  Hard to come by with all this soy being ingested.

deus ex machina
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It all starts with your own balls. Stop eating/drinking soy.

Detective Miller
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If we refer to "The Ten Stages of Genocide" (such as at
http://genocidewatch.net) then the unvaccinated currently satisfy elements
of the first 4 stages; Classification, Symbolization, Discrimination,
Dehumanization.

Anyone bothered by that?

Johnno2
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Yes extremely bothered by that because the handwriting's on the wall
with this thing. 

snatchpounder
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"Naomi Wolf: We’ve Reached ‘Step Ten’ of the 10 Steps to Fascism"

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/naomi-wolf-steps-to-
fascism/

drivel_news
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I have never seen so many countries forcing a so called 'vaccine' on the
people for a virus with a survival rate well over 99% if no treatment is given.
I know that government is evil that goes without saying but this level of
depravity guarantees their intentions are evil with this so called 'vaccine'
mandate. It's a depopulation operation and sterilization of the survivors,
remember the main degenerate profiting off this genocide is a known
genocidal maniac in Gates. The psychopath has repeatedly said he wants
every human being 'vaccinated' and the world is overpopulated. I know the
cockroach made the remarks about lowering the population through
'vaccines' at a ted talk the vermin gave but I'm not looking for the clip
because I recall him saying it.

Many scientists have made the claim that a a die off of the 'vaccinated' this
fall and winter will be in the millions. And if it comes to pass and the cult of
covid propagandists fail to pin it on us unvaxxed or covid 21 or some other
BS.  I wonder if that would be enough to cause the survivors to hunt down
and eliminate the authors of this genocide by gene therapy injection.  If it
isn't enough then nothing will ever be enough to rid the world of those
genocidal maniacs. 

snatchpounder
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Depopulation is a lazy, stupid, evil and unnecessary way to crater the
economy (which is how it would lower emissions).

But it would work.

Jim in MN
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did you just said "crater" the BIG FT BSTARD MUST BE SMILING
SOMEWHERE THAT SOMEONE SAID THAT WORD LOL

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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Yes it could work but the final solution to the 1% infestation is to
remove the 1% by any means necessary. Because that's the group
of cockroaches that seeks to eliminate us. 

snatchpounder
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Oh I know.

Jim in MN
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That would be all too logical - 99% vs 1% - but, the 99 are not a
united, cohesive entity. Divide and conquer is at play
here, intentionally, of coarse. Social unrest is their endgame. Why
waste resources stomping the 99 when its members are
easily incited to kill each other? 

Hungry, half-witted hoards will take over the streets. IMO, they
would represent at least ~50% of the population. I hope I am
overestimating...but, if only ~25% are still "thinking", then that
would figure to a [3:1] ratio of idiot to thinker. That is what I fear
most -psycho zombies kicking down my door more than a
cop/gov trying to vax me.

DefendPeace
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This article was really good until the author stated, "There are legitimate
reasons for restricting the rights of citizens when society itself could be
destroyed".  In the US the Constitution is the constitution 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days a year without exception.  Adults can make
decisions for themselves, providing they properly educate themselves
(staying off TV, etc).    Regardless what's happening around the world is
going to come here.  It's time the silent majority quit sitting on the sidelines
and push back before it's too late.  Elections are a thing of the past.  No
fixing DC

drller
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Do you believe that wartime restrictions on rights are legitimate?

stinkypinky
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depends on what they are.  Obviously a lot of things get rationed in
a war.  One has to go along with that.  You don't have a right to
unlimited resources.  

Lord Raglan
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Look I think the big issue here is that the virus' danger is complete B.S.
and we all know it. And more to the point the measures being
suggested (masks, lockdowns, vaccines, etc) are totally overblown. I.E.
exactly as Trump correctly stated: the cure is worse than the problem.

But here's a thought experiment: Let's say the CCP virus really was
legitimately dangerous, and when you did all the calculations on
everything it DID actually make sense to have all the masks,
lockdowns, vaccines, etc. IF we could have a reliable mechanism in
place to reinstate any rights that had been removed during the event
(knowing full well that the government wouldn't give up the power
and/or would claim the pandemic was never-ending), what then?

stinkypinky
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If every time you walked out of the house somebody was falling over
dead in front of you and you were stepping over bodies in bsl4 gear
the government wouldn't need to do a thing. There would need to
be no mandates or laws at all and there would be no need to role
anything back after it was over. People would make the best effort
they could to survive and afterwards the survivors would poke their
head out of their holes and continue doing what they need to do to
live. Just as they are doing now when the situation is hardly dire at
all. You don't need to mandate people into bomb shelters when
bombs are falling or for them to eat less when food is scarce they
figure out whats appropriate based on the situation around
them. The government and international corps are going for a power
grab to force their soilent green agenda and it's painfully obvious.

Hadrian
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Then the states could constitutionally do the necessary restrictions,
not the Feds.

Leroy Whitby
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Oh look...prepping the public for al the ADE this winter (From
MedicalNewsToday)...

Experts fear a COVID-19 and flu 'twindemic’

Agent Smith

There are reasons to anticipate a difficult flu season occurring
alongside the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Such a “twindemic”
could lead to more severe illnesses and a higher death rate.

Although COVID-19 vaccinations make COVID-19 more survivable,
medical professionals are concerned about the potential
amplifying effect of a simultaneous flu infection.
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What's "flu"? Is that what comes after mu?

Only Way Out
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They said the same thing last year. How did that pan out? 

4thmeal
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Next Saturday on Oct. 16th, Dr. Robert Malone will be speaking at Freedom
Maui in Kahului. We are hoping for a crowd of 5-6K. I will be there.

It's far past time to push back on this blatant discrimination and medical
tyranny. Hold your ground people. 

Bay of Pigs
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Blessings on you Bay.

This is worth dying for.

Going Loco
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Are you saying yes vaccinated?   How’s he getting into the state
otherwise 

rjd0308
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He probably lives there already. 

4thmeal
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Malone said that he got vaxxed, despite his concerns about ADE.

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TH2HAmTp40xq/

DanDaley
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All of this was predicted by Alex Jones over 20 years ago.

He talked about the technocrats creating their ultimate surveillance and
control grid, not allowing people to buy or sell without the mark of the smart
phone.

Death2Fiat
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AJ most likely had inside info. Controlled opposition for sure.

Argentumentum
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He has plenty of inside info. He has intelligence agency sources. I
wouldn't say he's controlled opposition.
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Telltale sign: He never talks about the real culprits.

Yes, he is mostly telling the truth. However, this is the best way to
lie.

BTW, ZH is a controlled opposition as well.

Argentumentum
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Who is the real culprit? The JOOOS? 

YouWillEatBugs
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To know who rules over you, simply find out who you are
not allowed to criticize.

- Voltaire (or may be not, but this does not matter)

Feel free to do your own research. Actually, your
RESPONSIBILITY.

Argentumentum
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.

YouWillEatBugs
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Blaming an entire RACE of people indicates subhuman
intelligence. Alex Jones has stated that he is not racist and
judges people by the content of their character.

YouWillEatBugs
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.

YouWillEatBugs
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Indeed.  AJ been dead on in regards to his warnings about the new
world order. 

rjd0308
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The fact that he is not literally dead is actually quite surprising. I'm
sure they've tried.

Death2Fiat
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He reports their own publications, white papers, and whats in the
MSM. Just showing what's hidden in plain sight.

YouWillEatBugs
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AJ is never original. I heard all about this from Birchers in the 70s.

Errbody Loves Me
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It's not an originality contest.

YouWillEatBugs
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So the vaccinated fear the unvaccinated..... what does that say about their
belief in the effectiveness of the vaccine? The whole situation has become
totally insane!

PhilofOz
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More precisely, the politicians and their handlers are terrified of the un-
poked.

pathological liar
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Correct.  Because they can only blame us for so long before it
becomes obvious that we are still doing just fine while injected are
falling like flies.

This is why they are giving the injected as many "entertainment"
distractions as possible.

Agent Smith
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The TeeVee says to fear the unvaxxed, so the vaxxed do as they are
told.

Whoa Dammit
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The continued ignoring of natural immunity is a HUGE red flag.

As are Fauci lying to Congress about funding gain of function research...

And the silencing of medical professionals including the guy who freakin'
invented the mRNA vaccine.

If you can't see that there is a severe problem here, then you are fast asleep.

Patmos
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....and the deplatforming of any info advocating ivermectin or HCQ
treatment... both are effective...there must be NO treatment only
vaxxes and their ensuing passes

You Know, The Thing
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Lower your country flags and bring out the pirate flags.

JayPowell
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arrr !

HardlyZero
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Those two graphs of Australia and Singapore are incredible, the vaxxers are
spreading the disease like wildfire, and this will spread through the whole
world eventually.   Who knows how many will die this winter

rosalinda
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Hopefully all the libtards who got 'vaxxed' and 'boosted'.

krda
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Lithuania - how's that Covid pass workin' fer ya?

Daily new cases July 6: 41   25% fully vaxxed

Daily new cases October 6:  2642    58% fully vaxxed

data from Worldometer and Our World in Data

 

Prime Rib
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Even the communists weren't this bad

coletrickle45
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Friday, the Jacksonville Center Air Traffic Controllers walked off the job
protesting the mandate. For the past 24 hours, flights in and out of Florida
are grounded or delayed.

Fly that Bitch!

OCnStiggs
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I would be more worried that a vaxxed pilot is gonna stroke out at
30,000 ft.

They should have a rule that at least one member of the flight crew is
unvaxxed.

OverTheUnder
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Anyone who's been vaxxed should be banned from making any laws or
regulations until they take a cognitive test to prove the vaxx didn't mentally
f*ck them up.

OverTheUnder
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yes, so true. but all the lawmakers and regulators and probably those
who would administer the test have all succumbed to the shot and
hence were addled before and would not have the ability to discern
you concern.

drivel_news
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Considering they took the jab right away knowing there are no long-
term studies on its safety, aren't they already mentally screwed up?

4thmeal
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Soon the time will come to snipe the ones at the door preventing entry. 
When they prevent you from providing for your family you have nothing to
lose.  Once the first passport checkers are killed how will any business
replace that worker.  Then the politicians are next.

bigrooster
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The vaccination is the mind control technique being employed that is
necessary to usher in whatever the state deems important.

We are being groomed

Even pro vaxxers should see that

spacemonkey99
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6L8pwVcNwQk 

Jamesf1010
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Most don't though. As long as they're able to do what they want, like
go to a restaurant, they don't care what it costs them, even if the cost
is their freedom.  

4thmeal
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Africa has 3 times our population and less than 1/3 the covid deaths despite
being the least vaccinated place on earth.

https://graphics.reuters.com/world-coronavirus-tracker-and-
maps/regions/africa/

John Grady
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To prevent river blindness, they pop ivermectin like candy

liberty2day
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What's ever weirder is that out of all the sand ridden flea infested
shitholes on the continent the one with the most cases and deaths is
the most westernized....South Africa. 

Agent Smith
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Its never about your health or your security.

Big pharma's job is to keep people sick and dependent on the
uncaring hell'th system.
Big tech's job is to entrain people to depend on screens to feed them
dopamine hits ... You are pavlov's dog and are given a "Good boy"
with every like and upvote. Oh the shame of wetting the carpet when
you approach the gated entrance and you get the red light and beep
beep beep of going outside your bounds of the electric fence.
Central banks are there to inflate you out of your property rights.
IRS is there to extort you out of your property rights.
The MIC is there to make certain that you know you will be drone
bombed at any happy event if you find away to survive 1 thru 4.

Slavery is a lot easier to accomplish when its hidden by addictions and
enforced by carrot and stick.

JacqueOss51
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Good summary

GoodyGumdrops
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I come for my upvote fix to ZeroHoly.  Thanks for the hit!  

WorkingClassMan
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Good boy! Upvote :-)

GoodyGumdrops
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I stay the hell away from hospitals and doctors and try to eat a healthy
diet of food I make myself, at home, with the highest quality
ingredients I can afford / find.  

Ready made food is made with cheap ingredients:  salt, sugar, TVP
(textured vegetable protein / soy), cheap fats and cheap oils that are
horrible for you.

I drink selzter water, plain or flavored.  Sometimes I add in lemon, lime,
or a small amount of fruit juice for color / flavoring / sweetness but I
can tell you when I drink a regular soda now it gives me a fricking
sugar buzz.  I went out to eat with someone and they were drinking
soda so I drank some too (I have soda once every six months).

Skip the fake foods, fake sugar, too.  Nothing I have read about fake
sugar is good.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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"...Covid vaccination can be beneficial for many people."

This ignorance, even from the relatively informed and sane, is what is driving
the totalitarianism.

DemandSider
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 "Covid is a deadly disease."

As deadly as common cold.

Restrictions, vaxx - way more deadly. Crimes against humanity.

Argentumentum
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"We do not believe in conspiracy theories. Vaccines have saved millions of
lives: smallpox,polio, measles... And Covid vaccination can be beneficial for
many people".

Stop throwing the Vacinazis a bone.  The vaxxx is an experimental gene
therapy that has killed thousands.  I can't wait for this winter's cold and flu
season - it should cull the Vacinazi herd by quite a bit.

Trogdor
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We've achieved global insanity.

All of this is on account of a low-lethality disease that 99% of people survive
on their own without treatment.

And, all of the division among people has been generated over "vaccines"
which are bad medicine and simply DO NOT WORK. They don't. They
cannot prevent infection and spread, they offer only ADDITIONAL risks.

Xando
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Boot-face-forever 

...and you'll be happy.

dustnwind
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"There is an all-out war with an enemy that has swept over us. The enemy is
invisible, but that only makes it more dangerous."

Communism?

Only Way Out
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Satan

PerilouseTimes
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That Hideous Strength

Leroy Whitby
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Apathy 

dustnwind
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" Vaccines have saved millions of lives: smallpox,polio, measles... And
Covid vaccination can be beneficial for many people. "

well written however the above shows how deep the programming goes. no
vaccine has ever saved anyone.

the "germ theory/vaccine" psyOp has been running for over 100 years.

lawofone
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Yep, this proves the Terrain theory in my opinion.

No.Fifth.Turning
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A 21st century view of infection control in everyday settings: Moving
from the Germ Theory of Disease to the Microbial Theory of Health

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7236697/

Background

The growing understanding of the importance of a healthy
microbiome is challenging traditional thinking that resulted in
the general acceptance of the Germ Theory of Disease. We
propose a more encompassing Microbial Theory of Health that will
have implications for the way that we address our relationship with
microbes, including hygiene policy and community-based infection
control practices.

lawofone
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The question I've asked all along: why do we need a vaccination for an
illness that 99%+ of the people who get it survive?

KyttenX
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"Where have all the Blue Eyes gone?

Long time passing

Where have all the blue eyes gone?

Long time ago....

When will they ever learn? 

When will they ever learn?"

Scornd
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I am going to be an unvaccinated person for Halloween because that seems
to scare the crap out of people. Boo!

Pat Añjali
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I just love to read articles after articles... after articles in these crazy
end times that describes the never ending flow of psychopaths that keeps
popping up around the world , so eager to contribute to the new world
tyranny with new tyrannical laws. I never would have thought there were so
many of them.

I never had any great love for people in general in the first place, but now i
find myself having a hard time just to be around them anymore (not for long
anyway). Thank God there still are animals around that i can share my love
with and be loved back. Most people are just a big big failure.

captain-nemo
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Periodically they come up from under their rocks.

After much death & destruction -

Under their rocks they  will return.

Any history book will reveal it!

oddblock
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The Covid epidemic has damaged their brains. Many assholes in
power and assholes oligarchs fancied themselves the rulers of the
world, the New Alexander the Great and the new Napoleons. They
want to create a New World Order. But the scale of the personalities is
not the same at all, they are very pathetic and funny and they will not
succeed.

fosfor 37
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if vaccines actually work then how can an unvaccinated person pose a risk
to a vaccinated person?

Even if this absurd belief were true,

that the vaccinated pose a risk to the vaccinated.

I-DO-NOT-CARE

i refuse to undergo a medical intervention

that injects 50 billion particles

designed to evade and completely

bypass the innate immune system,

then will enter and reprogram cells in muscles, arteries, immune cells, and
random vital organs,

then make those cells create a piece of a virus (antigen),

then “present” that antigen on the cell surface,

which provokes the immune system to kill that cell,

(that is the definition of an autoimmune disease, 

your immune cells attack your own cells)

this creates specific antibodies and memory cells against the original strain
that may not work against new variants,

this also supresses the innate immune response upon real infection, which
is used by the unvaccinated to clear the Covid infection, almost always
asympomatically.

There are people who have had asymptomic Covid who have ZERO or very
few antibodies or any type of adaptive immune response.

That is because their innate immune cells took care of most of it.

Every person’s immune system and responses are unique, especially across
ethnic lines.

A one size fits all immunity “solution” is as unscientific as it gets.

————

Bottom line, Covid Vaccination is a Religion.

Their Holy Sacraments and Rituals involve injections and damaging Covid
testing known for false positives.

I do not want an injection, or pill or nasal spray, etc  called a vaccine or
whatever that will alter my natural immune system and will enter and
reprogram my cells.

————

the Covid Vaccines are suicide.

soon the annoying slogans and sayings

of the anti-science Pro-Vaxxers will start 

to fade away, and those of us who wisely chose

not to be injected with a shady vaccine

will go back to normal.

 

 

 

paranoid.dragon
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The RNA vaxx is sinister and what is at the end of this road is hard to say . I
believe that they have a lot of hidden scientific knowledge and this may be
the opening play to genetically reengineer humanity. "Build back Better" in
other words. Just a guess of course BUT why are they so obsessed with
this RNA technology vaxx ?  
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That's what keeps me up at night. Just WHAT has been injected into all
these people? I've seen the numbers that show their immune systems
are damaged, but is that all? What is the real payload?

misgivings
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Depopulation. The reasons? I have several ideas on that. #1
Demonic, Revelations type stuff. #2 Greed, All your bases are
belong to us. #3 Control, Welcome my son, to the machine. #4 Fear,
they may have some information on an impending disaster, perhaps
close to an ELE. So the Davos boys got together and said only XXX
can survive, we need to eliminate all but those who will serve us in
the days to come.

My gut is to go with #1 because he can fool people into the other 3
easily. Long shot bet is #4.

Mr. Universe
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Thing about the last one is that the people who steadfastly refuse
their injections are the least likely to be willing to serve them;
unless you're talking in the Twilight Zone culinary sense.

green_dog
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I thought about that...That's why they have Africa et al. Notice
how the poorest lowest IQ countries have low jab rates?
Worker class for the NWO.

Mr. Universe
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My guess - and it's just a guess - is that the intention is to
wipe out North America and Europe without firing a single
nuke and completely preserving the infrastructure.  With
them out of the way, the world's theirs to plunder.  Who they
are, I don't know.  Trifling issues like further depopulation
measures will be no problem after that.

green_dog
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Seems to be headed that way. Let's hope there is still time to
gum up the works.

 

Mr. Universe
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Look up A.D.E. (Antibody Dependent Enhancement). This is a nasty
delayed effect where a coronavirus vaccination may cause your
body to produce antibodies that turn out to increase your risk of
death when exposed to future mutant variants of the virus. It's
happened before in experimental trials of non-mRNA coronavirus
vaccination. Could be happening now with mRNA but of course any
evidence would be ignored or suppressed by authorities.

YouWillEatBugs
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As I have said before all these scams like 911 have multiple objectives
, so it appears with this . Digital currency Spanning all masonic states
 thus the need for travel permits , depopulation , genetically
reengineering humanity , NWO gov no longer a democracy but a
tyranny run by AI system with those on the vaxx tethered to the AI . 

DelusionsCrowded
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To find the answer, read the Georgia Guidestones.

TheMysteriousOne
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People need to shift the narrative away from the vaccines the vaccines
aren't the problem it's the government. 

Where I live, the government went from AZ is good to banning it, to mix and
match vaccines that are useless for travel, to moderna which has problems. 
They wear masks even though they're "vaccinated" what kind of messaging
is that?

Now they're tying jobs to vaccination after saying it would be voluntary. 
There is no shortcut out of a pandemic, their greed to end this at all costs
and their authoritarianism is ruining society and this campaign is doing way
more harm than good.

The vaccine is not the problem, it should be there for anyone who wants it. 
The government is the issue.

coletrickle45
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Corruption is the root of all other issues.

The FBI would rather see hundreds of millions dead and our entire
society shattered just to protect a few of the worst criminals and
perverts the world has ever seen.

Jim in MN
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I personally think the government is so desperate to end this virus
they are stupid enough to think this shit vaccine is the only way out
and they're doubling down at all costs.

coletrickle45
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The only thing this government wants to end is your ability to
resist.

Oldwood
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Evil people don't think their evil they think their evil is good.

coletrickle45
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What?! No way, there’s way too much money and power in play.
They’ve come this far, they are not turning back now. Nope. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Not a vaccine.

Savvy
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Ahhhh...Yes & No

CourtOfAtom
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Many of us will die because of these unscientific mandates.  Some say we
should not resort to violence.  Nice try, but things are not going to end
peacefully.  

MrBoompi
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Reference our honored historical documents...of sedition, the
declaration of independence.

I've been told that this document has lost its usefulness given the
constitution exists. The declaration of independence IS the only
relevant document. The constitution is a statement of principles with
no enforcement, whereas the declaration IS a document of ACTION.

SO, this is the question of our times...

WHEN in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one
People to dissolve the Political Bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the
separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature’s God entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of
Mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the Separation.

WHEN?

Oldwood
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Reading this was surreal.  Can’t believe we are at this point in society. 

TheInformed
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I felt a bit queasy just reading it. It's coming, and something has to be
done. This is the stuff of wars, dehumanizing people and forcing them
against their will.

scam_MERS
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Literally, took my breath away. This collective inaction is getting to
me. 

NAV
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Who has exemptions from the vaccine mandate in the U.S.?

Congress and their staff

15,000 CDC and 14,000 FDA employees

2,500 Pfizer, 1,55 Moderna, and 120,000 Johnson and Johnson employees

6,000 White House employees

Over 300,000 Chinese students in U.S.

Illegal Immigrants

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=88299  

Enraged
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USPS.

crazybob369
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The covid passport means war....that's all there is to it.  They will keep
attaching all your freedoms to the passport and they will keep all the
mandates in place no matter how vaccinated you are....it will never end. 
The only way to stop it is to eliminate the globalists behind the agenda. 

runningman18
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I would also put down the enforcers to get the same treatment as the
globalists since they'll try it again. 

4thmeal
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If this vaccine hurts you, you're going to feel really stupid.

No one to blame but yourself.

Fascists aren't taking the vaccine.

Only the useful idiots will die.

georgewilson3
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There's no if about it. These people are going to suffer the
consequences for their foolish decision. They trusted the wrong
people.

GoodyGumdrops
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And will likely end up sterile / infertile.  Many won't know for a
decade.  

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Two things:

1) When you force people to have nothing left to lose it gets ugly real fast.

2) This whole COVID pass thing will only last a year or so, because soon
most will be dead or crippled.

So sure go ahead, take your sterilization/death serum and enjoy your special
permissions from you slave masters while you can, but make the most of
your year or so left.  I haven't "participated in" society for the last 18 months
and havent missed it one jot...I can sure as hell wait you all out.

Agent Smith
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amen.

buzzsaw99
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Make sure you stay there after

spacemonkey99
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The aspect that bothers me, is that people are more than happy to sell
their rights for being able to do things. If people didn't comply, this
would end right now. 

4thmeal
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When the vaxed start dropping dead in real numbers and the government
begins to blame the anti vaxers, is when the real fireworks need to begin...i
would guess that we might see a first wave around july 4th of next year
ironically.  That is when they will try to disarm and encamp the unvaxxed...if
you are sane, that is when you will have to make your move.

Chunky_Beaver
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I'm with you I just don't think it'll take that long

AAPL Slayer
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This cold and flu season will actually start the trend.

Keep your vitamin D levels really high, and you'll be fine.

Trogdor
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One question everyone needs to be asking is why are they so desperate to
get this particular intention into so many people

Oswald's ghost
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Shots in arms. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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What do you mean or imply by "shots in arms"?

Leroy Whitby
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Looking at those photos, Lithuania does not look very diverse.  That must
be their problem.  They must be weak without all the benefits of diversity.  

Law97
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Just watch, we will be Lithuania before the year is over.  Get ready to be
shipped to a Covid colony, formally known as a FEMA camp. 
Unless..................................?

No.Fifth.Turning
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trump will not allow that to happen.  he will raise floridians then ohio,
texas and the rest ... maga!!

Pandelis
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That is the question how do you fight it.

I know that they implemented all this with help from AI.

So in a way we are up against a powerful AI supercomputer. But still
not that powerful because i did not fall for it and im a nobody.

dont stare at the beam

Unless..................................?
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There is something in these vaccines that they need to inject
EVERYONE with. After watching the German Pathalogical Institute’s video
presented to the Corona Committee,  I am left wondering if the artificial
structures are not in there to manipulate the brain waves of survivors with
magnetic proteins (as the animal trials show is possible) into a future AI hive
mind computer where human free will shall be extinguished entirely.  I know
how crazy that sounds, but for what other reason could parasites and
metallic structures be in the vaccines for?

lwilland1012
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Even if those items are a hoax, the mode of action with these mRNA
injections can be configured to target some other cell type. Today, it's
causing cells to churn out spike proteins. Who's to say that the mRNA
encoded in a future jab couldn't cause cells to express a different
protein that would be the precursor to another hormone or
neurotransmitter - which can then be used as a method of
psychological control.

What is or isn't in the current jab is irrelevant...but the platform of the
mRNA jab is the real horror show.

duck_fur
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The Corona Committee doesn’t publish fake news. I would be
shocked if this was a hoax or a fraud. You should watch the
conference. There is something VERY wrong about this…

lwilland1012
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If everyone already has an mRNA jab, what is the next one going to
do to us? Or the next? Or the next?

Leroy Whitby
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I don't like the entire concept of the mRNA jab. Hacking someone's
cellular machinery to produce proteins is something I would expect
out of a horror science fiction book. There is still a lot about using
mRNA technology that is not well understood.
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mRNA technology that is not well understood.

What concerns me is they're still going full speed ahead with this. I
feel like I'm watching a train hurtling towards a wall while the people
on the train are cheering it on to go faster.  
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Apparently they always add weird 'junk' to vaccines, it stimulates the
immune system.  I have not nor will I have the vaccines btw.

colourmepop
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I tend to agree.  It might not be there now, but it's a setup, moving in
that direction, laying groundwork perhaps.

prettycdngirl
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Adjuvants.

beeohdee

what other reason could parasites and metallic structures be in
the vaccines for?
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Nobody's laughing at store greeters any more...

Jim diGriz
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Maybe it’s time to start killing store greeters. Then who will demand to
“see your papers”? Let Assistant Manager Brandon scan your code. 

Yukon Cornholius
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soy-tard-nazi pass

RattieNomNom
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Kinda what happens when you trade your guns in for "security". 
Another nation that seems unable to learn from history.

cossack55
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cannibalism will save humanity!

RattieNomNom
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The COVID shot is people!

fauxhammer
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Kinda what happens when government, education and public
policies refuse to acknowledge the Creator God:

Romans 1:28 "And in exact proportion as they did not consent to
have God in their knowledge, God abandoned them to a reprobate
mind..." - The theme of the 21st Century.

""what any religious tradition describes as God's will is no concern
of this Congress." - Jerry Nadler on the floor of the House

 

beeohdee
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You should (tm) soytard

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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Full on war on the people right now in Europe, just one step away from
concentration camps.

rizzo
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Global.

fulliautomatix
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99% survivable, this obviously isn’t about COVID. What exactly is in that
shot that every tenet of science and civil society must be trampled? I’m
starting to get suspicious….

Rusty Steele
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And no debating the "facts".

OKUSA
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...Because it is NOT about "Covid," that is just the excuse.

It is all about "The Great Reset" and the New World Order

DaTruthHurts
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This is in Wyoming, not Australia. Girl gets arrested for not wearing a mask
and her whole school is put on lockdown. 

https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1446666065178660865?
ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

John Grady
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But give some background, the girl is a profile in courage. A true hero.

Panzer
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The criminals are hiding behind masks, as usual!

The Future Is Now
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thanks for posting that.

she refused to be muzzled like a rabid dog. she respects herself
enough to know that she deserves dignity.

an impressive person. on the other hand, the so-called adults and
officers should quit their jobs if they had any dignity. instead they want
to continue to steal from the taxpayer as their role is not necessary. the
world is upside down; the wrong people are being find and jailed.

what a disgrace!

 

drivel_news
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in fairness, if this were Australia, they probably would have broken her
arm.

but, maybe we should give Wyoming a week or two to catch-up.

"lockdown" .. they are demonic

drivel_news
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from here:

Lithuania COVID: 350,029 Cases and 5,209 Deaths - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

lithuania has tested everyone on average FIVE TIMES EACH.

it has 28,000 active cases, a little more than one in a hundred of its
population.

to say the restrictions are unnecessary and evil is a gross understatement of
the malice involved.

hooligan2009
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They fought 20th century Communism to end up 30 years later with this new
21st century Communism. Instead of Karl Marx, Lenin and Stalin billboards
and ration cards now they have Covid-19 billboards and QR codes.

 

Isn't it ironic? don't you think?

marshmallow
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What is communist about being screwed by Big Pharma & big tech ? 

Gott
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Everything.

Silver Savior
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/s or are you really that stupid? 

HAL9000rev1
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The correct word is totalitarianism, which covers both the left and
the right.

There are always a certain number of people in every generation
who are extremely unhappy, unless they are controlling nearly every
aspect of everyone else's lives!

The Future Is Now
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Billions now are held under communist control and soon
we, too, will be men without a country; those of us who cling to our
culture to be treated with a burning animosity by these alienated men.

—Karl Marx 

“ Modern society is a series of footnotes to Karl Marx.” - Clarence B.
Carson

NAV

“Both for the production on a mass scale of this communist
consciousness, and ... the alteration of men on a mass scale is,
necessary, ... a revolution; this revolution is necessary,
therefore, not only because the ruling class cannot be
overthrown in any other way, but also because the class
overthrowing it can only in a revolution succeed in ridding itself
of all the muck of ages and become fitted to found society
anew.”
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No, the quote is about Plato, not Marx.

Lord Raglan
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Hey Lithuania, let me guess:

1. TV News audience is 90% +

2. All of your oil comes from imports

3. You have no nuclear plants

You deserve your faith :)

Alex3191
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Everyone that has heard George Bush the senior speak of the New World
Order on TV or utube know what is coming to the whole world. Eugenics is
to lower the population prior to the coming of the Antichrist. The Deep State
is running the show world wide and here.

Skip59
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Has been for more than a decade.  Just like 911, they will use each
crisis to take more control, then step back when enough people say
"no".  then they wait patiently until the next crisis can be manufactured
to do it again...baby steps, but inevitable.

wickster
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The botched lobotomy that was obamacare just wasn’t enough for the
statists. Tyrants never learn until they see their own blood gushing out at a
high flow rate 

bikepath999
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Its alright, us un-vax'd patriots can endure whatever you can dish out....

 

And I have a sneaking suspicion we'll be the only survivors as well...

 

^.^

AVmaster
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Maybe so, but I sure am sick and tired of all the stupid.

The Judge
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Why endure?

We need to push back strongly and loudly before it's too late.

Mine Is Bigger
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Do you really want to save THIS???

 

A constitutional government really does have a expiration date in
which it needs to be destroyed and rebuilt....

Something we are long long overdue for...

AVmaster
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Looks like face rags and clotshots cause infection. Wow, who woulda
thunk?! 

🤣

LasVegasLongLeggs
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We are just a couple of months, if not weeks away from this in America.

Why is there no organized movement for coordinated nationwide protests
and civil disobedience against the vaccine mandates?

I guarantee you that the next steps will be two-fold:

1. Elimination of any federal benefits including Social Security,
Medicare, Disability, VA benefits, government pensions, SNAP, or any type
of benefit, assistance or pension being dependent on being vaxxed.

2. The denial of any and all healthcare for the non-vaxxed.

This is the literal equivalent of a death sentence... if you can't pay your rent,
work, put food on the table or  receive benefits for which you've paid into
the system for decades (Social Security, Medicare, Pensions, VA benefits)
this is the equivalent of withholding food and water while slowly euthanizing
you - at least in hospice, they load you up on morphine so you die
painlessly. This won't be a painless death.

Not a single child under age 18 dies of Covid in the UK during 2021?

Why would any government mandate experimental, genetic engineering
applications (not vaccines) for children for a disease from which none have
died?

This is so insane it's beyond comprehension that a single, sober, thinking
adult would even consider this, yet submit to it. The reason they do, is
because they can't believe that real life Hitlers, Stalins, Lenin and Maos
could exist in today's world so insulated from history and reality by design
by a myriad of bread & circus distractions.

 

Gold Bug XXX
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Snap welfare and social security. Hmmm they must have election
rigging perfected

Sunny Today
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1000

👍💥

WalkingLibertyGirl
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I find it sad and fascinating how so many people just went ahead with the
program here in the US and had themselves injected with experimental
poison. Even friends of mine…too trusting and too stupid.

Merica101
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Agreed. Family members, co-workers, friends; Disappointing to say the
least. More sheep than I expected.

gman1954
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All my family and friends with  the exception of 4 counting myself. I
asked and asked them to wait, it's experimental, but they all had
excuses for taking it. Turn off the God damn tv.

Savvy
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Surprised my kids say no, they otherwise never listen to a
DAMN THING I SAY !

oddblock
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The aspect of this that horrifies me the most is how many of my countrymen
(I'm in the US) support exactly this kind of savage oppression. They cheer
their own executioners on against me.

They have a religion. They have a god whom they worship. I see that
creature's face behind all this, and it not a face I wish to approach.

 

And they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is
able to make war with him?"

Cirdan
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Pelosi and Pope
maskless, https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/10/09/pope-
francis-welcomes-nancy-pelosi-in-the-vatican/ Probably talking about
killing unborn children.

Yog Soggoth
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Why abortion is good for mother earth or some bs like that 

Sunny Today
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Life in the Soviet Union was not even remotely as perverted as this...

MisterIda
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Will Vaccine-Linked Deaths Rise Sharply This Winter?

https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/will-vaccine-linked-deaths-rise-sharply-
this-winter/

Stay strong, purebloods.

Globalist Overlord
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And store water and food.

Cirdan
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And ammo  :)

TRM
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the bait and switch  - covid = old flu + spike protein

prior to "vaccines" (bait) 

all seasonal "old flu" deaths reclassified as covid deaths

trace elements of dead or alive old flu infection detected using 40-50
cycles in RT-PCR and antigen testing

all deaths from 2-6 typically occurring co-morbidities with flu present -
but dormant - treated as covid deaths

after "vaccines" (switch)

all deaths and injuries caused by "vaccines" attributed to 2-6 co-
morbidities as was the case pre-covid

only trace elements of old flu infection using 25 cycles deemed
positive for covid infection

 

instead of testing for the spike protein - which would also now include
the vaxx roll-out - the dimwits test for old flu.

 

hooligan2009
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THE "VACCINES" ARE DESIGNED TO SUPPRESS SYMPTOMS.

THE "VACCINES" DO NOT PREVENT TRANSMISSION OF AN
INFECTION OR CURE A DISEASE. 

THE "VACCINE" MANUFACTURERS EXPRESSLY STATE THIS.

hooligan2009
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Yet these idiots keep saying we need to get vaxxed to achieve herd
immunity.

redwhiteblue
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You don't have to shout. We get it, well except for Roadhazard and
other retards.

Demologos
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Rusia, Romania, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Serbia, Macedonia?

They have 3 things in common:

- Orthodox Christianity

- not rushing to get the mark of the beast

- they had to go through Communist dictatorship

 

Not every country in Eastern Europe learned something from Communism
era. 

Lithuania is one of those countries.

Right.of.stareoS
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There was an organization that put together a anti-vaxx mandate in Miami
yesterday. I went to it. There was nobody there. I mean literally...nobody.
Zero. Not even the organizer. 

I drove an hour out of the way so I lost 2 hours, parked, walked to the
event...the entire matter set me back 2.5 hours and $8 for parking to boot.

Meanwhile, tons of people walking around outside by themselves with
masks.

The only way these people are going to wake up is if they see about 3
people they know that aren't that old die. If it is a slow death via 3-5 years or
10 or 20...the unvaxxed (me) have a very serious problem.

TheMysteriousOne
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In the entire last +-2 years i'm the fucking only one shopping without ta
mask in my area. We are friggin lost.

NIRP-BTFD
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It's so strange to read this shit happening. Great Lakes region, very,
very few masks to be seen anywhere.

StuffyourVAXX
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Most important info I noticed in this revealing article - they are soon rolling
out 4th and 5th boosters - and the Passes will become invalid if those
boosters are not kept up to date, assuredly.

We have seen scary, but this a whole nuther level scary.

In Spain, as far as I know, the Supreme Court has ruled that these passes
are unconstitutional, violate human rights, but I am sure they will find a way,
eventually.

Wettberwerb
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I have been asking everyone when papers will get pulled for a week or
so, and nobody has much to say.  They will pull papers.

Gekko Jr
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I am in Spain myself. I think the reason the government hasn't imposed
severe restrictions yet is because nearly everyone here can't wait to
get the next round of jabs. I am no Einstein myself, but the level of
ignorance and gullibility here is shocking.

Todosqueremosmas
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Einstein was a failed upper level patent clerk, a plagiarist, and a con.

https://www.amazon.com/manufacture-sale-St-
Einstein/dp/1913057240

 

MPZ1
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I see it everyday.  I could tell numerous anecdotes about friends and
Fam, wont waste your time.  We here, All have those to tell.

I look at it like this - We all have to navigate our own way through
the ratmaze, there are prizes and pitfalls awaiting all of us.  But for
some, they are content remaining in the maze.

Wettberwerb
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I'm starting to think Israel is just putting on a show. My small brain can
not understand how Jews would allow themselves to be injected with
this experimental liquid, knowing their past history in WW II. Or the
liquid has no effect and the numbers are fake.

LA_Goldbug
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I could reply here in multitudinous fashion; suffice to say, Globalists
are not concerned with National borders or Religion.  To them, these
must be destroyed.  Then, they will construct new ones to corral the
herds.

Wettberwerb
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I am in Spain also, though I am Romanian.

It's unbelievable how many are simply brainwashed.

It's sad to see.

Right.of.stareoS
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Yep, happening in Israel.

OKUSA
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They are pushing vaccines, boosters and the new pill which is also a DNA
attacker.

All designed to make you dead or sick.

The lock-downs, mandates etc are all there to force people to join
the others in the 'showers'.

Non Vaccinated need to just bide their time.

Eat baked beans or whatever.

Better 6 months in home detention than a lifetime of sickness. 

Thutmosess
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So do you want to regulate their regulations?  You sound just as bad
as them.

devilindisguise2
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He just said "bide their time". It means don't comply with mandates.

YouWillEatBugs
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This is a communism take over. How else can this be seen?

Here in Vancouver in Canada I can´t take a train or a plane or go to a bar or
a concert.

Becuse I don´t have the "right papers".

On the other hand, I will wait this one out. I have enough money to last a
lifetime.

It will get slightly problematic when THEY say that I can´t buy food.

I´m thinking of options, 

My property is big enough to grow some stuff but this is a house with some
possibilities rather than a farm with many acres. I´ve been thinking about
getting some hen, but my guess is the commie-goverment would come after
me in no time referring to some by-law or the new commie directive.

 

maramara__33
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You need some friends. 

Demologos
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I'm just across the water and in the same situation.  What I'm going to
write sounds crazy.  I hope it is completely wrong. 

If I extrapolate along the current trajectory of incremental tightening of
the python around its prey, there will be a series of mandate/passport
steps including "anyone taking a city bus, subway, taxi, or ferry",
"anyone going to school or daycare", "anyone who is employed",
"anyone who is shopping", and "anyone receiving a government
payout (pension, EI, etc.)").  At some point after mandating vaccines
for everyone, they're going to require the unvaccinated to be registered
as such and to remain on their own properties.  If they begin to enforce
this with a tracking device at some point, then I think internment
camps are most likely the next stage in the plan, once they have
coerced the resistant down to a manageable number through all the
preceding steps.  Once in such a camp, there is probably no return; if
they were to use forcible injection, it would incite revenge, and they
probably know that. People have been made to disappear in residential
schools here, in the past.

At some point at or before the time when it becomes clear that they are
going to tag you, the unpleasant alternatives are either to remain where
you are and eventually be permanently incarcerated, or to go into
hiding - where, I don't know.  As restrictions on travel increase, fleeing
becomes more difficult.  Already we're unable to use aircraft or trains
to travel long distances without being injected. They could extend this
to inter-provincial travel and then maybe even inter-city travel.

 

green_dog
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This is clearly mid 1930s Germany. You need to be like Einstein and
get out of Dodge.

Some countries are looking better than others. Start planning.

TheMysteriousOne
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Well, in 1930's Germany, there were lots more options available
for escape.  Do you have any suggestions for destination?

green_dog
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Until they take your money and force you to transact with the digital
passport. We will have to go underground. Barter system. I'd try to get
across the border if you can. Do you know anyone in the states?

OKUSA
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It is no measure of Health to be well adapted to a profoundly sick Society

bothneither
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Canada is right there with you Lithuanians.  We have the divide between the
vaxxed, who can go anywhere and do what they like (fully masked up and
distanced just to be safe), while the unvaxxed are vilified and barred from
restaurants and bars, and public spaces.  Not to the extent of barring us
from the grocery store, liquor store or pot outlet.

It is not getting better, it is getting worse.  Now the flu vaccine is coming
out.  We will see how this burns through.
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I can confirm that. Mom had a stroke after her second jab. So I'm
bringing her home with me, can't buy her fries for the drive 'cause I'm
not jabbed. I'm a little angry.

Savvy
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Yeah this isn't heading anywhere healthy.

bothneither
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Queensland Police officers begin quitting service over COVID vaccine
mandate | 7NEWS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miQ6DsMkZD8

Staying healthy is better then getting a clot shot for your job. Find a new line
of work or different location to be a cop or whatever.

Forcing you to change your life's path can actually be a big benefit to you.
Re-evaluate what you do, what you eat, the people around you, your job,
etc.

CheapBastard
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Do we think they haven't thought this through?  What happens when
essential services can't operate with the depleted manpower?

Call in the military, of course.  They can do just about anything we
need.

(don't get me started on the Canadian military performance at the 1976
Olympic sailing at Kingston)

In one easy push, we have the military in control, coup completed
without firing a shot.  

Easy come, easy go, is what I say.  There are way more of us than
there are of them.  Our problem is we like to snooze our way through.

Snooze you lose.

DjangoCat
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I'm not a religious man, organized religion just isn't for me. I don't consider
myself Christian, nor atheist, nor anything really.  I don't turn it all off, nor do
I accept anything based on faith alone.

But maybe....just maybe a guy like John of Patmos knew some shit.  Maybe
he got it right?  The "mark of the beast?" 

Now I'm not going to convert or buy into the whole thing lock stock an
barrel...but maybe that last book in the Bible has some merit...just thinking
aloud here

Wild Bill Rides Again
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Control Lite. 

Seasmoke
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Wild Bill Rides Again

Control Lite. 
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It was a predictable outcome from the start. Many did so. Intriguing
nonetheless
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Yeah, I started the year not believing Revelation, but now It's either a
massive coincidence or "they" are using it as their playbook.

RatThot
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Good take. Hadn't considered that...more to think about!

Wild Bill Rides Again

using it as their playbook.
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I went there a few days ago in a comment. If it's not the arrival of The
Mark, what the Hell is it?

Demologos
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Exactly like Canada. After the end of October no unvaccinated person will
be allowed to leave Canada.  No one. Prison planet.

fastfreezie
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Agreed its an evil idea from evil psychopathic creatures like Bill Gates & the
Rockefellers.  

NIRP-BTFD

But I am moral. And the Covid Pass regime is a deep moral wrong.
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its american “ideas”

 

americans liked hitler until he started to lose in ww2 btw..

tai peid
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Dramatically oversimplified. Did you read that on a box of Cracker
Jacks?

Detective Miller
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not quite ofersimplified..the coward americans only came into
action when they saw the risk western europe go to the soviets.
which for some reason they thought was theirs? the soviets won
ww2 with their blood. americans should learn to stay home and
bomb a little amongst themselves for a change

tai peid
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Wall street fudned all sides when the war was won USA took
all german scientists and stole all patents. Only trough this
theft they could become world power no 1

NIRP-BTFD
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they still need to import all intelligence.mostly indians,
chinese intelligence agents and young russians out to make
some money for a while,,.americans are a generally stupid
and fat , complacent people..it comes with the package:
their “diversity” means shyte really..swill.

tai peid
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Wall Street? What about Schacht? I've read the Mefo bills
financed Hitler. 

DefendPeace
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Resist.

romanmoment
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The most we can hope for is that the vaccinated start dying and that wakes
people up, but I know they have a story ready to blame the unvaccinated
and shut down society again. 

Gott
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Authoritarianism vs freedom???...pick your team!!

Trudeau_Is_Brutal
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Most people have voted head in sand. 

Gott
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I'll take freedom for $500 Alex

OverTheUnder
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To be truly Globalist and Orwellian, they should call it the "Freedom Pass."  

That's what Nancy Pelosi will name the US Vaxx Passport:  "The Freedom
Passport."  

Lord Raglan
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We are many,we are the natural unabused future of humanity.No matter
what they introduce I will never have the vaccines they are peddling
.Freedom means nothing without the struggle of gaining and keeping
it,although its darkest before the dawn you have to go through this to reach
the daylight of a bright and free future We will not forget or forgive those
who have commited grievous crimes against humanity.

Goldenballs
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If they try to force the vaccine, that is evil and they are the enemy.

If they try to restrict your rights without the vaccine, that is evil, and
they are the enemy.

Leroy Whitby
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They elected a woman prime minister, Ingrida Šimonytė. Repent at your
leisure. 

John Grady
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i hope she got triple jabbed.

buzzsaw99
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I had a dream a week ago.

It was Trudeau at the UN arguing about something. 

Somebody finally stood up and said "There aren't enough people left in your
country to fill a hockey stadium. Who cares what you think. Shut up."

Andre
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*trudard runs off crying*

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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Serfs are tied to the land.  They must show a pass stating they have The
Lord's permission to travel to town.

gcjohns1971
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The meteoric rise of tyranny. Billy G, Potato Joe, FraudChi, Gyorgy
Schwartz, and many others are laughing their way to riches.

Detective Miller
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Covid didn't cause this. Government policy caused this.

ElTerco
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You can take the Lithuanians out of Communism.

But you can't take the Communism out of Lithuanians...

I should be working
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I'm facing being fired for failing to comply with the vax mandate (deadline is
next month) and my retirement date is just a few months away.

Before I clicked on this article, I had just finished sending my dad the
following email:

"Dad, watch this short video before you read the rest of this email.

https://twitter.com/wakeupfromcovid/status/1446918512228851714

I fully expect America to lose this war (too many compliant morons). The
global coordination of the scamdemic and the mass censorship by big tech
and the MSM around this issue proves how far this plan had already
advanced before we even knew about it. The massive debt of nations around
the world from decades of the elite sucking the blood of the taxpayers
shows why they MUST make their plan work. The Federal Reserve is nearly
out of bullets to keep the very same financial bomb that exploded in 2008
from reigniting. They need to get us under their complete control before that
bomb explodes because it won’t be able to be papered over again.

We The People are have nothing on our side. The global elite own it all - the
political power, the banks, the courts, the corporations, the military, the
media, etc. But I see no point in complying for the sake of trying to get by
when all there is to look forward to is living under tyranny (back to the video
above). Everyone that caves to the vax mandate gives them more power.
And for every inch you give them, they take a mile. Look at what’s happened
to our freedom of speech since they rolled out political correctness a few
decades ago. We went from you can’t say [jogger] to being required to, as a
condition of employment, acknowledge that whitey is inherently racist and
that can’t be fixed and must be resolved through forced equitable outcomes.
Look at what’s happened to our nation since the Patriot Act was passed. We
now have zero privacy and big tech has completely revoked our First
Amendment. So just imagine how far they’ll run with vaccine passports,
especially once they roll “green” initiatives into it. Full tyranny is clearly the
planned end result.

My friend Vince went right out and got the vax as soon as it became evident
that it would become difficult to avoid it (2 days later his job sent an email
that it was required). F--- that. As Americans, we are tasked with defending
freedom and we have absolutely nothing without it (back to the video)."

 

 

BlackpilledAF
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Explain to them there is NO federal mandate.  No legislation, no
Executive Order, nothing in writing.  If they fire you, sue them.  They
will quickly figure out that you are right when their lawyer does his
homework.  There is also NO FDA approved drug available in the US.

TrumpyBear
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You still believe in rule of law???

Right.of.stareoS
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You need to go on sick leave until you get retirement eligibility.

57-71
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It's beyond wrong. It's evil. A full fledged frontal assault by Satan and his
demon army to enslave humanity with the Davos crowd at the helm. We are
living end times, and with that the return of Jesus Christ. Now is the time to
get right with the Lord, because time is running out. God bless and God
speed to all.

full black
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What if humanity chooses to be enslaved?

captain noob
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100% consensus is required and that ain't happening..

 

What enemy? .. Us! Humans!

-- Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991)

So much danger is hidden behind masks
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The entire world except for the elect will be deceived.

Carolynn55
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The ones left behind won't have a choice. That will be the 7 year
tribulation.

full black
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People choose their way

Accept the responsibility for your own path

captain noob
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Obama was 8 years of "tribulation".

Joke Biden is far worse.

DeportThemAll
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Ancient mythologies (religions) are not helpful... they were the original
means to control the masses of dumb sheep by the "elites".

DeportThemAll
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Canada is just one-half step away from Lithuania.  Despite 81% of eligible
Canadian over age 12 being fully vaccinated, and 87% of eligible Canadians
have received at least one dose, Canada has effectively declared unvaxxed
Canadians “citizens non grata”.  Unvaxxed Canadian health care workers,
physicians, and first responders have already been terminated.  Unvaxxed
government workers and contractors, including police, have been given to
the end of October to be vaccinated or face suspension without pay and no
unemployment entitlements.  Unvaxxed Canadians can’t enter restaurants,
gyms, municipal buildings, libraries, concert halls, reception halls, sports
arenas, libraries or municipal government buildings.  The unvaxxed can’t
attend college or university.  Some hospitals are now denying access to
unvaxxed visitors.  Unvaccinated youth cannot participate in intermural
sports, and now regional health authorities are pushing for mandatory
vaccines for students over age 12 to attend school.  Unvaxxed Canadians
can still go to the bank, visit the hairdresser, and shop at most retail stores –
for now.   As of November 30, unvaxxed Canadians will no longer be
permitted access to trains, cruises ships, and airlines, thus no longer
permitted to leave Canada.  Any returning unvaxxed Canadians continue to
be subject to a hotel internment at their own expenses, or alternative
fines/imprisonment.  (Restrictions by province can vary - the above reflects
the status today in Ontario).

TiggrAndrews
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looks like the only option is to form vigilante groups to destroy all the
"vaccine" infrastructure put in place by libtards supported by the SS
and gestapo.

it is a war of occupation 

the murdering idiots have staged a coup and installed a junta of
sadistic killers.

these murderers are killing and wounding people with their chosen
weapon - lethal injection.

this is their insignia

0 E6 A0269 EF62 49 DA 8751 3176 FD820520 — Postimages
(postlmg.cc)

 

hooligan2009
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Worry not, they built it for themselves but with time, as with
everything, it will be controlled by most of organized crime

etcimon
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1990: In the future, we'll have flying cars.

2021: We wear Islamist Burqua type slave garb and cannot go outside
without permission from the government.

tangent
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you thought 'we' was everyone.. we means subgroups.  Which group
are you in? 

dark pooIs of soros
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Follow the money. There is no pandemic.

Indelible Scars
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Nearly 2 years in and I am still not aware of anyone affected by this
virus.  At all.  I don’t deny its existence but it is not by any means a
pandemic like the great plague it’s being sold as.

bloostar
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I haven't even had a cold in two years!

I don't know anyone who has died from COVID-19.

The Future Is Now
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I haven't had a cold in years as well.

Yog Soggoth
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this video does a good job of describing how cause of death was
rejiggered resulting in a grossly inflated number of "covid deaths"; it
also explains how the errant pcr testing resulted in a huge
percentage of false positives, ie "asymptomatic covid cases"...
basically it's a manufactured pandemic (in more ways than one):

https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=615f96b3aa816336dbd21792

Ignant Bastad
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My grandparent escaped from Lithuania because of the Soviet tyranny...2
generations and these sheep allow it back in.  They never learn.  Free stuff is
a tempting bait for traps

heehaw2
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Were they fascists and executioners? Then you have to run even
further.

fosfor 37
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The evil doctors begat the virus

The virus begat the lockdown

The lockdown begat the vaccine

The vaccine begat the vaccine passport

The vaccine passport begat the digital money system

The digital money system begat not being able to buy or sell without the
mark of the beast

insanityantidote
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Just because I refuse to take the shot doesn't make me an anti-vaxxer.
Don't use their words against yourself. 

ThorAss
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They can call me whatever they want... the moment they step on my
property to administer an experimental shot is the day they find out
some harsh realities.

TrippyCat
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The key in all this continues to be "experimental" WITHOUT Long-
Term Effects studies completed.

LA_Goldbug
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No long term studies sealed the deal for me.  I'll wait.  My family
will wait.  Anyone who is sickly, obese or elderly OK.  But for
anyone who is healthy or young.  No way.  Just stay at home if
you are sick.

Sunny Today
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Agreed. I am neither pro or anti vax. I evaluate each pharmaceutical
product individually. Some vaccines are safe and useful. Some
vaccines are absolute fucking trash.

YouWillEatBugs
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How does one know it’s safe and useful?  Uhhh you don’t...the lack
of disease does not mean the vaccine worked.  People believe
things that have never been proven.

TrippyCat
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Believe it or not, Randomized Controlled Trials are a real thing.
Statistics is a real thing. Science, Mathematics, and Logic are
real. The Moon is not fake and the Earth is not flat. Gravity exists.

YouWillEatBugs
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Strawman argument, bam!  Logic?  You are clueless.

TrippyCat
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.

YouWillEatBugs
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I'm an anti vaxxxer.  When did that become a bad thing? lolz

Cult of the Sun
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Lithuanian unvaccinated, and unvaccinated everywhere.

Just wait it out.

In the end the vaxxed will be the decimated and sick part of society, and the
healthy will be required to carry the burden, and vaccination status irrelevant

Thutmosess
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Mandatory vaxx may become forced vaxx . No compliers may be
ordered to a FEMA like facility where we will be euthanised with a
deadlier version of the 'Vaccine'. 

They have come this far with this insanity nothing should be
discounted. 

DelusionsCrowded
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They have done things we would have never envisioned a few years
ago. Nothing is off the table.

HemoPure
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If they prevent entry into larger stores in the US, just wait until it closes and
loot it.  Looting is now acceptable and of course free of racism.

LazyDrone
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Don't forget the black face camoflage to make looting acceptable.

DelusionsCrowded
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This guy is done with their vaccine passport BS. -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-jXv710oiY

GoodyGumdrops
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Both Lithuania and Australia are anti commie in rhetoric only. In reality,
they're oppressing their citizens just like true commies.

ThePinkHole
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CryptoCommies

Wild Bill Rides Again
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Lithuanian women are one of nature’s marvelous little secrets.   

Cosby’s_pillbox
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“It doesn’t feel pity, or remorse, or fear, and it absolutely will not stop, ever,
until you are dead!” — Kyle Reese

Fooman Zybar
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I don't make social media memes but if I did a good one would be a WWII
concentration camp inmate with I DIDN'T DO MY OWN RESEARCH at the
top and I LET THEM MAKE DECISIONS FOR ME at the bottom

Jim in MN
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The only way to deal with hardcore authoritarian types is with deadly force.
Start shooting them now, wherever you see them. Civilians as well as
government types.

They aim to kill you. Take out as many of them as you can before they get
you. When it takes 20~30 government goons killed for every anti-vaxxer
killed, they might back off.

Moros-is-Here
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You first.

Mad Machine
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It's only going to get worse until every one complies. Just remember. We
can remove out tinfoil hats, can they remove their spike proteins?

Savvy
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What makes you think that compliance stops tyranny?

John Grady
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Not what I meant, you know it.

Savvy
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There will be billions dead from the jab within 3 years.

Done
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its american “products”..what else did you expect??

tai peid
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Written 2,000 years ago......waited for the micro chip, world wide web, and
the right generation. 

Saddle up people.  What is happening in Lithuania is I Brave New World.  Up
next is 1984......where the soft roll is over.

bshirley1968

Revelation 13:16-17 (KJV)  "And he causeth all, both small and
great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right
hand, or in their foreheads:
And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name."
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“Well, I know my Lord is gonna lead me out...” 

NAV
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It's time to start connecting the dots.  Why are all these seemingly disparate
countries in lockstep regarding the covid lockdown protocol?  

It's carrot and stick.  Most recently, Lukashenko, the president of Belarus,
revealed that he had been offered a bribe by the IMF and WHO if he would
implement the lockdown.  Before that, Magafuli, president of  Tanzania
claimed the same thing, shortly before he died of cardiac failure.  Any bets
on Lukashenko's timeline?  

And then there's Madagascar:

The President of Madagascar, Andry Rajoelina has alleged that the World
health organization (WHO) offered $20m bribe to see the Covid-19 cure
poisoned.  Rajoelina accused the World Health Organisation of a plot to have
its COVID-19 Organics, the local African ‘cure’ for the virus poisoned. 
According to his claims, WHO offered a $20 million bribe to poisoned their
medicine, Tanzania Perspective reported on the front-page of its 14th May
edition.

https://principia-scientific.com/president-of-madagascar-expose-20m-
covid-19-who-poison-bribe/ 

Also potentially on the list are Haiti and Zambia, but I'm having a hard time
pinning down any links.  Remember that Haitian president was assassinated
this past July, and a more  'compliant' replacement installed.

People need to know that their 'leaders' are selling them out for bribe
money.  

Amazing how just a few psychopaths can dictate policy of the entire planet.

Stinkbug 1
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They also all want a government digital currency.

dude675
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Note that the "drink" from Madagascar being suppressed is made
from Artemisia annua, an herb that can be grown in your backyard in
most of the United States.  I plan to put some in next spring; I already
have two producing elderberry bushes.

Faeriedust
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I think that's a close relative of wormwood artemesia, absinthe, aka
'the green fairy'.     Interesting that, like ivermectin, wormwood
tincture is used to treat internal parasites.  

Stinkbug 1
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To all those fearful power seeking gene therapy advocates:   If your precious
death shot is so very wonderful and effective, why are you taking shot
number three?   If you are so well protected by the "safe and effective" shot,
what are you afraid off?????    It's a kind of collective hysteria with a strong
dash of sadism.      Lord of the Flies writ global.  Please wake up.

C.wrangler
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This is a very old tactic. Mass murder always follows this type of human
behavior and unthinkable atrocities. it definitely does not go away on its
own.

taglady
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I don't know if this is legit. No way to tell. I don't want to believe this is
true, but if so, man we are in trouble.

https://www.infowars.com/posts/video-claims-to-show-metallic-string-
wiggling-after-being-removed-from-vaccinated-persons-body/

OKUSA
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everyday ... a new creature-feature in these shots

diabolical. 

drivel_news
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That's  literally the exact word for it

spacemonkey99
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I wonder if the blacklight is showing luciferase? Again, I have to shake
my head mentioning this stuff, but I don't know what to believe
anymore, and it seems that the conspiracy theories are coming true.

OKUSA
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congress guilty as sin. 

 

if they gave a crap they would authorize ivermectin and prosecute mass
genocide artist fauci and his cabal

liberty2day
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Solzhenitsyn destroyed communism like nobody else. All you have to do is
to call it out as authoritarian crap, mock it, laugh at them, ignore their
mandates and carry on regardless and all their power quickly fades. Except
they dont get to just walk away from this, there will be a reckoning - this
attempted coup needs to be prosecuted.

secretspaniel
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So if you are a vaxtard tell me what the upside is?

You get to live in dystopia and show your little QR code every time you step
out the door. How long before the state doesn't recognize 'your door'? 

You think it stops with this? Oh noe, noe, noess.....this is the platform and
they build out from there. Freedom of movement will be a thing of the past.
Rationing will be re-named as 'saving the planet'. Inquiry into 'forbidden
topics' on the internet will be strickly prohibited. 

Brave New World indeed..............no thanks. 

Make_Mine_A_Double
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But I can have a beer and a sandwich at a restaurant! 

*frustrated sigh*

4thmeal
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It really is JAW DROPPING what is happening right now

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f
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And it is so determined. 

Gott
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They haven't isolated the "virus" yet. What's wrong with having a
natural God given immune system?
It's so obvious that a spiritual war is going on, satan pretending to be the
Creator. It's not like we weren't warned, it's been prophetised and in the
Bible. Thankfully, someone's awake in Lithuania. Stay strong.
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The Zionists use the bible as a play book. At least we will know whats
coming.

mrtoad
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x100

south40_dreams

God given immune system
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This will end sometime next year.  Either with another variant ( unintentional
or intentional aka depopulation plan) coming in and monkey hammering all
those stupid enough to have gotten the vaccine or buildings will start to be
burnt down and these political funky oppressors being hunted down. 

Rentier88
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The first phase of agenda 2030 is scheduled to end in March of 2023.
That’s a published date. They don’t spell out exactly what will have
happened by then, but they (the WEF) are following a schedule. 

Don’t worry you’ll own nothing and be happy! 

Stormblessed
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This line makes me laugh from them "Don’t worry you’ll own nothing
and be happy! "

The answer to the line, "I see dead people..."

Rentier88
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Yep. I think the good side will eventually win, but  there will be
lots of suffering before it’s all over. 

Stormblessed
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The Plandemic will end.. it ends in Marxism.

liberty2
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the Book of Revelations does not seem so far fetched after all.

pinkfloyd
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It really never was far fetched.

danl62
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You know, I am an atheist, which means I don't believe in man made
fairy tale gods or their self appointed earthly representatives. I do,
however, have the opinion that the various bibles were books of
insights and explanations for the future written for primitive mankind by
higher intelligences.

In other words, they gave the slaves a fair warning. But as usual
Humans decided to use this for personal gain.

Agent Smith
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I respect your view, but isn’t it pretty much the same thing? Just
your own religion? 
 

I have a sister who believes that this is a computer  simulation/story
that we’re playing out, and the old prophesies are part of the story.
 So they apply. 
 

Just use that which works in your version, and you’ll have some clue
of what to expect. 

Stormblessed
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Maybe so. But in which case my "religion" doesn't depend on
power over others, which is my main beef with organized
religions.  You can can agree with me or not.  If you don't I won't
insist you are going to hell and neither will I demand tribute from
you.

Agent Smith
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God gave us free will. I'm not sure what powers over others
has to do with religion. What religion are you referencing?

Suzy Q
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Oh you know....Catholicism, Christianity and all it's weird
offshoots, Judaism, Muslim. Pick your poison really.  They
all like to be a bit authoritarian and tribute demanding.

Agent Smith
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If you haven't sought God, actively, you have left something very
important out of your life.

Leroy Whitby
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Which God? After all there is apparently plenty to choose from.

Agent Smith
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The one true God. Seek him.

Leroy Whitby
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I am Spartacus.

Let's go Brandon.

Witsend
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I see Lithuania has reimagined opportunity.

Only Way Out
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This is how "natural selection" works.

Goodbye useful idiots.

There is so much opportunity out there.

georgewilson3
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So if the doctors videos I’ve been listening to are correct, the next 5-6
months are going to be bad for those who took the shots.  There’s already
evidence of ADE.  The shots have weakened their natural defense systems
so the next variant that emerges is going to be very hard on them. 

rjd0308
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Supposedly the vax accelerates cancer growths too.  Terrible.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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At the beginning, I had hoped that the release of a bioweapon wouldn’t
work. And, it turn out to be, largely, a failure in decimating the population.
But, it seems to me now, that, the bioweapon’s purpose wasn’t
premeditated murder, rather it has been used very successfully to stoke
fears, and create division. The mutating variants of 2 weeks to flatten the
curve, to closing business and schools, to monitoring employees, to vaccine
mandates, to ID cards and passports,… how much longer until we are
chipped?? Can shock collars be next??

Makoi
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Destroyed economy so was very effective

spacemonkey99
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"If it bleeds, we can kill it."

  Dutch, Predator

uncle_duke
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We're all gonna die.  [/billy, predator]

buzzsaw99
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We are all going to die. Memento Mori. [Leroy -- also a predator]

Leroy Whitby
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People are going to die from this and I don't mean from covid

CourtOfAtom
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Blacks in the US won't cooperate with any of it and it won't apply to them.
Why, because they stick together and by sticking together form an essential
political faction. 

John Grady
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Unlike the whites, the blacks know the consequences of being forced
to comply with insideous demands.  Wake up white sheeple!  And I'm
not black btw.

wickster
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Or they're so fragmented and disfanchized they're not viewed as a
threat, the powers that be know they can be dealt with at their leisure
later by other more direct means.

Crush the cube
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saw morels,

found another way to locate new truffle patches by watching squirels...

squirels dig small holes into the truffle patch but not pick them

making a tiny hole letting air for truffles to breathe and mature,

 

squirel leads to new hillside/mountainside patches always on certain parts
of partial sun light exposure and usually many more found in area

 

wtftech
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they also eat the false truffle...

which interestingly seems to be the primary reason we have forest
growth. researching seems to identify this can be used to create a
newforest in the desert

wtftech
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The Covid vaccine is literally poison

"I am not anti-vaccine… but I will caution…. Proceed with care!!! Police cars
revolving light I am now fighting a T-Cell Lymphoma as a result of the
degraded MRNA Protein Spike via dendritic reaction, called by Pfizer a
waning immunity! It is not truly a safe precaution for #COVID19,”

MICHAEL ROBISON

 

Portal
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Hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops have not yet complied with
vaccine mandate as deadlines near

Hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops have not yet complied with vaccine
mandate as deadlines near (ctpost.com)

BugMan
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Downvoted by Emperor Xi

DeportThemAll
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I'm interested to see the offspring of vaxxed people.  They won't be human. 
They will be genetically modified organisms.  Will they have soulless black
eyes?  Will they be highly intelligent but also perfectly docile, the perfect
slave race?

Whatever they are, they will be property of those who hold the patents on
their genome.

I hope these shots do render a lot of the people who take them sterile to be
perfectly frank. 

As for Lithuania, I wish it well.

fackbankz
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They might look like this:

https://banned.video/watch?id=615f184eec8e233589affa44

JayPowell
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That's nasty.  But I bet they will look more human, kind of like a
genetically engineered tomato looks like a normal tomato.

fackbankz
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Like Jerrold Nadler... or Maxi-pad Waters... or Pigfart Piglosi...

DeportThemAll
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Joe "you can depends on me" Biden

JayPowell
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There are pictures

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/1969-fetal-deaths-recorded-
following-covid-19-shots-but-criminal-fda-and-cdc-recommend-
pregnant-women-get-the-shot/

https://www.goyimtv.tv/v/1045338295/LEAKED-Video-of-DEFORMED-
Baby-born-by-mother-who-got-MARKED-with-THE-BEAST-COVID-
SHOT-666

BeerBelly
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Why only white nations and neighborhoods?  

🤔

JD Rock
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Interesting point.  China has no vaccine mandates according to a
commenter below.  It's almost like they want us dead. 

RatThot
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Almost?

JD Rock
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So no article on the air traffic controllers walking off their jobs in Jacksonville
to protest the federal vax mandate? More than 1000 flights cancelled & all of
FL air travel is canceled. Seems like a news worthy event to me ZH. 

GregT
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Replace with Afghans & Haitians !

! اللعنة جو بایدن

oddblock
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Link?

OKUSA
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https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/florida-flights-cancelled-air-
traffic-controllers-conduct-mass-sickout-to-protest-vaccine-
mandate/
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The Wuhan virus was released into the wild almost two years ago.  It, and
countless mutations of the original strain, will always be part of the
ecosphere and always continue to cause illness in humans.  Those people
with genetic predispositions to suffer serious illness and death from an
infection will die out.  The rest of the human race will hardly notice the loss.

Yet we are debased by governments who claim science has told them that
the organism can be completely eliminated by masks, social distancing,
quarantines at hot spots, contact tracing, and a series of injections of a
chemical substance that ineffectually mimics the anticipated effects of a
vaccine on the human immune system.  The series was once two shots, and
now is becoming as many additional injections as it takes to completely
eradicate the organism, which, because it is impossible to completely
eradicate the organism, means booster shots every six months for life,
accompanied by continued social distancing, masks, business shutdowns,
and quarantines, for life.

There seems to be, all around the world, an uncontrollable impulse to
immediately demand that government "do something" when a problem
pops up.  Initial estimates of death in 3% of the world's population made it
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6 Reply"

pops up.  Initial estimates of death in 3% of the world's population made it
easy for the government to announce it would "do something", as people
expected of it.  We would all have been better off if governments had done
nothing whatsoever.  The new disease would have killed off about 0.025%
of us, mostly the very elderly with pre-existing conditions, as it quickly
swept across the world.  By July of 2020, it would have been over and
everything would have returned to normal, with the survivors having
acquired natural immunity.  Some problems are not solvable by any policy. 
We might as well ask our government to do something about aging and
death.

The really disturbing and very sad part of this story is that the science of
pandemics, as clearly demonstrated by multiple academic studies
conducted prior to 2019, proved that efforts to combat a new virus via
quarantines were futile.  Any effort to "stop the spread" only delayed the
spread, as well-evidenced by the charts presented in this article as to
Indonesia and Australia. 

I'm fully aware that the full argument of governments includes the idea of
fighting the spread plus inventing a vaccine to entirely prevent the illness in
those not yet afflicted with it.  Nobody has come up with an actual "vaccine"
yet.  They've got variants of the idea, none of which meet my definition of a
"vaccine", and what they are trying to sell us doesn't prevent you from
getting the infection and doesn't prevent you from passing it along to
others, and to the extent they do anything beneficial whatsoever, nobody is
claiming they will have any beneficial effects for people who will become
infected with the inevitable mutations that are 100% sure to continue
forever.

People need to stop expecting their government to "do something".
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I was saying this in March 2020 even when they were rolling out the
super scary 3 - 4%. Most responses I received were mildly negative to
"what kind of monster are you?" That's changed a bit now, but it was
never worth it, imo.

It's been obvious from the beginning what the outcome would be,
whether the outcome is due to hubris on the part of our "leaders" or by
design. 

Miss Koi
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closing in on 5 million deaths out of closing in on 8 billion in the global
population.

ignoring the corrupt, spiteful, cruel and malicious countries that make
the "vaccines" - the US and UK - the global (ex-US and ex-UK)
pandemic looks like this. (using the RT-PCR and antigen tests that will
be abolished in a few weeks because they cannot distinguish covid
from flu).

population ex-US and ex-UK - 7.6 billion

total cases - 185 million

deaths - 4 million

recoveries - 173 million

active cases - 6.7 million

6.7 million active cases remaining (because countries won't use
ivermectin) out of 7.6 billion after 20 months of a "pandemic"
represents 880 active cases per million people.

this is magnitudes lower than those with malaria, cancer, heart disease
and so on and so forth.

the headline numbers for sites like worldometer headline numbers like
624 dead per million and 30,600 cases per million to date instead of
the remaining 880 per million still active.

 COVID Live Update: 238,477,389 Cases and 4,865,157 Deaths from
the Coronavirus - Worldometer (worldometers.info)

instead of looking backwards - treat the sick today with ivermectin.

there is no pandemic - only libtard kakistocrats, their quacks and their
SS/Gestapo enablers of super profits for american and british drug
companies manufacturing a pathogenic cyto-toxic injection.

hooligan2009
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880 per million does not = 1% - that would be 10,000 per million

880 per million does not = 0.1% - that would be 1,000 per million 

880 per million represent less than 0.1% = 0.088%

hooligan2009
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I live in Lithuania and I think it is important to add that since that
'Opportunity Pass' was introduced new cases per day just keep rising and
health minister just keeps repeating 'more vaccinations'. You might think all
this just because they can not hunestly admit they do not control situation
and have no way to do so.

vytautasrask
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We've been very clear here from the beginning, this particular
bioweapon is simply not 'controllable'.

ALL this is just medieval hysteria from a scientific standpoint.

Just treat the ill.

Jim in MN
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WHY DO THE PROTECTED NEED TO BE PROTECTED
FROM THE UNPROTECTED BY FORCING THE UNPROTECTED TO USE
THE PROTECTION THAT DIDN’T PROTECT THE PROTECTED IN THE
FIRST PLACE.?

Johnny Walker
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One of the several flaws in logic used by the Communist Democraps to
get us all poisoned.

redwhiteblue
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Oh protection was just joke. Really you will not be so much sick after
taking that shot. Like escape from full hospital card.

vytautasrask
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This is all going by the World Economic Forum's playbook. Very creepy and
if you talk about the role of WEF you can be viciously attacked....so do it
anyways.

The people who are most viciously attacked are the ones who are the threat
to this Cabal of Fascist Commies (technocracy seems to have taken the
worse of both).

headless blogger
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Always poke the bear in the cage with a stick. Yes I know the door is
open but I don't care. The bear may crush me but as it falls on me it
will realise that the stick was the blunt end of a spear.

TRM
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All the Vacccine Poison deaths in 2022 will be called the new
Marburg diseases epidemic.

And the vaccine for that contains Ricin, so if they didn't scare you with covid
they will try with Marburg

Thutmosess
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tip of the iceberg

Dr. Tenpenny Claims Pfizer Whistleblower Is Saying Close to 200,000 Have
Died From COVID Vaccines [VIDEO] (redvoicemedia.com)

this is just for the US. 

there is a consensus forming that only 1 out of 40 adverse events are
reported to VAERS.

VAERS has 16,000 dead and 780,000 injured.

that means that 200,000 estimated is a low ball. 

640,000 have been murdered by injections of cyto-toxic spike proteins and
31.2 million have been injured. 

this is SO FAR. most deaths occur with a few days. the injuries will double
then triple and turn into deaths in due course - over the next 2-3 years.

from here:

CDC COVID Data Tracker

400 million injections have been given - 480 million have been delivered
(meaning 80 million doses are on the shelf).

SO FAR, 

1,600 deaths per million from injections - compared to 2,200 deaths per
million from covid.

the issue is that of the 2,200 deaths per million from covid, only one in 20
occurred with only covid present - the other 19 out of 20 had other death
causing conditions ranging from heart disease, cancer and gunshot wounds
and motor cycle accidents.

the true number of deaths FROM COVID ONLY is 110 per million.

1,600 injection deaths per million should be compared to that 110 per
million from COVID ONLY.

the injections are killing 14.5 times more than covid. SO FAR.

31,2 million injuries from the vaccines - 78,000 injuries per million. SO FAR.

this compares with 135,500 cases per million diagnosed by RT-PCR and
antigen tests calibrated for the old flu.

remember, old flu has disappeared. rather than devising a test for the toxic
spike protein, the "health" authorities are injecting the spike protein. 

covid = old flu + spike protein.

the magnification cycles used to test for the old flu are set at 40 for the
unvaxxed and 25 for the vaxxed.

at 40 cycles, the tests would pick up whether your grand parents passed on
the flu to you.

before injections, ASYMPTOMATIC people could not pass on a virus and
people with symptoms were identifiable by their symptoms. 

the injections SUPPRESS symptoms. now, those infected have no
symptoms - meaning the asymptomatic "vaxxed" are now super spreaders.

before the roll-out of lethal injections, 80% of those testing positive were
asymptomatic and would not pass on an infection.

now that 75% of US adults have been injected, ALL ASYMPTOMATIC
people are carriers.

we have gone from known risks from people exhibiting symptoms to
UNKNOWN risks from people exhibiting nothing.

rather than treat those with 9 million with symptoms (45 million cases of
which 80% were asymptomatic with no risk of spreading infection) we have
created 200 million potential carries with NO symptoms.

and that is SO FAR.
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Was Gates right.

Georgia Guidestones.

Does anybody care outside personally.

v

v

v
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WOW: 871 Los Angeles Firefighters to File $1.7 Billion Lawsuit Over
Vaccine Mandate (VIDEO)

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/10/wow-871-los-angeles-
firefighters-file-1-7-billion-lawsuit-vaccine-mandate-video/

CheapBastard
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I can’t believe there will come the day I would say I love to live in my country
Argentina. No mandates, no pass, ivermectin available without prescription
in the pharmacies..only just a few retards on the streets with masks, like the
surely lesbian girl who asked me to put my mask on yesterday on a bus.. I
just went f..you!

 

but I know this shit is coming here like next year.. and I have a gun. 

Argieboy
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After reading this article I caught myself thinking something I would
have never thought before: moving to an African country, where people
are focused in putting food on the table and couldn't give a rat's ars
about Covid.

Todosqueremosmas
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Funny...I was looking at Africa COVID & vax stats.

Africa clearly is the best place in the world if you want to live not
only COVID free but especially vax free.

TheMysteriousOne
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OK then. People who have aids, VD, diabetes , smoke, have blood pressure,
drink, taking any medication for mental health, taking any medication for
pain, medication for any ailment, recreational drugs are required to wear as
headband that says are each of those public matters as they are a far
greater risk to people than the unvax are to the Covidiots.  Also I want
a refund on my taxes for the disproportionate amount they tax the system
and they are not allowed emergency hospital treatment or transplants. 

Set The Edge
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Don't let up Europe.... This is just the beginning and soon coming to the
United States.

JayPowell
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So I went out today. I was around a lot of shedders. My chest felt heavy
when I got back. Am I imagining this? Maybe just allergies.

BadApple
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Nope

Pareto
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Maybe you should visit a doctor that doesn't care about politics, and
you'll get your answer.

JayPowell
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CILANTRO! juiced with carrot, apple, celery, ginger, lime and turmeric. 

Mr. Universe
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Nope, I get it during the workweek, then take the weekend to recover. 
Everyone in the office but me has it.

BeerBelly
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I caught Covid about a month ago. Everyone I work with is vaxxed
except me and two others.

OKUSA
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All Masonic States are ramming this down their citizens throats. Only a few
have enough moral people in Gov to resist this NWO tyranny and eugenic
based science 'promotion'. Luciferian Masonic system uses primarily
military contracts and contacts to invade a country , once they get enough
important leaders to join this cancer can then be quickly spread through the
Gov hieracy. They wow people with their tech toys and refuse to deal with
people who haven't joined 'the brotherhood/sisterhood , telling them lies
that is just a good guys fraternity. Youth groups are also created from the
Spawn of these Lodges , I've seen this myself . And many of these masonic
youth groups have driven the coloured revolutions by invading countries and
seeking local youth to join the gang. They are taught to believe they are
better than other people and are given $$ and drugs to promote how 'cool'
and empowered they are .  

Our tratorious 'leaders' have been morally and ethically corrupted And have
given themselves the right to view non Masons as greedy animals that need
to be put on a leash. Anyone who joins the Masonic order and doesn't do as
they are told will be  expelled and they will make life very difficult for them
.   

DelusionsCrowded
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Its a shame people don't understand that their is an extensive network
that is coordinating all this stuff . Many seem to thing its billionares or
globalsist without realising the masonic system reaches right down
into the grass roots of nurses firemen police council workers etc . This
is why there so little rebellion They have spys and enforcers
everywhere . 

DelusionsCrowded
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Imagine that in the US where everyone is already a bit disturbed and violent
to begin with. 

It would work in rich white suburban enclaves because those residents paid
to get placebos.

Everywhere else, stores would be looted, police stations burned.  The
national guard would be helpless to intervene.

Bring it you globalist bastards.  

Xena fobe
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So do we wait to have this imposed or do we take the first self defense
steps?

Algo Rhythm
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It's just starting here.  We'll see soon.

Xena fobe
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rich white suburban enclaves?

lol. They are the first target

misgivings
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I do believe the US is being setup as the battlefield. The UN will likely
move in and attempt to enforce the dictates. Imagine how much easier
it'd be if we first lost a war with China.
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If you were parinoid about getting the Bill Gates special before, watch this
video by  scientist Harold Kautz in 2015 and you will FRY YOUR BRAIN. 

Highlights. Nano Particles which are in the Vaccines can be used to read
your mind record it and REPLAY your feelings to hundreds of other people.
So they can find one ANgry person and make the hundreds of other people,
thats why there making the police and military take it first so they can use
Psychotronic Warfare weapons to take over their minds and turn them into
psychotic murderes, like they did in operation Crisom Mist in the Rwanda
Genocide. See https://www.bitchute.com/video/qAQrwWFjZEl7/

Intelligent Black Alien Goo, that lives in your body that has human faces an
Spider bodies that feed off your light. and much more. Craziest Shit I ever
heard. The link was posted by former Congress Women Cynthia Mcarty on
twitter. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNRBYI_EF14

sauldaddy
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Good lord. Reminds me of the movie 'The Kingsmen'. Only this isn't a
movies, it's happening.

Savvy
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..wow .

 

the demons lost control to AI...

Dogmillionaire
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I don't know what is in those videos.  I will probably watch.  The point
is, even without this level of paranoia, there is ample evidence the vax
is a poison designed to kill many of us.

Maybe this even deeper and nastier level of psychotic murder is where
its at.  I will have to give them a watch.

So we learn they are psychopathic monster murderers, out to kill 95%
of all of us while the .01% collect all the spoils and own the 5% who
survive the cull.

"You will own nothing and you will love it."  Soma for the decimated
masses, who will serve the needs of the anointed ones. 

Why they think they can get away with this reveals how deluded they
are.

DjangoCat
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Except they are getting away with it.

Savvy
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Not in my world they aren't, there are lots of people who are not
toeing the line.

They try to arrest us and ticket us and lock us out, but each and
every tyrannical act converts another person to the cause of
truth.  All their schtik is based on lies. 

Do you really believe the world will continue to be run by a
Satanic cabal whose identities and deeds are being revealed to
the world on a daily basis?  Do you not see them squirming,
flailing about?  They keep turning the screw.  At some point, the
worm turns.

DjangoCat
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X-Files level of stuff

 

Demologos
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https://www.infowars.com/posts/video-claims-to-show-metallic-string-
wiggling-after-being-removed-from-vaccinated-persons-body/

OKUSA
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I worked with an old Lithuanian long ago who had come to the USA.  A
freedom loving man of a small country. Were he alive today, - he would have
been out in streets making noise against the totalitarian state.

newworldorder
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ROCKFELLAR 

 

 

Eleven of the eighteen leading firms are located in the United States; three in
Switzerland; two in Germany; and two in the United Kingdom. Nutritionist T.
J. Frye notes that the Drug Trust in the United States is controlled by the
Rockefeller group in a cartel relationship with I. G. Farben of Germany.

 

In fact, I. G. Farben was the largest chemical concern in Germany during the
1930s, when it engaged in an active cartel agreement with Standard Oil of
New Jersey.

 

The Allied Military Government split it up into three companies after World
War II, as part of the "anti-cartel" goals of that period, which was not unlike
the famed splitting up of Standard Oil itself by court order, while the
Rockefellers maintained controlling interest in each of the new companies.
In Germany, General William Draper, of Dillon Read investment bankers,
unveiled the new decree from his office in the I. G. Farben building.

 

Henceforth, I. G. Farben would exist no more; instead, three companies
would emerge—Bayer, of Leverkusen; BASF at Ludwigshafen; and Hoescht,
near Frankfort. Each of the three spawns is now larger than the old I. G.
Farben; only ICI of England is larger. These firms export more than half of
their product. BASF is represented in the United States by Shearman and
Sterling, the Rockefeller law firm of which William Rockefeller is a partner.

 

Dogmillionaire
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Thank you for standing for liberty and for making is aware. I will share your
article.

HemoPure
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https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/not-until-everyone-is-welcome-the-
sydney-businesses-choosing-to-stay-closed-20211008-p58yh6.html

‘Not until everyone is welcome’: The Sydney businesses choosing to
stay closed

Jim in MN

Yoga studios, cafes, a beauty salon and a gym are among the
Sydney businesses that will not reopen on Monday over concerns
about requiring staff and customers to be vaccinated.

Sydney Yoga Collective, based in Bondi Junction, said it had “no
intention of breaching your human rights”, while Hardcore Gym in
Carlton, near Hurstville said vaccination passports contravened its
values.
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The True Blue Aussies are standing up. Good on ya, mates,

HemoPure
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A woman cop in Victoria Australia quit and said that a lot of her former
fellow cops don't want to do the job they're being told to do. Also said that
the orders are not coming from local authorities but rather from the
Premier Dan Andrews.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Kn6AFl5G1c

John Grady
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people are being murdered in hospitals -- among many other evils.

         either the police are:

(a) too corrupt to do their job and stop the criminality; or,

(b) they are too stupid to do their job as they have no ability to discern
up from down

while people starve they will keep taking a check

 

drivel_news
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This is our swamp....and we're all in it.

It is unfortunate that so many demanding that others act in selfless
sacrifice....standing upon principles that will cost them dearly, are
unwilling to do even the smallest things....like speaking truth to
power without cover of anonymity. 

Oldwood
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Time to withdraw from toxic societies, governments and cultures and with a
little patience wait for the collapse to sort things out. Give them nothing that
can sustain their evil.

hanekhw
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Perhaps this is precisely how civilizations were utterly wiped out in the
past. It is certainly how civilization will be destroyed today.

Detective Miller
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90% of the amuhrikkan economy  (bigArms, banksters, www
monopolies..) is centred on strutting  their ponzidollar

its a clown show. a circus.

 

some circuses lasted centuries (roman coliseum)..lets hope not this
one

every day i hope i saw the last american in my life

 

tai peid
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I often think of retreating to other places, but that is not how you win. 

OKUSA
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you have to accept when you lost.. america is now run by lunatics.
they set all rules, throw anyone they dislike indefintely in prison, and
the “media” only dares to ask that pos potus what icecream he
likes..its not the america you knew. its the america you LOST.

tai peid
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I went shopping today i was the only unmasked. In the entire last 2
years i maybe saw 3 people unmasked in the shop. We are lost.
Deal with it. (I'm in Europe not USA btw).

NIRP-BTFD
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I drove across state lines to attend a Scottish Festival in Arkansas
today...no social distancing, no vax checking & I saw only TWO
people with masks on. It was absolutely glorious to witness.

BigDawgz
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Withdrawing your support is not retreating

Brushy
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Withdrawl won't work they will come after us. Time to fight. 

Clint_Eastbourne
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You dont support the people you fight. You have to withdraw
support first. Otherwise you fund your own destruction

Brushy
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When one has nothing to lose, they lose it.

Lanka
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I think it's more about getting suckers to take the jab short term. After they
get enough jabs I think they will do away with all this excess covid crap. 

They want you to think this is how life would be if not vaxed. 

Think about when they said if you get the jab you don't have to wear a
mask. People got the jab because of this and a week later they changed
their mind and did the masks for all again. 

They are using psychology on people. The weakest people take the bait.

 

Silver Savior
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I agree, but I think they'll play it out as long as possible. The more jabs
in more people, the more successful the mission.

Which means, that it's important  to wake people up as soon as
possible so we can have a critical mass.

SPONGE
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Funny, you state a feeling, then contradict any support for it

HAL9000rev1
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Well, it is true that the reneged on the whole ‘get the jab and no
more mask’ stuff. They will just implement that whenever they see
fit. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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these eugenics monsters created  the  gain of function mess now  wait  for
the antidote and blood clots..  The  gene  therapy (not a Vax)  is creating
supper spreaders and going to kill you...  They activated  well  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rOaiKzZAtQoV/     

politicians   just committed  the greatest crimes on humanity in history. 

 

 

highwaytoserfdom
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every politician not fighting this tooth and nail is guilty as sin

liberty2day
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MRNA jab technically doesn't change your genes and effects last only
months

DNA jab which is J&J one actually changes your genes permanently 

spacemonkey99
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Researchers from Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) are warning that the messenger RNA
(mRNA) technology used in Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19)
“vaccines” has the capability to forever alter recipients’ genomic
DNA, making them more susceptible to disease and death.…

HAL9000rev1
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Not too different from Los Angeles right now - as an unvaxxed Pureblood,
I'm still allowed to go into grocery stores, but malls, restaurants, bars, gyms,
theaters, concert venues, et al, are all off limits to me. I get most of my food
delivered, at some expense to me, but it's worth it to not have to deal with
the Vax/Mask Karens that infest this city.

Ucuetis
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LA County larger than some 41 US states in pop. its control has
meaning for their agenda.

drivel_news
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Same with SF, NY and others soon to follow the scourge of the
endless strings of the "next variant".  

Mr. Universe
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Shouldn't the vaccine do it's job?

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f
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you would think

liberty2day
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It obviously doesn't protect anyone. It only kills, sickens, and maims.

The Future Is Now
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there is no vaccine

no-one has been vaccinated.

they have been injected with cyto-toxic spike proteins that will maim
and kill them in due course.

the manufacturers of the injections have NEVER stated that the
injections prevent transmission of an infection or cure a disease.

hooligan2009
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injections prevent transmission of an infection or cure a disease.

the manufacturers have claimed that "gene therapy" will reduce
extreme reactions like cytokine storms.

anyone that claims that the injections masquerading as vaccines will
prevent infections or cure a disease is a liar and a fool. 

resident biden is a liar and a fool. the authorities in lithuania are liars
and fools. 

the cheapest and easiest solution is ivermectin plus vitamins plus
personal hygiene. 

ivermectin costs 200 US dollars a kilo. each kilo has sufficient for
70,000 doses. 

it would take 40 kilos cost 8,000 US dollars to obliterate covid in
lithuania. 

note: masks do not prevent viral infections, social distancing is
pointless and most infections are spread in hospitals and in homes.

think about this. the injections suppress symptoms. it used to be
possible to work out if you were infected because you had symptoms.
after injection you have no symptoms. if you get infected you become
a super spreader - hence the blow out of infections in highly vaxxed
places like the UK, US, israel, singapore and gibraltar.

in the US, the last ten million cases occurred in just 78 days, more than
twice as fast as the previous ten million cases. the number of deaths
over the same time periods increased - not decreased - as injections
masquerading as vaccines reached 75% of the adult population. 

now factor in the deaths and injuries from the injections.

16,000 dead in the US reported on VAERS that experts say is really
200,000 because of the lack of compliance

More Than 200,000 Have Already Died From the COVID Jab in the US
(noqreport.com)

it is highly likely that the same number of deaths have occurred
wherever injections have been rolled out. 

215 million injections in the US caused 215,000 deaths = 1 in a
thousand dead from the injections. SO FAR

3.6 billion injections globally works out at 3.6 million deaths SO FAR
globally. 

4.8 million have been reported dead with covid present, just 5% of
which were reported dead from covid ONLY - the other 95% had co-
morbidities or were reported as dead with covid present even if they
were shot in the face with a pump action shot gun.

covid only deaths are THE SAME AS A NORMAL FLU SEASON - for
the US this is 5% of 733,000 = around 40,000 from covid only.

the injections masquerading as vaccines have ALREADY KILLED 5
TIMES THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE KILLED DIRECTLY BY COVID.

lastly, the testing done via RT-PCR and antigen kits is calibrated to old
flu virus, NOT THE SPIKE PROTEIN THAT KILLS. you can view covid19
as old flu + spike protein. the injections contain the spike protein that
kills.
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Jap moderna contaminated with rubber and stainless steel.  Moderna: No
Risk.  

Not sure at what point people will wake up. If they havent already, they
never are.

 

Juan DesMadre
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Iceland banned Moderna today. 

Gott
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Um...you don't have a 'right' to not be killed by an infectious disease. 
Pathogens aren't subject to civil laws and litigation.  Now, if you'll excuse
us, grown ups are trying to have a conversation.  Why don't you go outside
and play?

Mr. Tivington

Your personal choice ends were my right not to be killed by an
infectious disease begins.
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Upvoted, but I think you’re being too nice. Quit coddling it.

ButIDigress
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I have woken up in a Nazi nightmare. 

Gott
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The dominoes are going to start to fall soon as the winter sets in. The
vaccinated are going to start getting very ill. 

Gott
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Tyler, it's time to get out and investigate this. If true this should be all over
everywhere.

IF this is true (I'll wager it is) then they already knew (of course they did) that
Ivermectin works, and works well when given at onset.

This only leads us to the conclusion that they are trying to kill us. As I wrap
my head around that realization, I realize that there will be no other remedy
than WAR which  has already been tacitly declared on us, most just don't
know it yet.

Mr. Universe

***BREAKING SCANDAL*** FACT: Between 100-200 members of
Congress and their families & staffers have been treated with IVM &
our I-MASK+ protocol for COVID. NO hospitalizations. Not one of
them reported that to the people. Saved themselves & stayed silent
as IVM was torched.

Pierre Kory, MD MPA

@PierreKory

Fun fact: Between 100-200 United States Congress Members (plus
many of their staffers & family members) with COVID.. were treated
by a colleague over the past 15 months with ivermectin & the I-
MASK+ protocol at http://flccc.net. None have gone to hospital.
Just sayin'

5:59 AM · Oct 8, 2021
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Tyler 'investigates' nothing. That's why this article is here . Push the BS

mrtoad
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The vaccine pass is for Karens, NPCs brainwashed dullards and the gay.

rooand333
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No plane debris was found at the Pentagon.  Ever.  

ponyboy99
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And even in 2001 there was video surveillance everywhere. Where’s
the video of the plane hitting the pentagon?!

Sono
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I fell for 9/11...all of it. I look back on the person I was two decades
ago, and I know that's not who I am anymore. I only wish I had woken
up sooner.

I've learned a lot from other people here on ZH about things that so
many people call "conspiracy theories" by reading their comments, or
watching the videos and reading the articles they've shared.

GoodyGumdrops
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Most of my family and work colleagues still think a bunch of box
cutter armed cave dwellers managed to get some civilian passenger
jets to evade the mightiest air force in the world, fly through some of
the most jam packed airspace right into the heart of a no fly zone
and take out no less than three high profile buildings and put a big
hole into the HQ of the worlds most expensive military.

They also think the "vaccines" will save them and .Gov loves them.

Agent Smith
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When I look back at how ridiculous their 9/11 narrative was I still
can't believe I fell for it. That just goes to show you how effective
MSM propaganda and psychological operations are at
brainwashing people.

This time with the Covid plandemic, my BS meter was signaling
that something was very wrong when they started announcing
the lockdowns and the essential/nonessential absurdity. I knew
about the bank repo crisis in Sept 2019, so I was paying close
attention to the financial news. I'm so glad I woke up so I could
see their con games, and that I knew not to trust anything about
this Covid "pandemic".

GoodyGumdrops
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I was fooled before but after using my college internet I found
some good sites explaining the inconsistencies.  Fool me
once!

I also liked your earlier post about the ferret experiment where
they were given coronavirus vaccines and they all died in the
wild.  So that's why there's NO animal trials this time.  Thanks
for all your posts, great to see you still on, you've taught many
of us with the truth.

liberty2
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What does this have to do with the article you buttwipe?

Mule Taint
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So?

Mule Taint
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The shooting time is getting closer... 

EcoJoker
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Under the communist, antiwhite tyranny of the EU Lithuania has done far
worse than even when they were under the Soviet Union.

I think before things get to that point here--and they're already trying at the
edges--I will step up my response accordingly.  No one denies me my rights
to earn my daily bread over an illegal, maoist, diktat by a senile pedophile
installed in the Oral Office.

I don't think I'd be able to keep it together like that poor dude in Lithuania
that long.  In fact I know I couldn't

As it is, if I get fired for not taking the clotshot, and then am denied
unemployment insurance then any money I have saved from crypto earnings
for taxes will instead be used for survival.  And any future taxes will be
actively resisted, avoided and denied.  If they wanna garnish my wages--
good luck, I ain't working scum, you fired me.

The rest of my money will be cash and silver that I just so happened to have
lost in a boating accident while trying to catch illegal aliens on the Rio
Grande.  So sad, so sorry Obiden, you old pervert.

https://youtu.be/DMto1XuiQTM?t=1546

Remember Obiden's handlers--when you take from a man what little he has
and leave him with nothing, you're left with a man with a lot of time and
hatred on his hands looking to even the score.

WorkingClassMan
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If you have been hesitant,  now is the time... 

 

To turn your life over to Jesus Christ  and repent your sins out loud.  It's not
too late

 

 

FurgetStHEkatZ
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I repent, I repent. ... I feel so much better now!

The Judge
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You still look pretty awful.  

Try again 

FurgetStHEkatZ
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I thought God was my judge, not you.

brunski60
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I’m a catholic but this pope has got to go.  He needs to stick to religion
and out of science and politics 

rjd0308
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The actual Pope is still held prisoner in a castle in upper Italy. And
I'm not Catholic.

Cheap Chinese Crap
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Australia is turning into an epidemic of the vaccinated.

“It’s a Pandemic of the unvaccinated” debunked. Australia health minister
says “97% of people in hospitals & dying are vaccinated”

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1443934281521369094?
ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

John Grady
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THAT is a good link.

buzzsaw99
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That was a misquote. He said it backwards and corrected himself later
in the video.

pods
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Good then they will have natural immunity. 

afronaut
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hope he got quad vaxxxed.

buzzsaw99
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I keep thinking humanity is smarter than it is.

 

Not hopeful

liberty2day
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 I thought the government had to have probable cause that I'm infected if
they want to curtail my rights? Nah?

Ok. Cool. Then the "social contract" is heretofore null and void.

Including that part about not shooting vax checkers in the face.

Daniel Morgan

As governments around the world begin instituting Covid-19
'passports' which will dictate the level of participation one is
afforded within society - regardless of naturally acquired immunity or
actual risk to the public from the unvaccinated
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This is rapidly becoming my view. 

The social contract that says I pay taxes, follow laws etc etc and get to
play with society with all my Inalienable Human Rights intact. If they
break that contract by stripping me of those rights as a human for no
reason other than I refuse to have a medical procedure but expect me
to still uphold my end then, as far as I am concerned the contract is
null and void and unenforceable and hence their laws no longer apply
to me.

Agent Smith
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Every one after the 1st is free.

pods
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This jabs are leading to the complete control of this world by the political
system run by Satan."We know that we originate with God, but the whole
world is lying in the power of the wicked one", 1 John 5:19.

Ok the beast 666 as a symbol of its defining attributes.

The number six implies imperfection. Often, numbers are used as
symbols in the Bible. Seven typically represents completeness or perfection.
Six, being one short of seven, can denote something incomplete or flawed
in God’s eyes, and it can be associated with God’s enemies.—1 Chronicles
20:6; Daniel 3:1.

Three times for emphasis. The Bible sometimes stresses a matter by stating
it three times. (Revelation 4:8; 8:13) So the name 666 powerfully emphasizes
that God views human political systems as gross failures. They have been
unable to bring lasting peace and security—things that only God’s Kingdom
will achieve.

The mark of the beast

The Bible says that people receive “the mark of the wild beast” because
they follow it “with admiration,” to the point of worshipping it. (Revelation
13:3, 4; 16:2) They do this by giving worshipful honor to their country, its
symbols, or its military might. As The Encyclopedia of Religion states:
“Nationalism has become a dominant form of religion in the modern
world.” *

How is the mark of the beast placed on someone’s right hand or forehead?
(Revelation 13:16) Regarding his commands to the nation of Israel, God
said: “Bind them as a reminder on your hand, and they should be like a
headband on your forehead.” (Deuteronomy 11:18) This meant, not that the
Israelites were to mark their literal hands and foreheads, but that God’s
words would guide all their actions and thoughts. Likewise, rather than

Truth will set you free, Jesus said
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words would guide all their actions and thoughts. Likewise, rather than
being something literal such as a 666 tattoo, the mark of the beast
symbolically identifies those who let the political system rule their lives.
Those with the mark of the beast place themselves in opposition to God.—
Revelation 14:9, 10; 19:19-
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I see lots of people openly embracing the occult now and are openly
anti-Christian.  Not hard to imagine their will be an army of these
believers

spacemonkey99
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Some Jews literally strapped blocks of wood on their foreheads
containing scripture . . . in response to that scripture. A bit literal
perhaps . . .

Leroy Whitby
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Tefillin is used by the orthodox to comply with the command in
Deuteronomy 6:7. As a Christian I take the passage to mean have it
in your head and in your actions (hand) and pray in the morning and
at night and when you are about your day and teach it to your
children.  To have in all your ways loving God and all that means. 
Life has taught me a lot and certainly that God is my refuge. Tom
Petty had it right Don't Back Down.

Herewardthewake
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LoL, 4th and 5th boosters, you won't have long to wait and your country will
be your oyster, alone.

Crush the cube
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+1  the meek (unvaxxxed) shall inherit the earth.

buzzsaw99
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A lot of the people who stood up to authoritarianism in the past perished in
the cause. What's left is a stepped on gene pool. 

John Grady
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You're right.  This is a population that likes to be told what to do, and
what line to stand in.  I fear a lot of us in the USA are of the same ilk.

Just_do_what_they_tellya
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There was no new SARS virus. The jab is the "virus" and lots of jabbed
people are going to get eliminated. The Great Reset in progress.

reTARD
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I seriously believe all the vaxxed in society should be forced to wear Mao
suits with a big bight yellow star on their chest to exemplify to the masses
their virtue and nobility.

SharkBit
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So deeply wrong is Zionist Hedge media's ongoing   virus hoax propaganda
.

Covid19:The Big lie spread by media

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/10/07/the-new-world-order-
2/

BDB
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You are Q-Anon level of batshit and probably under direction of the CIA
(whether you realize it or not)

YouWillEatBugs
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Looks like we are getting the answer to that old question:  If you were alive
in the Nazi era, would you go along to get along?   Would you turn in your
neighbors  to keep your job or for a reward?   Would your priest or pastor
join the SS in the salute?

 

 

 

Old Ladybug
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Given that the covid scam and death jab fake vaccine is being shilled
for by (((Them))) from their overwhelming control of board positions in
all the pharma companies, the CDC and FDA, the media companies,
the FANGS, and the central banks almost exclusively I probably would
turn them in. Hindsight is 20/20 so learn from your mistakes.

Hadrian
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People in our ancient past had the ability to see this, and they did. It
horrified them. Mark of the Beast is here and it's real. It doesn't have to fit
within rigid frameworks, inflexible dogma and excessively literal
expectations. This is it, clearly.

This collective apex evil and conglomeration of psychopathy united, is the
figurative, symbolic Beast. It is spiritual and never had to be devil character
with cloven hooves or something. This is the beast. 

Like seriously, duh. If they can't see it then they have a lot more problems
than just tyranny, like even a tiny flicker of spiritual awareness.

Many wouldn't even need for their to have been any prophesies and
warnings about such things to know generally what we are looking at and
how serious it is. 

Evil in this age has conglomerated together with purpose, it acts like a single
entity. It will have to be opposed by the good and who knows for what
purpose things things happen, but it's here.

Ms No
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World renowned psychiatrist Peter Breggin has just published a book
naming all the evil names of those involved in this CovID scamdemic
and its evil sinister motives. What he calls a rein of terror.

He recently gave an interview to Dr Mercola and it's summarised here: 
BurningPlatform-world-renowned-psychiatrist--global-predators-
Fauci-Gates-Schwab-behind-CovID-rein-of-terror.pdf

smacker
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bad link 404

Shifter_X
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They (globalist) know the purpose of the jab. Its not to save you, they don't
give a crap about you. The jab is still under a Emergency Use Authorization,
as such, still even now, no ingredients in jab are disclosed. However it is
well known by independent discovery, that Graphene Oxide is included. (Do
a search). These nano-particles will reside and remain in all cells through out
the body. A chip will be the next thing required to be implanted in your body.
This will be touted as life convenience to pay by digital currency, to having a
instant medical scan. Of course a faceless computer somewhere, will
decide what you can buy, eat, or even go.

 

Kendooer
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They don't need to implant chips.  This is 2021, not 1991. 

They have self-assembling nano circuits now.

fackbankz
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I believe you hit the target there.

smacker
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Vaccine ingredients are available and published online. e.g.

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-health-
products/covid19-industry/drugs-vaccines-treatments/vaccines/pfizer-
biontech.html#a4

green_dog
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Only the published ingredients.

smacker
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I was responding to the highlighted text in the post I was replying
to. You can add whatever you wish to the list, but there is a list.

green_dog

The jab is still under a Emergency Use Authorization, as
such, still even now, no ingredients in jab are
disclosed.
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OK, but your original comment didn't say that. And it's not a
matter of me adding whatever I want to the list of ingredients.
It's been known for months that not all "vaccine" ingredients
have been published. EG: Dr Young found graphene oxide in
all of them, but it does not appear on any of the lists of
ingredients. etc Check out several links I've posted in
comments to this article.

smacker
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Jessica Berg Wilson

Say her name

No justice no peace

Vaccine clot shot order givers AND followers: you are now willingly and
knowingly participating in ending and ruining innocent lives in the name of
fighting an infection with a 99.7% median survival rate using a
failed injection that could not have met sufficient standards to legally have
been labeled a vaccine in a less corrupt era.

You are not public health administrators you are war criminals. You deserve
neither respect nor good sleep anytime soon.

 

Professor Maduro
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Downvoted by Faucktard Fauci.

DeportThemAll
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Federal Air Traffic Controllers conduct ‘mass sickout’ to protest Vaccine
mandate…

Federal Air Traffic Controllers conduct ‘mass sickout’ to protest Vaccine
mandate

BugMan
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No other way. Health or the dollars.

LA_Goldbug
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They're protesting the coercion, the lack of dignity, respect, honesty, or
fairness in the dealings with respect to COVID-19, they're protesting
the deliberate and stupid lies. The vaccine mandate is a bone for the
lawyers to chew on.

fulliautomatix
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Airline sources: mass “sickout” @FAANews center in Jacksonville -
caused ripple effect and 1000+ flight cancellations mostly effecting
@SouthwestAir - report “sickout” protesting #VaccineMandate

BugMan
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Uttar Pradesh handed out Ivermectin and now has ZERO Covid cases in a
district of 281 Million people. Every journalist and media head that ignores
this story should be arrested and summarily executed. This is being done on
purpose and with malice aforethought. Millions are being locked down,
thrown out of jobs, kept from family members and otherwise harassed over
a virus which is survived by 99.9X% of people who catch it and has a cure.
The VAERS report shows thousands of deaths and hundreds of thousands
of injuries from the vaccine.

This is nothing short of a world wide effort by some controlling force to kill
and subjugate humanity. This fight is for all the marbles. Write letters, call
your elected officials, attend and speak up at school board meetings, write
opinion pieces for your local newspaper. Do something, this has to be
stopped!

chubbar
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I fear the calling and writing campaigns are but sops for the writers -
callers. This viral campaign is past the writing - calling stages. We've
no real voices that will be heard. We've no stages, no soap boxes, no
votes, no real responses that matter.

Opt out, dig in, and wait for opportunities that move you and yours
forward on your respective timelines. Expect nothing from the Ruling
Classes; they've made their decisions already. And not in your favor.

Sigh.
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Well, according to some who believe the vaccines are a depopulation tool,
then the solution for the unvaccinated is simple. Wait it out. When all the
vaccinated die off, the unvaccinated will survive and pick up the pieces. If
the vaccinated don't die off, then OK take the vaccine and join the group
again. Either way, it pays to be cautious and not be a lemming following the
others off a cliff.

BA_Asia
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Even if the vaccine were a deliberate depopulation tool (likely not) this
is not how it would work: it would only kill a percentage of the
vaccinated, preferably the unhealthy and old since those are the
greatest problem for social security financing. So "all" you have is
elevated mortality among this group and you would notice nothing at
all in particular since data won't be available (in unaltered form) and the
media certainly won't tell you about it. You simply have a silent killer
that ameliorates some problems unseen by the public.

absalom_hicks
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The herd will be vax shy when they spring the killer viroid !

They'll blame us for skeerin'em!

oddblock
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Maybe not deliberate, but what is known and not up for deliberation
is that it is indeed if not killing, it is maiming many hundreds of
thousands.

Indelible Scars
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It's obviously directed at elderly.

When I was a kid I don't remember one person ever demonizing the
elderly. They were honored citizens.

But times have changed and people have been indoctrinated to be
more ruthless towards the weak.

headless blogger
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To take it is an unnecessary risk considering Con-19 is not Ebola.

Death being one of potential side effects.

https://www.medscape.com/sites/public/covid-19/vaccine-
insights/how-concerned-are-you-about-vaccine-related-adverse-
events

LA_Goldbug
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Hey, what’s up Jacksonville Florida Airport?  You mandated Air Traffic
Control get jabbed, and they walked en masse, eh? 
 Or, is this just an unfounded rumor?  IF WE HAD AN HONEST PRESS.

Lets go Brandon! 
#@buckjoefiden

NoPension
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that could be an instruction by resident biden and his morons to shut
down florida because of de santis.

hooligan2009
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Pariah status happens fast nowadays.

Not looking forward to this. 

Three Graces
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I am Lithuanian and I am embarrassed by Lithuanian government.  Even
before this they suck up to Western influence in exchange for "security
guarantees" which will never come if needed.  The west would love to fight
a limited nuclear war on Lithuanian soil.  

rhubarb8
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Lithuanian territory will become Belarusian territory. No one will infect
the beautiful Belarusian land with radiation. You don't have to be afraid
of anything. 

fosfor 37
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I am Argentine and I live so far in a non-mandate, covid pass or forced
vaccination territory. Ivermectin available for everyone without
prescription in the pharmacies and I know we are going to Lithuanian
reality sooner or later. You just have to stay strong and not get
vaccinated whatever the reality of your country is. Ohhh and buy a
gun.

Argieboy
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None of this was ever about the public health or following the science...

Aubiekong
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And Covid vaccination can be beneficial for many people.

As long as you keep believing this, you'll continue to bend over and take it
like a little bitch.

StuffyourVAXX
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Love the strong wording: "can be", "many people."

Really going out on a limb there, lol.

pods
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dumbocracy in action

I am jack's dirty dog
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It was only one short step for the Lithuanian .gov to go from Communism to
Fascism.

And they took it. Just like China.

smacker
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Its crazy how people all accross the world just take it... if we are honest
tehre is lietrally no resistance to any of this anywere.. Well maybe
except in Italy & France

NIRP-BTFD
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~80% of populations don't possess critical thinking skills and can't
see what the "vaccines" are really about. It's easier to do as they're
told in the misguided belief that governments act in their best
interests.

The evidence tells a very different story.

smacker
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This is why we prep.

To all the Lithuanians experiencing this dreck, they tried this in BE in the
spring by installing the hardware scanners in supermarkets. They quickly
removed them - reason unknown.

Looks like they got to testing it in your country.

Kill the opressors.

Byte Me
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Tyranny only works for the elite if the people go along with it.

Whydah
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The handling of this COVID thing is criminal:

- censorship and suppression of first line medications

- forcing of untested gentherapy onto civilians (illegal under the Neuremberg
code)

- discrimination agains healthy unvaccinated people (who can have better
resistance after infection than vaxxed people)

Why aren't the perpetrators persecuted? Justice is not what it once
appeared to be.

All this crap for a disease that will fade away into the history books.

 

you_do
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We have seen, and it has been talked about by the censored experts that
the 2nd shot and boosters weaken the immune system. 

That doctor who did an immune system test on a double vaxxed patient,
found the immune system was similar to someone with HIV.         AND if we
remember back in the day when HIV/AIDs news was all the rage, those
affected were coming down with rare cancers.

So booster is just going to increase the decline in the immune system.

With a crappy immune system it wont take long for sickness to appear.

So I am predicting that from the beginning of 2022 you will hear of
hospitals being overwhelmed.

However will insurance companies cover Vax disease - no? Experimental
drugs not covered.

Thutmosess
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liability was in most cases transferred from pharma company to the
government for these gentherapy things.

yet still they make billions in profit.

you_do
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Pretty sure you'll find 100% of first jabbers have a negative result on a
d dimer test, meaning compromised blood flow, mini clots. It's warfare
on the nano particle level.  These eventually snowball into full blown
health issues & death.

Cult of the Sun
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Those in the International Space station cannot return until they Vaxxed.

Also have to do social distancing

Thutmosess
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As of 30th of November, 2021, if you are aged 12 or older, you can NOT
even fly OUT of Ottawa, Canada, unless you are double-poison-injected.

Trudeau and his minions have also gone full commie.

The kill grid is tightening its noose.

https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1830094/avion-trudeau-covid-canada-
interdiction-voyage

Apollo

"To leave Canada from a Canadian airport, travelers must be
properly vaccinated.
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Welcome to Australia.

Cult of the Sun
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Didn't some folks fear monger with hockey stick graphs a while back?  Now
we have vax hockey stick graphs with the Y axis showing vaxxed infections
dramatically increasing. Why no official response here in the US? 
Corruption, cognitive dissonance, or the data is false.  Which is it?

Remember the survival rate for all the population in the fat US is 99.8%. 
None of this ever makes any sense.

Sunny Today
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It all makes perfect sense. You are just not looking at it with the right
glasses on.

If you look at it from the perspective that they are trying to kill over
90% of the population, the pieces of the puzzle fit together perfectly.

TheMysteriousOne
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I'm not Anti Vax....

 

Just don't give it to me....

 

If someone else wants it....  knock yourself out!

dojufitz
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If Einstein looked at that long term Australian graph

he would tell the Government that they have failed. 

They have been repeating the same thing the same way and have
expected a different result every time. 

Insanity.

The Government says - we are close... we just need more people to be
Vaccinated and all will be well.

Insane.  

 

 

dojufitz
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It's not insane. They are trying to kill us.

What is remarkable to me is the level of stupidity in the world populace
that so many people can't see thru this.

TheMysteriousOne
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This is where we are all heading, shortly. Nobody is standing up, and why
would they? Everyone is much too comfortable in the 21st century and has
way too much to lose. Furthermore, people don't care that much about
their multicultural and degenerate communities. Nobody is putting their lives
on the line to stop this, and that's the only thing that could stop it. Instead,
we anti-vaxxers will retreat into the shadows and hope to hide and outlive
our opponents.

The time for anyone to stop it is slipping away quickly. Once the
police, military, and healthcare system are exclusively vaxxed, that's pretty
much it. We are excluded and we are going down. The weaponry owned by
private citizens, even if it were to be employed at that point, would be
useless against the government.

Prepare accordingly. Millions of unvaxxed are moving into the shadows, and
will get increasingly cut off from society. The casuals will give in, get vaxxed,
and promptly stop caring. Those of us who completely refuse to give in will
need skills to survive in a more primitive, underground economy.

The future is looking bleak. The best hope for us is that the vaxx kills the
majority who received it ASAP -- before they can kill us.

Zoomorph
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It will likely kill them only very slowly by depressing their innate immune
defense against viruses and by increasing the rate of cancer. The effect
will be "bad flu seasons" and more cancer (mostly among the older
population where it is welcome for the effect on pension plans) and
nobody will care just like there is no real concern about the explosive
spread of autism either.

Overall effect: shortening of life spans which is actually desired.

absalom_hicks
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Also look up A.D.E. (Antibody Dependent Enhancement). That's a
serious risk for any type of coronavirus vaccination. Take the mRNA
and you might increase your risk of death when exposed to future
mutant variants.

YouWillEatBugs
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VAERS system is showing how this stuff works. Now let's
remember, we are less than a year of jabbing people. In that
relatively short time a hell of a lot of people have been injured and
some killed.

LA_Goldbug
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Your last paragraph is dreadful. But it cannot be ruled out. For a few
months now I have been going of my way to spend as much money as
I can in fun time, before they shut me out. This madness is 
unrelenting. 

Todosqueremosmas
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Been living in the shadows since society went off the cell phone
(microwave their brain) cliff.

Welcome to my world.

Cult of the Sun
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I still think the shots are the first step to transhumanism. They want us
all connected to one system. All the metals and such reportedly being
contained in the vials. Yes, they will kill many, but many more will
survive. Just a hunch. 

OKUSA
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US is well on its way to this kind of regime, so it is only a matter of time as
the Dems are ruling (albeit illegally through election fraud). People accept it
generally as we don't see revolution anywhere. 

Jung
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I wonder what % of the Lithuanian pop speaks English . Perhaps this is why
they are being hit so hard , they can't see outside the gulag . Propaganda is
much more effective . 

DelusionsCrowded
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I wonder how many of those 85% of the .0007% Planet know they're only
"Fully Vaxxed" up for at most 5 months. By the time everybody gets vaxxed
up, a new virus comes to town, so they are now caught in the endless loop
of Vaxx and Threat.

But at least they got rid of the Curve, as the cases keep going up.

 

Dr Phuckit
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I doubt the author will last long on Twitter with this narrative. 

Boom, busted!!

Gab works, with some issues.

DjangoCat
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The COVID thing is handled in evil ways by many governments.

This makes it look like a crime syndicate and should be proesecuted the
same way.

you_do
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Salem witch trials 2021. 

 

ronin12
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Witch trials were mostly about single women of property. Spinsters,
widows, with no man to defend them. Guess who got the estates?
That's right, the men who accused them.

Savvy
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seems the store for the "unvaccinated" might be the better option here, ie
you don't have to stand in line with a bunch of idiots waiting to show their
papers... you can just waltz right in and do your business... an oversight on
part of the planning commission perhaps...

Ignant Bastad
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So if the shot works, why should I take one?

if the shot doesn’t work, why should I take one? 

Pat Añjali
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See this gun? See this badge? Check mate, in order to ask questions,
you must vaccinate.

10100101001
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Science/Fraudchi, says all jabbed, mask wearing libtards should eat their
own fecal matter 3x a day for the prevention and treatment of wuflu.

DickJones
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They absolutely would do it. They would gobble up skat daily. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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FALSE.

Why do the oppressed feel they have to talk about things they know nothing
about. They should stick to what they know: the political repression from
avoiding the poison death jab.

 

PrivetHedge

Vaccines have saved millions of lives: smallpox,polio, measles..
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It's amazing that fascism is so stylish once again.

Rex Dickerson
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Detective Miller
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The left is all about fascism. fascism is nothing but communism lite.
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scratch lithuania off my list of places to retire to, or frankly to visit

liberty2day
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Come on! Karin of Lithuania has your name on her betrothal locket!

Detective Miller
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If the lockdowns are supposed to be controlling the Wu Flu how come
people are still getting other flues?!

moiaussi
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Because all this social distance and sanitizer crap is making people's
immune systems go to shit.

Silver Savior
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the tests are calibrated for old flu.

old flu has disappeared.

The Flu-Cooties Versus The Covid-Cooties | Gain Of Function - The
Hunger Games (wordpress.com)

hooligan2009
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It's just like elections; it's who counts the cases. The N Y Times, for i.e.,
miscounted 1 group by 830,000. The narrative is false but it is directed at
fools. The truth and the science are on our side but we are outnumbered.
Time will decide which side wins. Stay healthy and strong.

14thecountry
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I see cytokine storms ahead. 

Gott
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No one gives any Fs what you see. Just came by to say that. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Zombies around us.. This must be a movie some sort..

bitzager
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Romero's Night of the Living Dead (1978).

Ucuetis
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Or maybe Carpenter’s They Live.

Yo Moolie
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Gott’s got this.

ButIDigress
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Next step,  implement that pass in the right hand or forehead thus ushering
in the mark of the beast. The ones implementing these crazy rules are
beasts for certain. Wanna know how all this ends, read the Bible. You will
also find hope within its pages. 

ClaudiaPatriot
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Isn't it kind of odd that the only class of people that these mandates don't
affect whatsoever are the .01 percent?

ElTerco
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i dont find it odd, what i do find odd is how ppl are easily manipulated
to off themselves

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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it will affect them too, where can they travel without a mask and proof
of vaccine? . Buy they are the main beneficiaries economically. 

Gott
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huh? havent you payed attention. none of these ppl wear masks
when they go to their private meetings and parties so they are
exempt by.....privilege lol

 

the TSA has a program for people to avoid being felt by the agents,
you just pay a fee and you can bypass all the security stuff. i think
that they will offer something similar for the managers 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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They have private jets.

ElTerco
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https://www.cracknewz.com/2021/10/denver-police-officer-who-lost-
ability.html

 

Denver police officer who lost ability to walk after first covid vaccine fired for
refusing second jab

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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Therein lies the problem. Many of us are still looking for the Republicans to
step in or Trump to step in and atop this nonsense.

But they will not.

They will not.

We have to vote, write, protest, get in their fvcking faces.

 

White Domestic Tourist

I've never cared about politics before Covid. Never been to a protest
in my life. Never been involved in activism. In short, I'm not political.
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The time to vote, write and protest has passed. Next up…

underthesurface
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Tell me again why they're so desperate for us all to take these shots?

I think "so we'll live long, healthy lives" can be ruled out at this point.

Only Way Out
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Do you know what they do to cattle just prior to slaughter?

Agent Smith
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"I've never cared about politics before Covid."

The key line in the article.

SMSpiff
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Hang your politicians from bridges and the Pass will no longer be a thing.

jcarr5962
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Grab the popcorn I can see targeted assignations of some political folk soon
enough also I see an IRA style warfare targeting some in the high level
government employees.

Soon enough the resistance will form as it has done over many other issues
in history.

 

mschif
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I like the IRA role model.

TheMysteriousOne
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Up the IRA

Lionel Mandrake
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Just better not be using unencrypted communications like internet

spacemonkey99
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only problem is that they are monitoring everyone's phones.  

They'll know what the Resistance is going to do before it is done

Lord Raglan
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Average American more concerned who threw the ball down the field or in
the basket to be bothered with this.

DennisR
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As stated before, me and mine will have to learn to go without on a
continuing basis.  No restaurants or gyms, no shopping as entertainment. 
There were things we enjoyed doing together but we will have to find new
traditions that don't involve consumerism.  I already learned how to cut my
own hair and that of the people around me who fear the clot shots more
than they do a terrible haircut LOL  I bought a weight set and shoved it into
a space in a downstairs room.

TwoDrinkMinimum
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Good for you!  

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Hawaii is requiring a Covid Passport to get into the State. I gave up my
season tickets to the Chicago Blackhawks because the NHL has a protocol
to either show a passport or proof of a recent negative test.

Watching some games on TV I've noticed some very empty arena's. It's only
pre-season so we'll see if the trend continues into regular season next week.

Right Wing-Nut
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That is not true.

You can visit here with a negative test. No travel restrictions of any
kind. 

Bay of Pigs
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Whoop de do.

I don't want to take a test.

Hard pass.

TheMysteriousOne
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Just trying to let people know what's accurate and what's not. 

20K people are flying into Hawaii everyday. Many of them are not
vaccinated. 

Bay of Pigs
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How is it that almost the entire would is following the same scripts as far as
the vaccine goes?  My sister in law said alien's replaced all the worlds
leaders to depopulate the planet.

Anybody have a better therory ? 

Woodenman
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Demonic possession. 

The Judge
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We're in the Matrix?

pods
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It's a simple, out of box, tool kit for concentrating power in an
authoritarian state. 

John Grady
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Don't need aliens; bribes plus control files work. WEF wines and dines
the power hungry and submits the public facing 6uild 6ack 6etter
agenda. Groups like Mossad and CIA using Epstein types find the dirt
(or make the dirt) that they can then use to control the power hungry.
The power hungry always think they are clever and therefore are easy
to entrap. 

JacqueOss51
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Power Hungry = Psychopathic

Argentumentum
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Basement full of zombies in one of the Chinese ghost cities.

Sunny Today
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Yes, I have a better theory.

Most of the science of controlling people was already known to the
elites in the 1700s. Recognizing that humans organize themselves in
hierarchical fashion, they set about to first consolidate the world's
elites, then have the rabble build the world. When the intersection of
technology and resource abundance meet, depopulate.

Errbody Loves Me
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That's ridiculous.

Um, er, could you provide us with your sister-in-law's home address
and phone number.

Cheap Chinese Crap
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"A hungry man is an angry man"   Bob Marley...

Hipneck911
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F*** the E.U.

steve2241
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Covidians are not human anymore. By definition.

The Judge
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Anyone remember a decade ago the stories  about all the hidden FEMA
storage yards of 100's of 1000's of "plastic coffins" all over the country?

AAPL Slayer
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Those were homeless shelters.

For the dead...

espirit
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i believe Georgia was one location, but that wasnt a decade ago, more
like 4-5 years

 

OllieHalsall
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Yes Georgia and Texas was another wasn't sure on time frame.

AAPL Slayer
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Plus - 

DHS buying up 1.4Billion rounds of ammunition, including 450Million
rounds of .40 hollow point.

Hmm... 

ktulu
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Spreading atheism is almost like setting people on fire.

Many experts around the world agree on this.

Lithuania is fighting the wrong enemy.

They say religious people are superstitious but what do you call all this mask
and vaccine nonsense?

aryanbard777
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What a shame Lithuania cannot be reconquered by Russia.  Putin has
publicly denounced vaccine mandates.  Lithuanians would be far freer under
Russian rule than they are under their tyranical leaders.

mike6972
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Without a Pass, you may only shop in small stores ...

The added irony is that they are shifting the danger of contracting covid on
the small businessmen. This is nonsensical: if in fact there is this great
danger coming from unvaccinated people, let's use the mom & pop stores
as the first line of defense. 

A new level of social justice/injustice. Clearly the goal here is submission,
certainly not protecting anyone from anything.

MiddleFinger
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A conspiracy requires there to a a secret. These murderous evil maniacs are
very much open about wanting billions of people to die. The vaxxocide is
not remotely close to being any kind of conspiracy. They openly say its a
sacrifice for the "greater good" without any hint of an idea it might be
actually healthy for humans. The only piece of data that remotely hinted at
this was claims that it "drops deaths by 99%", which is so obviously
propaganda you'd have to literally be mentally retarded to believe it. 

tangent
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Thus, the term "libtard" was born.

wickster
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Begrudgingly...

That point where good men realize they will need to lose their world to save
their childrens is upon us once again.

The Management
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Where is the sign up though? Better not be with unencrypted internet 

spacemonkey99
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SHOW US YOUR PAPERZZZZ!!!   Governments everywhere.  Fascist control
gets the best of the cowardly and  weak minded rulers.

Hunter Crackhead Biden
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papers?  they don't even ask for papers at the rio grande.  or at the
voting booth.  lolz

buzzsaw99
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I was referring to only vaccine papers to participate in society. 
Voting and illegals are protected by the commies.

Hunter Crackhead Biden
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o/t'ish

Seattle Police Department braces for mass firing of officers as hundreds
have yet to show proof of vaccination (fox5ny.com)

403 (292 not complied and 111 awaiting confirmation of exemptions) out of
1,043 deployable officers are about to be fired. 

defunding the police the libtard way.

hooligan2009
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So much for smart Caucasians. 

10mm
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I can’t help but think this is related to out-of-control corporatization of the
world economy. The interests of big organizations don’t necessarily reflect
those of individuals, and the former gain control of government and media
while the latter become disenfranchised.

Urban flight may be just one of the symptoms.  I’m grateful every day for
being retired in a small town where people don’t care much about agendas
set by distant centralized institutions.  Our local business owners cater to
their customers and don’t give a crap about your private medical business.

FinsterF
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terribly sad.

it has been proven beyond all doubt that - as stated by the vaccine
manufacturers - vaccinations do not prevent inward or outward transmission
or cure a disease.

vaccinations were specifically designed to lower extreme symptoms of a
disease - like cytokine storms.

same goes for masks - any virus is ten times smaller than the holes in a
cloth mask.

the test kits are calibrated for "old flu" - not the pathogenic spike protein
that is killing and injuring people.

the "vaccines" are NOT vaccines - they are a form of gene "therapy". 

the "vaccines" have already killed hundreds of thousands of people and
injured tens of millions.

if you have twitter, check this out. singapore is 85% single injection and
83% double injection. covid cases are exploding

Dr. Eli David on Twitter: "After vaccinating over 85% of its population,
Singapore 

🇸🇬

 finally flattened the curve, but along the wrong axis:
https://t.co/jHjczPGooE" / Twitter

the treatment that is cheapest and simplest is ivermectin plus
vitamins personal hygiene.

it has been used to obliterate covid on over a billion people from the indian
states of uttar pradesh and goa, through delhi, indonesia, japan, south
africa, argentina, egypt to name a few.

it costs 200 US dollars a kilo - each kilo can treat 70,000 people. 40 kilos
would obliterate covid in lithuania for a cost of 8,000 US dollars. 

if further proof, over and above its success on a billion people is needed,
you can reference all sorts of randomized control trials etc here

Ivermectin for COVID-19: real-time analysis of all 121 studies
(c19ivermectin.com)

i wish lithuanians all the best of luck in dealing with the countries
kakistocrats and their quacks, enforced by the modern equivalent of the SS
and gestapo. the overreach is a war crime. the world is at war with these ill
informed police state juntas.

a valid response by the civilian population is the destruction of all
infrastructure around the covid response, the prosecution of all politicians,
medical staff and enforcers of these policies.

the alternative is death by lethal injection this winter and in the next three
winters to come.

hooligan2009
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So obviously popular. So obviously evil.

Boiling Frog
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The vaxmania appears mainly in Europe, UK, Australia, NZ, and the U.S. but
not in Asia and Africa. It’s almost like the west is being targeted.

JPL44
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#BBB

No.Fifth.Turning
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Biden's Brain is Broken?

rooand333
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Make sure they’ve taken their jab before you give them any more high
fructose corn syrup and synthetic opioids, for health.

major major major major
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The individual is the community! Dam these communist psychopaths!

#MakeSilverMoneyAgain
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The first prerequisite to surviving, let alone winning a war is to realize
you're under attack and in one in the first place.

This is now a matter of self-defense while under the imminent threat of
death or grave bodily injury.

Choose... fight back and live, or take the jab and go silently to the
camps.

How'd that work out for a certain population group in the 1940s?

 

Gold Bug XXX
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The power outages and shortages will wake people up quickly.

Ms No
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Those who don't take the jab will be taken to camps, not the jabbed --
they're already doomed to die in T minus 8 years.

Shifter_X
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Only thing missing are the incinerators.  

nightrite
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This is an extermination campaign with a side of humiliation.

JayPowell
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Only for those that comply

captain noob
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it never was about public health

 We just couldnt believe there are that many ghoulish poople around willing
to go along with it.

VWAndy
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Think it cant happen here? Wake up. I hear one comment about "but we
have guns" and I'm done. No shots will be fired. Look what has happened in
the last 20 years. "Patriot Act"? What a joke. Once we give up any liberties
we never get them back. NEVER.

gman1954
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If you are tied into the malignant American state & corporate fascist
beast that has arisen since World War II, yeah, it'll happen here and
you'll have to comply. If you've eaten out of the hand of this system for
50 years -- enjoyed its corporate profits, its stock market, the benefits
of a mass technological system that permits one to live as if one is on
a Space Station and not part of nature -- you've already given up your
liberties.

The price for the comfort of the modern Western way of life is high. For
most of the 20th century, people abroad paid it. The War State needed
to tread lightly at home lest the Soviets use any domestic repression
against us as part of their propaganda. But that's long over. Now they
can bring the war home, and they are.

Guy in Lincoln Montana wrote some books about technological
slavery. Worth looking into. Or Jacques Ellul's work.

Either we give up these phones, and computers, and these
"conveniences," and live off-grid in a sustainable fashion with other
like-minded folk, or you accept the chains that come with this way of
life. Not much in this world is black and white, but this is.

Dionysius Crucified
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Carolynn55
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Looks like I've got a stalker. Begone, fed.

Dionysius Crucified
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yes, look how much freedom we lost WITH Guns. No one wants to
have a ""civil war''. No one wants to die or go to prison. 

MICHAEL S
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Yet.

BeerBelly
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Foxtrot

Julia

Bravo

Dumpster Diva
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LETS GO BRANDON

gman1954
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Everyone needs to watch this presentation by Dr. Peter McCullough at
AAPS (Association of American Physicians and Surgeons).

https://rumble.com/vnbv86-winning-the-war-against-therapeutic-nihilism-
and-trusted-treatments-vs-unte.html

 

 

Merica101
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They won't watch anything serious I've tried

Like a stampede o'buffalos around here!

oddblock
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It’s the best presentation I’ve seen yet on the totality of Covid. He
even quotes his friend Eric Clapton who says that the three circles
of medical, social and economic freedoms are all tied together. We
are on the road to becoming total slaves.

Merica101
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He's been on InfoWars for a year hollerin from the rafters but all
you sheeps have been trained to never go there!

BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA! 

oddblock
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Our politicians here in the US (even Trump) better start  stating the truth
about Covid and these vaccines or there will be hell to pay. They need to
shut this bs down. No mandates, no poison mRNA faux vaccines, no
boosters, etc. They need to stop messing with people’s livelihoods, their
lives and their children’s lives. The people responsible need to be sent to
Guantanamo.

Merica101
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The injection is full of very interesting stuff:

https://rumble.com/vnbgal-never-before-seen-blood-doctor-reveals-horrific-
findings-after-examining-vi.html

Chaos
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They won't watch I tried 2wice!

buncha moorons

oddblock
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 I find that it is my duty to share it.  I am not my brother's keeper.  

Chaos
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You have <1 minute on Zh, the herd moves on!

oddblock
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Thanks. I'm watching it now. I saw this after you posted about an hour
ago, btw.

headless blogger
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Yeah me too. Amazing

Savvy
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Carolynn55
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I wouldn't be taking any flu jabs either.  GO

Thutmosess
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Beware the frog in water approach.

bloostar
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looks like they are in the oven 

dark pooIs of soros
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10 dead, 7 were vaxxed

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=ONN69Y1SSNU1

It appears the intent of getting people vaxxed is working, by getting rid of
"excess population" as Bill Gates put it. 

The score to date is: demented psychopaths 90, caring relational people
10.   

 

pmc
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Bill Gates TED talk says Reduce Population 4 TIMES!! MUST WATCH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQNz9ocoCTM

The technique  used by Gates (double speak) is to say two
contradictory things! From what I know people tend to hear what they
want to hear or already think.  If someone says something that
obviously is contradictory, and if you're not paying too close attention
to what's being said, you'll hear what you want to hear. 

In the segment of the TedTalk he mentions NEW vaccines. Why NEW
vaccines? What's wrong with what science already has?

pmc
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Innovating to zero! | Bill Gates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I

This video is his 2010 TedTalk  about reducing CO2 gas. Aside about
his wanting to reduce population he is also talking about stunting plant
growth. Reduce CO2 and you reduce food production because plants
need CO2 for growth and in turn plants produce oxygen as waste,
which we use to live.

The greatest amount of pollution is produced by industries, especially
in China. When I say pollution I'm not talking about CO2 like Gates
does I'm taking about any number of pollutions they make, like carbon
monoxide.   The simple solution is to put cleaners/scrubbers in place
at the source. 

Later in the video Gates talks about new types of nuclear energy to
produce electricity. Here's a non polluting idea. Try using compressed
air to turn turbines to produce electricity.   But you'll never hear them
talk about that since or other alternatives because it doesn't produce
uranium for weapons!    

p.s.

If you think CO2 is a pollutant you've been successfully brainwashed.

pmc
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So what are you going to do when they come knocking on your door,
stacked with a breach tool? Your wife and kid sleeping peacefully in the
back. Are you going to fight them? Those are decisions you need to make
now before it happens, because that's where this leads.

OKUSA
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Won't happen in the USA.

Why not? Because we have been conditioned to recognize that
tyranny comes in that form. Brutal in your face smackdown. It could be
used as a last resort, but that is only when the holdouts numbers are
manageable. 

How will tyranny come to the USA? It is already here. Number 1 way is
to remove a way to service your debt. Vaxxx mandates or unpaid
leave. They know that most who would not take the shots also have
mortgages, kids, debt payments. How will those people fare with no
ability to earn a living?

Tyranny is already here. 

pods
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I agree, and I know they cannot put us all in a camp, however I do
believe they are getting desperate. They will have to implement
drastic measures soon. It will come down on us fast and hard and
seemingly out of nowhere. Our options will be limited then.

OKUSA
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Uh...you were occupied by the Nazis before that. I guess that was OK. They
too insisted on showing your "papiers". Lithuania is too eager to show itself
as "European". As if conforming to the Communist cabal in Brussels makes
you more European than say, Russia. 

 

 

Svastic

My country was occupied by the USSR, 1944-1990. We fought for -
and won - independence. Hundreds of thousands of people took
real risks opposing Soviet tyranny. 
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The slave does not care who buys him, most of all the slave dreams of
a good master and that he would be well fed.

The Balts are not freedom-loving Cubans, they are ready to sell
themselves to anyone, as long as they would be well paid for it.

fosfor 37
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Did the Lithuanians cry? Ha ha. I don’t feel sorry for them at all. I am not
sorry for the Baltic traitors and other traitors from the Eastern Bloc. They
cried and whined that the supposedly evil USSR occupied and oppressed
them. But now, if they raise their treacherous pig snouts a little higher, they
may notice that they are even more occupied by Brussels, NATO and
Washington. And you don't need to feel sorry for these traitors.

fosfor 37
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well said. sir

captain-nemo
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  This ends in a very bad way. Pitchforks & Flames.

  Why are the serfs so gullible? Oh wait, I know why. 1+1=3

yn crx
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A lot of people can't see how such a conspiricy could come about .
This is why I bang on about the Luciferian Masonic system they have
the network and malevolence to implement this.

Remember Pizzagate and Hunter Bidens laptop and the Arkenside
crime couple The Clintons just  the tip of the iceburg ! For those who
haven't followed this trail , have a look.The truth is extraordinarily
unpleasant , the average sheeple turns away thinking it won't effect
them. Wrong !

DelusionsCrowded
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There is a book called "The Crowd" from around 1858 or so.

I'll save you 2.5 hours.

1) People are very, very, very dumb.

2) Do not forget #1.

TheMysteriousOne
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Saskatchewan now has secret police, snitch lines and internment
camps https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatoon/saskatchewan-covid-
19-1.6205235?fbclid=IwAR3adTM0kuNUfjz0i-itkk-
RIpKBZTmg3xK2qfy9GDCmFzFQ-UddJ1hSqBc

ZeInfidel
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Only about 5% of their population is allowed to have guns, so it's not very
shocking that Medical Tyranny has taken over.

blackbolt
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China, Russia, Australia, U.S  etc are all pushing for this crap.  Its almost as
if they are ignoring the will of the people and pushing through some global
new world order.

FUC# JOE BIDEN!!

onespoiledsmilkshake
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"Ignoring the will of the people..." I wish that were true. The extent of
the propaganda and silencing and ridiculing of anything that goes
against their programming over many years has meant there is now a
real hatred for those who will not comply.

 

The majority will be cheering for the execution of the unvaxxed soon.

.o0o.
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UK Funeral Director:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/9qR3YxmCPk6G/

zero flu, bloated, full of fluid

families blame unvaxxed

oddblock
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Meanwhile in the USA a woman is denied an organ transplant due t not
being vaccinated.

But yeah freedom,  guns n stuff

https://nypost.com/2021/10/06/colorado-hospitals-deny-organ-transplants-
to-unvaccinated/
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I’m gonna need more ammo.

There’s more of them than I thought possible.

Wayoutwilly
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You can always take their weapons and ammo.

OKUSA
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That’s been the plan.  But these dummies might not be allowed live
rounds.

Wayoutwilly
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College campus life in the 70s and 80s was one huge resistance movement.
Now they bleat like sheep and acquiesce to any mandate. 

PoleDancer.
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I've read here on ZH about how bad, bad, bad the .gov of China is. I live in
China and to date no vaxx mandate for their traditional vaxx and no vaxx
passport.

If that's bad, bad, bad... I'll live with it.

 ~ 

Tarjan
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Have to break a few eggs to make an omelet. China's omelet was
cooked many years back. 

You may not have a vaz mandate but thats because you dont need
one. Xi says jump and your only question is "how high".

Oldwood
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James Madison

kidinwyoming

The class of citizens who provide at once their own food and their
own raiment, may be viewed as the most truly independent and
happy. They are more: they are the best basis of public liberty, and
the strongest bulwark of public safety. It follows, that the greater the
proportion of this class to the whole society, the more free, the more
independent, and the more happy must be the society itself.
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Security guard stabbed over mask policy dispute at NYC Apple store, police
say

A 37-year-old man working as a security guard in an Apple store in New York
City was stabbed multiple times following a dispute over wearing a mask
inside the store to comply with Covid-19 safety policies.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/security-guard-stabbed-over-
mask-policy-dispute-at-nyc-apple-store-police-say/ar-AAPjB2M?
ocid=mailsignout&li=BBnb7Kz

The cop should have known better then protect/support/work for the
authoritarians. Hopefully, other cops/security guards take note and "Just say
NO!" and refuse to enforce this BS.

CheapBastard
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We need a LOT more of this

Ben Sequestered
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eh once the masses all die off you can have the places to ourselves anyway

fzrkid
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Let's be clear as JFK said 'Those who make peaceful protests impossible
guarantee violent protests'. Time to put 'Uprising' by Muse on full blast and
get busy

😉

Clint_Eastbourne
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"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent
revolution inevitable."  John F. Kennedy, In a speech at the White
House, 1962. 35th president of US 1961-1963 (1917 - 1963)

drivel_news
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The Second Amendment to the United States Constitution protects the
right to keep and bear arms. It was ratified on December 15, 1791,
along with nine other articles of the Bill of Rights.

"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State,
the right of the people to keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed."

https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/amendment-2/

The first 10 amendments to the Constitution, known as the Bill of
Rights, guarantee essential rights and civil liberties, such as the right to
free speech, the right to bear arms, and the right to a fair trial, as well
as protecting the role of the states in American government.
 

drivel_news
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The constitution is a toothless statement of principles as are the bill
of rights.

It is the declaration of independence that has teeth...it is a call to
action...not but government or representative,  but of the PEOPLE.

Oldwood
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"I Won't Back Down" by Tom Petty is another good'un.

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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"Burn Down the Malls" by Mojo
Nixon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAoh_yteKkc

Stinkbug 1
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Notice how masks were given implied parity with vaccines in terms of
mandates pretty much everywhere. No evidence that they work, just an
easier way to spot thought criminals. 

John Grady
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Vaccine Mandate Protest 5PM Walnut Creek Police station. Rally and march.
About 1,000 expected...we need 100X that!

Mr. Universe
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I counted a few over 200, very peaceful and spirited. Good Times.

Mr. Universe
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I grew up in Orinda, my sister just moved from Alamo up to Lake
Tahoe. The Bay Area is totally cucked, the lack of spine is
astounding. My brother is in discovery bay, belongs to a very
patriotic group of guys that practice maneuvers on the weekends in
the event things get crazy in CA. The amount of unamerican people
outnumber the rest of you there. It’s all the foreigners brought in
over the years.

LasVegasLongLeggs
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They love their tyranny here in the Bay Area. I would say almost
half honked and waved in support. 25% ignored us and 25%
flipped us off, shook their heads or similar. Since we were at the
corner on Main/Civic lots of traffic stopped. I was able to ask

Mr. Universe
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Reply"

corner on Main/Civic lots of traffic stopped. I was able to ask
questions of some of the disapproving who mostly tried not to
pay attention. One guy sitting at the long light finally rolled up his
windows...gee that made me fell good. Felt nice to vent.
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I love the Us vs. Thinking these self-righteous authoritarians all have. I hope
they get the vaccine side effects they deserve. Today its the Vax, tomorrow
it will be something else, and the day after it will be because they simply
don't like you.

slackrabbit
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Then move out of Lithuania? To Sweden perhaps. 

Silver Savior
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Baaaaaaah. Baaaaaaah.

Silver Savior
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ban the mutated from driving, they are getting heart attacks and
endangering the rest of us

liberty2day
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FVVCK the KVNTZ, life's good way out in the middle of nowhere......

Too_Smart
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Let it ride. They’ll start dying soon. 

NoPension
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The more they try to force everyone to comply by harming those that don’t,
only shows how weak and fragile they really are.

curiousweb
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No, they will gain in power as the ass-holes in society stand up and
stand with them. the failed, the angry, the bitter, will all join in the
tyranny because they will finally get power over their 'betters'. 

Gott
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"the failed, the angry, the bitter, will all join in the tyranny."  Your
premise makes no sense.  Why would someone wiped out by Covid
restrictions want to join the tyrants?  Logically, those wiped out
would want revenge against the tyrants that caused their demise.

J 457
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Because it’s your fault.

White Domestic Tourist
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 The failed, the angry & the bitter are the foot solders of fascism.
It is their chance to inflict the humiliation they have suffered on
others

Gott
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curiousweb

“The most terrifying force of death, comes from the hands of
Men who wanted to be left Alone. They try, so very hard, to
mind their own business and provide for themselves and
those they love. They resist every impulse to fight back,
knowing the forced and permanent change of life that will
come from it. They know, that the moment they fight back,
their lives as they have lived them, are over. The moment the
Men who wanted to be left alone are forced to fight back, it
is a form of suicide. They are literally killing off who they
used to be. Which is why, when forced to take up violence,
these Men who wanted to be left alone, fight with unholy
vengeance against those who murdered their former lives.
They fight with raw hate, and a drive that cannot be
fathomed by those who are merely play-acting at politics
and terror. TRUE TERROR will arrive at these people's door,
and they will cry, scream, and beg for mercy... but it will fall
upon the deaf ears of the Men who just wanted to be left
alone." - Author Unkown
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Where were they in Nazi Germany, North Korea or Soviet
Russia? 

Gott
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I guess back then they didn’t have the internet or
decentralised, tamperproof, surveillance proof alternative
systems to be able to connect, share, organise and thrive and
simply make them obsolete.

curiousweb
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I'll be in the same boat in the UK soon. Once I've lost my job and access to
food, all I can think to do is burn it all down, 'cos I'll have nowt left.

 

Any alternative ideas?

 

 

 

L0ddy
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That seems like a good one. 

Hipneck911
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Refusing to comply is more expensive for some than others. 

Gott
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the most dangerous man in the world is the one with nothing left to
lose . . .

banned_on_the_run
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Tell that to the hundreds of thousands of homeless being beaten
daily by police in the US. 

Gott
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HA HA HA SURE moron, thats it!  You are so ignorant it is
laughable.  The cops CODDLE the homeless you lying sack of
commie crap.

Hipneck911
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Sure they do.........sparky

Gott
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Most are mentally ill and could never mount anything in terms
of force.....they are the walking dead and irrelevant in the
grand scheme of covid authoritarianism.  

Trudeau_Is_Brutal
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With nothing to live for and having made peace with my creator.... I
can and will make a nuisance of myself. 

L0ddy
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Team up with people on a similar situation, power in numbers. Protest
protest protest. Buy food through co-ops you set up or join. Go
underground for things. Shoot your iwn meat.

White Domestic Tourist
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The jab is the outbreak and l suspect that tests have been used to infect
people to initiate planned outbreaks.

Nexus789
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wrong 

Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke

Vaccines have saved millions of lives: smallpox,polio, measles
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They fvcking did NOT

south40_dreams
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Modern sanitary plumbing was introduced at the same time, yet
vaccines get all the credit. 

Basspig
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Big difference. Those viruses do not mutate. Different animal entirely. 

Toby1970
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If anyone still believes this is about a virus, they’re deranged.  The virus was
nothing more than a trigger to provide the fear into the drones of the
populace.  The enabler for the control mechanism.

bloostar
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Do Lithuanians have old liquor bottles, Styrofoam, a rag and gas for their
lawnmower?

💡

pods
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They may well need to keep it safe to keep warm this winter. Very
useful for fire lighting i've heard.

Agent Smith
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Vhere are your papers old man?

Lionel Mandrake
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Those are my trigger words

rsnoble
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Looks to me like Lithuania has some leftovers from the Soviet Union running
it, people who may have been involved in that regime or whose parents
were, and they relish wielding the same power over the Lithuanian people
once again.  

Wanting to control other people, the essence of the Communist, is the real
mental illness out there.  

Lord Raglan
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You mean it's not to be taken literally? It's just rhetoric? Show and theater?

I see...

Musum

Freedom! Democracy! Liberty! Inalienable rights endowed by our
Creator!

Then Covid...
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Isn't depriving a man of the ability to make a living the same thing the USA
did to Japan before Pearl Harbor?

pods
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Except Japan fought.

The Judge
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Ding ding ding.

pods
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You mean, after Nanking? This idiocracy is restricting entire
populations, not just a sliver.

DemandSider
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Make a living doing what? Invading other places, stealing all their
wealth and using the civilian population for bayonet practice?

Japan made its choice. People forget that it was one of the Allies in
WWI. If it had stuck to its old friends, the Japanese Empire would still
be around and China would be its butt-boy.

Cheap Chinese Crap
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They’ve been working on this for a long time 

and won’t be giving up any time soon 

Wodan 1785 USA
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WWIII was planned for years and was announced with the declaration of 2
weeks to flatten the curve. Its the elites + sheeple vs individuals who believe
in freedom. The sheeple have already decided to play russian roulette with
never ending boosters. Now they turn that gun outward toward those who
tried to warn them.

The elites chose a "virus" with a high survival rate for a purpose. If it had
truly been an emergency sheeple would have only accepted the tyranny for
a time. The tyrants know they must turn up the fear with the change of every
season. Now the elite driven collective is in power and the individual and all
their unalienable rights must die.

JacqueOss51
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You will be made to suffer, for the crime of, "not desiring to be
unnecessarily poisoned for a fake pandemic." 

The Future Is Now

The current reality in Lithuania foreshadows the future that faces
other countries if they continue down the path of Covid Pass
restrictions: Europe, the US, the UK, Australia, Canada...

To me, this should be a global news headline:
---
"Lithuania bans citizens from society. Other EU countries
following soon."
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Madness of crowds. This is what happens when the secular materialism
replaces religion. 

The fools and peons flock to the standard imposed by the (((propagandists
and cosmopolitans))) to give meaning to their miserable empty lives. 

In the crowd they find a voice and the mob's ability to enforce the idiocy on
others. 

The West is in the grip of a spasm of insanity and self destruction............do
not give in.

Make_Mine_A_Double
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One Covid death that will make ALL the news will be the unvaccinated
person attacking and killing the security guard refusing them access to food.

It's going to be kill or be killed.

kellys_eye
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poor a$$ illegal gimmigrants and ghetto rats are unvaxxxed i reckon
i'm at least as smart as they are.

buzzsaw99
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Just claim refugee status wherever you are and wherever you go.

The Future Is Now
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i'll just hire one of those mexicants to do my shopping.

buzzsaw99
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How is it that the Wehrmacht struggled to liberate Lithuania in 1941 and
eighty years later they're back to their old Stalinist tricks?

quasi_verbatim
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captain noob

My country was occupied by the USSR, 1944-1990. We fought for -
and won - independence. Hundreds of thousands of people took
real risks opposing Soviet tyranny. On one day, 30% of the entire
population joined hands to form a 675-km chain in support of
freedom.
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Then you joined NATO because "freedom"

What a load of crap
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Do the vaccines work?  Make your own minds up...

From Public Health England (https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/) Vaccination
time line, cases/deaths timeline

https://ibb.co/xDzGbtZ

 

Agent Smith
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the covid vax works, you just need a sh|tload of boosters.

buzzsaw99
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The covid vax works, just not as a protection from covid.

Andro1345
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The vaxx works; just like the elites/globalists want it to work.

Village-idiot
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Covid passes and mandates are to authoritarian politicians as cowbells are
to Christopher Walken. 

whiskerino
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Gene Frenkle: And if Bruce Dickinson wants more cowbell, we should
probably give him more cowbell!

Bruce Dickinson: Say it, baby!

Gene Frenkle: And, Bobby, you are right - I am being selfish. But the
last time I checked, we don't have a whole lot of songs that feature the
cowbell.

Bruce Dickinson: I gotta have more cowbell, baby!

Gene Frenkle: And I'd be doing myself a disservice -- [begins to slightly
laugh. Jimmy Fallon turns away and bites down on his drumstick to
keep from laughing] and every member of this band, if I didn’t perform
the HELL out of this!

Bruce Dickinson: Guess what? I got a fever! And the only prescription..
is more cowbell!

buzzsaw99
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I only have one question: what is their "final solution" for the last 3% who
will not submit to this madness?

 

EndOfDayExit
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I'm guessing from the way you phrased the question that you've put 2
and 2 together already.

Only Way Out
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C.O.V.I.D.......Certificate Of Vaccination IDentification

Sprumford
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Yes, and even though the Soviets are no more, most Lithuanians still hate
the Russians, even though Putin has rejected vaccine passports. The
communists lost Russia but conquered Lithuania.

wootendw

We battled Soviet propaganda and "Show me your documents!"
authoritarianism,only to acquiesce to media-led propaganda and
technocratic health authoritarianism of "Show me your Covid Pass!"
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We wish.

I have news for you.

 

 

EndOfDayExit

Putin has rejected vaccine passports.
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"I have news for you."

Where is it?

wootendw
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Try google translate on this:

https://www.mk.ru/social/2021/10/07/vvedenie-qrkodov-v-
regionakh-rossii-vyzvalo-massu-voprosov.html

There are a few regions in Russia where they are now "pilot"-ing
the QR code for entry.

Do you think the Cabal allowed Putin to complete his
NorthStream 2 pipeline for nothing in return?

 

EndOfDayExit
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I think you're a little bit too pessimistic. I've reviewed some
other comments of yours.  If I believed things were as bad as
you say, I wouldn't waste time reading about it. 

wootendw
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would you have known the train was not taking you to a
safe place to shower?  Would you have told the nervous
nelly next to you that he was being "too pessimistic"?

wickster
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"The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with
a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The
American mind simply has not come to a realization of the
evil which has been introduced into our midst. It rejects
even the assumption that human creatures could espouse a
philosophy which must ultimately destroy all that is good
and decent." J. Edgar Hoover

EndOfDayExit
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"would you have known the train was not taking you to a
safe place to shower?"

I know a lot more about what's going on in world than you
or Endy.  Things have been bad (and still are here), but in
some parts of the world, they're getting better.

wootendw
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""The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a
conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. "

The conspiracies exist but they're worst in the US, Europe and
Australia. Elsewhere, they're failing.

wootendw
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They got all the money.....now they want all the power.

Sprumford
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So will the TSA stick a swab up my nose before or after they reach down my
pants?

JayPowell
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Only if you pay extra.

Yo Moolie
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I think these criminal perverts do it for free because they love it.

JayPowell
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They seem to spend a lot more time fondling mens privates than
on anything else. A lot of them appear to be light in the loafers
too. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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And the sheeple comply to the dictates of rogue governments no longer
representing it's citizens but corporate interests for a virus that's 99%
recoverable for most people!  

pmc
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This will happen here. And they will succeed. MAGA wasted their
opportunity to crush the windpipe of big tech by cancelling all of their
twitter, facebag, BOA, and cable tv accounts. They chose convenience and
entertainment over the birthright of their children. And damn all of them for
it.

chiefshortingbull
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oh its coming... maybe a bit slower, thinking by the midterm election
cycles they will have gained whom they need in the last remaining key
positions.

Sedaeng
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I bet that if you're a jogger or an illegal people are more permissive with
you...

DurdenRae
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now anyone who doesn't agree with the state is a terrorist. But here we are
making deals with the Taliban, cooperating on security and what not.

Anybody got a list of countries that isn't going along with this bullshit? El
Salvador sounds like Valhalla right now. 

C0rnelius
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Belarus is another. Lukashenko is called "the last dictator" by the west,
but he's had the most relaxed position since this all started. Some
dictator!

scam_MERS
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Czech Republic is pretty cool. Although the government edicts are still
in place, the Supreme Court has alsready said THIRTY SIX TIMES that
they are all illegal. The result is a situation where the only thing a cop /
security guard / other can ever do is politely ask you to wear the mask
but you have no obligation to comply. Social pressures to conform are
great though, for weaker-willed people, so the end result is that about
half the people subscribe to the Official Government Fairy Tale and the
other half do what they want. Needless to say I'm in the latter category
and at this point I'm so pissed off that if I'm going into a store and
everybody else gets asked to use the mask, I never do. They know ME
and they know what I'm capable of. They also probably know I'm a TB
carrier and can infect people at will just by using my sharp pointy nails
specifically cultivated for said purpose. 

Sun Rabbit
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Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain, Slovenia, to name a few.  Oh and the
Taliban forbids it.

Shifter_X
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In the UK, hoist by their own petard as ever.

The BBC proudly tries to spook people by saying 137k have died of covid,
and a scary 8.15 millin have had the virus -and you are gonna get it in about
5 minutes if you don't get the vaxx.

 

But wait a minute, 8.15,000,000 divided by 13,000 is 1.7 people per hundred
who have died 'of covid'. -and remember, nobody got the flu last year and
these 'death by covid' figures are inflated at least 10-fold.

 

They won't get away with it this time, it's all too obvious. They're gonna
have to wait another full generation to brainwash enough kids to replace the
oldies with common sense.

 

 

theprofromdover
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8.15 million is  8,150,000

137k is 137,000

137,000/8,150,000 is  1.68%

just to address the math issues....

TrumpyBear
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I hope you're right, but Millennials and Gen Z are stupid, lazy and
gullible enough.

Shifter_X
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People need to fight and possibly die, it's come to that.

AdenJamesSwift
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why is their own cellphone being used as the tracking device 

left blank
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because they pay for it

fulliautomatix
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Arm up.

stop_the_fraud
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I think covid is past in the us....

Carolynn55
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Are Lithuanians armed? 

Hubbs
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Latvia follows with the same, starting next week.

Remember, there is absolutely no evidence this circus helps to stop the
spread of a virus with 99.8% survival rate.

 

HAugust
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It's pretty obvious that having your phone scanned to walk in a
building has nothing to do with a virus. We know the survival rates.

JayPowell
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“Yes, at first it will not be fair. Someone will have to temporarily lose his job.
For the young who seek to live by truth, this will at first severely complicate
life, for their tests and quizzes, too, are stuffed with lies, and so choices will
have to be made. But there is no loophole left for anyone who seeks to be
honest: Not even for a day, not even in the safest technical occupations can
he avoid even a single one of the listed choices—to be made in favor of
either truth or lies, in favor of spiritual independence or spiritual servility. And
as for him who lacks the courage to defend even his own soul: Let him
not brag of his progressive views, boast of his status as an
academician or a recognized artist, a distinguished citizen or general.
Let him say to himself plainly: I am cattle, I am a coward, I seek only
warmth and to eat my fill.”

StealthBomber
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It's not clear yet whether the nanotech particles injected into our bodies via
the "vaccines" will form a tattoo or QR code which is readable by a scanner
and -- after asking your name -- will then display everything about you:
DOB, address, vax status, other health data, social credit score rating, bank
details etc. Its use will be expanded over time once it's working and
stabilised.

OR whether all the data about you is also injected. I suspect the former to
avoid endless shots to keep it updated.

Either way, this explains why there is a need for booster shots, it's to
maintain the readability of the tattoo/QR code inside you.

Think: this is a development of RFID chips already used in passports which
can be read by a scanner (and by anybody else at airports who has a
scanner, hence advice to use a blocking cover for your passport).

Add: I should have mentioned these nano particles were found in the blood
of vaxxed people.

 

smacker
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To the pro-vax downvoter, take a look at this article which contains

smacker
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2 1 Reply"

To the pro-vax downvoter, take a look at this article which contains
photos of the man-made nano particles found in the "vaccines": 
NotOnTheBeeb-more-vaccine-contaminants-found.pdf
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You forgot to mention that you can recharge the RFID chips and  ionize
the particles by attaching a solar panel via a usb connected to a  shunt
regulator located in your ar-se hole

 

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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That feature is only made available to pro-vax mindless Marxist
morons like your goodself.

BTW, take a read at this article too, it has more pix of "vaccine"
ingredients. LibertyBeacon-Dr-Robert-Young-all-vaccines-
include-graphene-oxide-plus-other-ingredients.jpg

OTOH, stay in denial.

smacker
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Except: The mandate doesn’t actually exist.

No mandate has been sent out for approval.

Columnist: Biden’s ‘Vaccine Mandate’ Doesn’t Actually Exist

October 9, 2021, 3:20pmby ProTrumpNews Staff

Skip59
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Hint: Lithuania is not the United States

YouWillEatBugs
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Careful, Vaxx Nazis... you might start getting shot, if this progresses much
further...

Sure, that would be a TERRIBLE thing...

But I would try to be strong, despite my grief.

DeportThemAll
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How do you make the everyman realize which enemy to fight , when the real
enemy paints your enemy to be an invisible virus.

"By Way of Deception" is their motto.

That's how they operate.

They paint a bogeyman and make people be afraid and helpless against it,
while they themselves, the real enemies, work in the shadows.

Oldest trick, but works until the populace refuses to give their own fucking
reasoning and power away and takes charge of their own health, freedom
and critical thinking.

So isn't going to happen anytime soon.

Prepare accordingly.

Apollo
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Jesus said "I must be numbered among the transgressors".  This is
prophecy.  He also said very few will be chosen.  The unvaxxed are very few
now so guess who's going to hell.

Hurry and purchase "Resistance to Tyranny" by Martino.  Read it and Luke
23:36

Seal Team 6
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Don't be soo sure of your salvation.

Few are worthy, truly worthy.

Right.of.stareoS
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I bought “Resistance To Tyranny” a few years ago! 
Another great book is “The Dark Secrets of SHTF Survival” by Selco
Begovic.

MATTHEW:39 “He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his
life for My sake will find it.”

WalkingLibertyGirl
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British health system in self-imposed crisis; nearing 20% nursing shortage

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/oct/09/nursing-crisis-sweeps-
wards-as-nhs-battles-to-find-recruits

 

Jim in MN
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self imposed because of Brex-shit

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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Idiot, it is because of the insane vaxx mandates.

The vaxx is obviously making YOU into a imbecile...

DeportThemAll
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wrong...it's brex-shit....

 

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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"We were dead before the ship even sank"

--- Modest Mouse

JayPowell
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BBC making an attempt at letting normal people speak.  Kind of sad
actually.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-58851205

Covid vaccine: Why these US workers won't get jabbed

Jim in MN
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The guy who won’t take the vaccine is named Mr. Outlaw. Typical for
the British Brainwashing Corporation. 

wick7
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Don't take this new drug, Molnupiravir

This drug is a mutagen! It will most like cause birth defects and cancers. It is
in no way comparable to ivermectin.

marieeiram
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It's a dangerous chemical !!!!

https://www.selleckchem.com/msds/MSDS_S8969_eu.pdf

LA_Goldbug
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Covid camps now happening on the North American continent:

Ex-police will enforce COVID-19 rules, 'secure isolation site' planned,
Sask. doctors told

  (https://ca.news.yahoo.com/ex-police-enforce-covid-19-231649459.html)

"people who have had to use assisted self-isolation sites due to non-
compliance"

  (https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatoon/covid-19-isolation-
saskatoon-north-battleford-1.5836829)

Canadian government tries to pretend it 'voluntary':

  (https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/news/2021/04/government-of-
canada-announces-funding-for-new-covid-19-safe-voluntary-isolation-sites-
in-saskatchewan.html)

WolfgangIffans101
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assisted self-isolation sites

Meaning .gov 'assists' your compliance. Unreal.

Savvy
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You have no rights over your own blood, welcome to "freedom has a price"

etcimon
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People are effin brainwashed, too much damn tv.

Johnny Walker
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the news on tv is designed to project emotions before people even
register what was said 

dark pooIs of soros
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I don’t watch TV anymore. It was all crap anyway. 1000 channels we
had with nothing worthwhile.

Merica101
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Writers and actors are middle class too.

fulliautomatix
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"Officials launched a re-vaccination program in September. Seniors began
receiving third dose boosters last week. The whole population will follow
afterwards. The Vice-Minister of Health stated: "We are likely to start the
fourth and fifth booster shots in several months.""

BWA HA HA HA HA. SUCKERS. You actually believed them when they said
you could have your life and freedoms back if you took the experimental
gene therapy injections? BWA HA HA HA HA. SUCKERS. Roll up your
sleeves EVERY SIX MONTHS or your "vaxport" is not valid.

Just like Israel you are now officially "UNVAXXED" when you refuse your 3rd,
4th, 5th shot. LMAO. Don't worry, us naturally unvaxxed don't shun or
discriminate against the "politically unvaxxed".

TRM
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With 5 booster shots cancers will likely explode in Lithuania. Thanks
for being ground zero of this imbecile experiment for us. Maybe we can
turn back in time before they come for all of us.

absalom_hicks
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I thought the injections were about people's health and a lab-made Corona
Virus?

It's starting to look more like a (( made in AmeriKa )) tech product, doesn't
it? 

What's next? The nanoparticles connecting the inside of our bodies to a
remote tower?

Last but not least, I am impressed with the writer - a person from Lithuania
with such an impeccable command of the English language...

Are you sure, you are from Lithuania?

Ted Baker
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well anyone educated outside of America writes English better than
Americants

dark pooIs of soros
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I do editing work for a few non-native writers who write in English.

Many non-native speakers have a better command of English than
Americans in particular. 

Miss Koi
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Yes, that's their intention.

It's not clear yet whether the nanotech particles injected into our
bodies form a tattoo or QR code which is readable by a scanner and --
after asking your name -- will then display everything about you: DOB,
address, vax status, other health data, social credit score rating, bank
details etc etc. Its use will be expanded over time once it's working
and stabilised.

OR whether all the data about you is also injected. I suspect the former
to avoid endless shots to keep it updated.

Either way, this explains why there is a need for booster shots, it's to
maintain the readability of the tattoo/QR code inside you.

 

smacker

" What's next? The nanoparticles connecting the inside of our
bodies to a remote tower? "
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Our MiGs will land in Vilnius and Riga. Vilnius will return home to Belarus
and will be called Vilna as before. That is, in translation - liberated. 

Sergey Aksenov called on the former chairman of the Supreme Council of
Lithuania Vytautas Landsbergis to "stop fantasizing" about the future of the
Russian Federation and think about his own country. Earlier, the Lithuanian
politician predicted the collapse of Russia, as a result of which the Crimean
Peninsula will allegedly return to Ukraine.

"Another statement from the series "the fool is getting rich with a thought."
Pathological Russophobia prevents the former Lithuanian politician from
looking at the world soberly. If he could do it, he would notice that Ukraine is
falling apart. 

Belarus has not yet declared territorial claims, but no one has forgotten
about these territories and they will definitely return home to Belarus. 

In the meantime, Alexander Lukashenko has announced sanctions against
the transit of all Belarusian goods through the Lithuanian seaports of
Goodbye Klaipeda, hello St. Petersburg.

fosfor 37
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And these Baltic scum are still shouting about "Soviet occupation"?

If there was hell on earth, then it was in concentration camps in the Baltic
States. Behind the barbed wire was happening that today is difficult to
imagine. Nazi executioners, with the assistance of local accomplices,
mocked those sentenced to death.

Today, many experts in the Baltic states call the labor camp those who
acted in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania during the German occupation of the
concentration camp. But this dry marking does not at all reflect the essence
of what was happening: if you got into such a camp, the chances of getting
out of it were negligible. The executioners pursued a specific goal - to
destroy everyone who came here.

The warders, guards and executioners in these concentration camps were
mostly not Germans, but local residents of the Baltics.

Labor "concentration camp Klooga, located on the territory of Estonia, was
not inferior in cruelty to prisoners in such concentration camps as
Buchenwald, Dachau, Auschwitz-Birkenau. Nevertheless, it is not customary
to remember this camp in Estonia; Western directors do not make films
about it.

Salaspils concentration camp (Kurtengof concentration camp), Latvia

Salaspils concentration camp is notorious for the fact that behind its barbed
wire, in addition to adults, children were imprisoned, from whom blood was
taken, which went to the needs of the wounded soldiers of the German
army. Due to the terrible conditions of detention, as well as crimes on the
part of the camp staff and guards, many juvenile prisoners, usually brought
from Belarus, Latgale, Pskov, Novgorod and Leningrad regions, died.

Concentration camp "Kaunas", Lithuania

The Kaunas ghetto, according to the order of the Reich Minister of Internal
Affairs of Germany Himmler, in June 1943 was transformed into the Kaunas
concentration camp. Here, the massacres of Jews began, which lasted
more than a year. Due to the large number of prisoners held in the Kaunas
concentration camp, part of the Jewish population was taken to the camps
in Estonia and Germany for extermination.

fosfor 37
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Soros says the Lord cannot return until God vaxxed.

God said....enjoy the future Sinner 

Thutmosess
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If Lithuania has any kind of dependence on tourism, this 'Opportunity Pass'
won't last long

Rumple4skin
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Shove me yourrr paperrrs!

 

They're experiencing Orwell's 1984 and the occupation 1941
simultaneously.

 

'itler would be amazed by the current situation in Europe.

 

Enjoy

Stone_d_agehurler
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And what if you don't have a surveillance, er, smart phone?  What if it's
dead?  

I can't speak for Europe, but here across the pond apparently folk can't get
even ID to vote.  Some don't even have bank accounts to be monitored. 
Some state and federal government agencies don't have enough data to sell
and some intelligence agencies don't have enough data to blackmail and on
and on and on.

Decimus Lunius Luvenalis
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This is all a control mechanism. On 9/11, they rolled out the TSA thugs on
everyone, and now they're rolling out this scan your phone if you want to go

JayPowell
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3 1 Reply"

everyone, and now they're rolling out this scan your phone if you want to go
anywhere because they said so, BS.
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This has gone beyond morality and logic.  'Good' normies like the author of
this article will be steamrolled and terminated unless the wake up fast to the
reality of the fact that there is NO deadly, contagious <virus>, only a deadly
spike protein in the shots, realize they're being marched to the abattoir, and
act accordingly.

TheTrumanShow
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If they realise what has been done to them ...

If they understand the doom they have taken ...

What will they do about it?

DjangoCat
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I read that Hitler opposed vaccines referring to them in media outlets
stating: “ It seems to me that poison & j ews seldom do good things”…

JamalIsKang
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BILL GATES 

ROCKFELLAR 

ROTHSCHILD 

 

 

**********
”

Thus, Rockefeller’s power was maintained, and he is portrayed in Robert
Minor’s 1911 cartoon in THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH as welcoming Karl
Marx to Wall Street, with Marx carrying a book titled SOCIALISM.
Rockefeller was able to use his great wealth to “buy” politicians who would
see to it that through laws, rules and regulations, their “owners” were not
adversely affected—a type of corporate Socialism.

In August of the same year (1911), McCLURE’S magazine published an
article titled “Masters of America: The Seven Men,” which warned that,

Education was an important component of the Rockefeller plan, and he
hired a reassuring Baptist minister, Frederick Gates, to set up his General
Education Board in 1902 to oversee this effort.

 

From this position, Gates wrote Occasional Letter No. 1 (published 1912),
stating that,

Rockefeller education initiatives applied to city schools, too, as Mayor John
Hylan of New York City said in THE NEW YORK TIMES (March 27, 1922):

Dogmillionaire

“all fundamental resources, all industries capable of forming a unit,
are being drawn together toward monopoly control…. And if
corporate centralization of power continues unchecked, what is the
next great popular agitation to be in this country? For state
socialism?”

“in our dream, we have limitless resources, and the people (rural
folk) yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hand…
unhampered by tradition.”

“One of my first acts as mayor was to pitch out… from the
educational system of our city the Rockefeller agents” and others
who planned “to fit the children for the mill and factory.”

👈👈👈👈👈

👈

#############
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I used to like Lithuania, very disappointed to see it go back to despotism.  I
thought Lithuanians are smarter than that.  BTW I expect the author will
quickly find out he will not be posting anti-vax stuff on twatter.  

truthseeker47
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Perhaps foreign wars are a good thing, if they keep government aggression
focused elsewhere and not on the citizenry.

Saluki
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They don't see us as any different from the foreigners they murder
every day.

 

Errbody Loves Me
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I'm  strong advocate of the right to be left the hell alone...

Ninth Amendment: This amendment is interpreted to justify a broad reading
the Bill of Rights to protect your fundamental right to privacy in ways not
provided for in the first eight amendments.

CourtOfAtom
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Exactly, don't ask me about my religion, politics or 

vaccination.

BEMUSED-CONFUSED
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You only have two choices, submit or try (maybe die) to be free.

There is no in between, unless it's collateral damage...

espirit
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Live free or die.

Hadrian
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The vax is simply the pretext for tyranny in the name of public safety.It could
be imposed many other ways, but this swindle makes fast billions for the
Big Pharma owners, while thinning the herd.

freeculture
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Jesus Christ Tyler, this is absolute BS. Covid is absolutely primarily a
nosocomial disease.

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole

considering that the majority of transmission occurs in the home)
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A what?

Demologos
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Ok, I  looked it up. My son and his girlfriend had it and never saw
the inside of a hospital before or after. 

Are hospitalized people acquiring it there? Yes. 

Demologos
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Seems as though the only people dying are the ones that get a
tube forced down their throat in the hospital. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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True, and for good reason. 

Demologos
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Sure lets adopt Lithuania's approach! I look forward to the fallout of brick
and mortar retail industry who doesnt have the courage to say, I will not
comply. 

RealRRic
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That video makes me sick to my stomach. Bunch of mindless collectivists.

warsev
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Book of revelations playing out!

The Mark of the Beast

16And the second beast required all people small and great, rich and poor,
free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their
forehead, 17so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark—the
name of the beast or the number of its name.

18Here is a call for wisdom: Let the one who has insight calculate the
number of the beast, for it is the number of a man, and that number is 666.d

GrimmReefer
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The vaccine isn't the beast it's the government 

coletrickle45
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It clearly says the Mark goes on your right hand or forehead. The jab
goes in either upper arm. It's not the Mark of the Beast.

Mad Machine
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Australian actress Sam Frost issues video similar to this one, forced to scrap
online accounts by hysterical communist attacks

https://www.smh.com.au/national/you-ain-t-rosa-parks-actor-sam-frost-
deletes-account-after-anti-vax-video-backlash-20211009-p58yng.html

 

Jim in MN

The 32-year-old Sydneysider, who stars in Home and Away, released
the video on Instagram on Saturday in which she used the word
“segregation” to describe the treatment of unvaccinated people.

Frost said she sought advice from her doctor and psychologist
about her decision and had “good reasons” for not getting
vaccinated but was keeping them private.

She shut down her Instagram account soon after publishing the
video due to the backlash from some of those who viewed it. She
had around 577,000 followers.
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We left the E.U , your country should do the same...

mulciber
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Escaped rule by Moscow.

Welcome to the "health" care the EU allows...

Show your EU papers.

 

A_Huxley
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deep state = vatican = fascism

learnofjesuits
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always, if you were healthy, you got to participate in society while the sick
hid. 

 

now everything has been flipped upside down and i blame everyone.

 

shame the mental mutants, make them own their evil

liberty2day
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THIS is TRULY SAD - & Disgusting that the majority of country's occupants
are complying w/ Tyrannical Order AND have been turned into Tyranny-
Enforcers themselves. Is this the future of the US, Canada, UK, Australia &
other countries where the majority consider themselves opposed to
Segregation & Apartheid. .... where the majority consider themselves
capable - if not always practicing - reasoned thinking? But are they about a
virus-causing illness where on the average for all ages, >99% recover AND
even more would (& do in some locations like "backward India") if provided
w/ truly effective treatment early rather than told to wait until symptoms are
severe.... SMH!!!

KittyAW
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The award winning “best” comment to this hair raising article is,  How
is an unvaccinated person a threat to a person who's been vaccinated?

Sadly, that question is a bit redundant. It’s in-your-face communism.
This is it! We the people have trudged pass the road sign, “Welcome to
Serfdom.” 

Wherher the choice was via the revolutionary or the evolutionary road
to socialism, the masses nonetheless have chosen -
Socialism! Both roads have rooted out and destroyed the culture of
Western civilization, using our governments toward that goal.

God is gone and what do we have - Marxism, an anti-religious religion
where we all chant, F... F... the only verb and adjective left in once was
one of the most descriptive languages known to man, the English
language. And we feel so proud. Adios, Shakespeare and Milton.

Democracy, of course, cannot exist as a permanent form of
government. The voters always choose fiscal collapse via freebies and
multi trillion dollar benefits, and now as always, follows the dictator -
Senile Biden, the man behind whom Satan wields his hammer.

NAV
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My question for all the vaxtards - are you in on the game somehow, or
are you just fuckin stupid?  I have 'former' friends who could fall into
either category.   

Stinkbug 1
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https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/576073-fauci-says-he-strongly-
suspects-that-covid-19-deaths-will-go-down-in-the

Fauci continues to insist that he actually doesn't know a goddamn
thing about a goddamn thing

Jim in MN
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humans, if jabbed and hurting, warn off others. 

 

leftists, good nazis that they are, try to force others to suffer with them

liberty2day
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Trump gave the vaccine makers their immunity from liability, was he a
leftist? Biden is a neocon, Neoliberal in the pocket of Comcast is he a
Leftist ?

Gott
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Trump is controlled by globalists.  Conservative states are free,
leftists states are not.  The leftists and globalists are the problem.

runningman18
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clueless

Gott
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Trump was naive... He could not conceive how evil was the
swamp...

when the saxon began
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Lithuania is literally worshipping nazi collaborators and building monuments
for them.

They are just doing what they know the best. 

Horrible country.

Thordoom
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any news from Palestine?

RattieNomNom
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any group that gets together, un, wef, davos, bilderberger, masons, jesuits,
is pure satanic evil that needs to be shut down as the imminent existential
threat to humans that they are

liberty2day
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This is why I hope the shots kill everyone who gets them.

bugsmashers
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'Opportunity Passport'?!  That's rich!  "This passport gives you the
opportunity to buy groceries, the opportunity to be employed, the
opportunity to access healthcare, and the opportunity to enjoy your
constitutional rights....Hurry up and act now.  Don't miss your opportunity!" 

Mr. Tivington
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"The pandemic represents a rare but narrow window of opportunity to
reflect, reimagine, and reset our world..." Klaus Schwab

When you look at it as an "opportunity" instead of tyranny, then global
depopulation, human enslavement, and an economic collapse where
"you'll own nothing and you'll be happy" doesn't sound so bad after
all.

GoodyGumdrops
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everything is an inversion, says, Natas

drivel_news
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One dead banker or judge for every person prohibited from entering an
establishment.

FIFY

 

White Domestic Tourist
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I’m so tired of reading about stupid shit like this. Can’t we just get this on?
We are losing all the cities without a fight. We have pretty clear lines of
division now. Neither side is going to budge or change their minds.
Noncompliance just gets Commies to double down more on
authoritarianism. It’s about time to get heads cracking.

Obake158
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A collusion of interests.

I) The US security services get to control & survey you with the 'Green
Pass',

ii) US Corporate big tech get access to all your ‘Green Pass’ data

iii) US big pharma get massive income from forcing testing & regular
treatments on you forever.

iv) US political interests going along.

The CIA, Corporate monopolies, Big Pharma & corrupt political interests
working together to harvest you.

 

Gott
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Pathological people run this world.

I am Jack’s existential crisis
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The American Empire runs the world and they have been murdering
and causing fascist coups for years, this is their normal operations.
The difference is they never did it in the first world before or at home to
this extent. this is all standard CIA 'popular' coup preparation. .

Gott
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Silence you uneducated commie douche guzzler.

Hipneck911
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You are so sad.  

Gott
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No. What is happening now far exceeds the reach of the US. This is
something more subtle and far more sinister. An ideology put
forth by a fraternity that has infiltrated the highest levels of society
that has no regard for national sovereignty, but rather a desire to
undermine all that exists because it loves chaos. Because to
them; Chaos is stimulating, and the precursor to creation. They
could be accurately labeled pagans, Taoists, or Luciferian, but they
worship the Generative Principle of nature and like to mix $h!t up
and turn things on their head.

I am Jack’s existential crisis
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On a brighter note:  M class CME heading directly toward earth this
morning.

https://suspicious0bservers.org/

Warlock 1976
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Ignore that conman

L0ddy
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Get a life. By the way STFU

Warlock 1976
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Who is the most dangerous? Those who refuse an experimental vaccination
or those who take it but are somehow still not vaccinated?

Beltain
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Please encourage/ don’t discourage anyone from getting vaxxed.. in a year
there will be a whole lot less BS to deal with. It’s us and:

1. Skeleton.gov

2. Post Office 

 

We got a lot of guns. 
 

I like getting mail.

 

iDealMeat
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They are pushing unlawful crap but 50% of sheeple swallow it like monkey
bananas

Divide_And_Conquer
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My body my choice (unless it is about forcing a vaccine in me because
that's okay)

rphb
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The documentary "Covidland" with interviews of 50 experts, videos and
clips banned from the internet because they don't want you to know...

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AmFjoQJDy1rE/

liberty2
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It is on YouTube... for now:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs_8I4JknM4

 

Spooge
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Thanks, keep sharing all over like rumble, brighteon and more!

liberty2
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And now they soon have 4th and 5th jabs upcoming.  How much of this
crap can your body handle? Guess we'll find out.

rsnoble
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"Hurry up already before everyone finds out!"

rsnoble
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Canada is on the same path. You can ride city bus, but not train or plane
without  jab.

BT
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Just like in Lithuania, this is coming to America. It's not a matter of "when"
but rather they have already taken over America. The elites (especially big
tech, pharma, and the large corporations) have managed to take over
America. They have control over lawmakers and the executive branch. If
lawmakers were going to fight against this tyranny, they would have already
done so. Unfortunately, life as a free man/woman is gone in America.
Prepare accordingly...

Liesel
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Even with the teleprompter in front of him, Biden is incoherent.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=iNqFCOASIt0

Never One Roach
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His booster shot did it's job then

Agent Smith
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Lost another battle with the teleprompter did he?

Toby1970
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Dear author rest assured you are not alone…..  There are many of us that
refuse the ‘cure’ and will weather the storm.    As for the “4’th or 5’th round
of vaccinations” - at what point will the zombies have more poison in their
bloodstream than blood ???

Notenoughtoys
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Here's how to push back:

"Then these inspiring words: "Resolve to serve no more, and you are at
once freed. I do not ask that you place hands upon the tyrant to topple
him over, but simply that you support him no longer; then you will
behold him, like a great Colossus whose pedestal has been pulled
away, fall of his own weight and break in pieces."

In all these areas, the author has anticipated Jefferson and Arendt,
Gandhi and Spooner, and those who overthrew Soviet tyranny. The
essay has profound relevance for understanding history and all our
times."

https://mises.org/library/politics-obedience-discourse-voluntary-
servitude/html

It was true five centuries ago as it will be tomorrow.

The real jo blo
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Thanks jo blow.  I personally am facing imminent loss of a well-paying
position in which I have been a top performer for over 25 years, more
than 20 of that working from home.  The edict came down from on
high that because the company has some U.S. gov contracts, then
their hands were tied.  I kid you not, the next day we get another email
congratulating the CEO on his humanitarian efforts in responding to
COVID.  I digress... 

Dirty Harry
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Let's go Brandon!

 

I will not comply.

 

I'll wear a life jacket everyday before i get the vaccine. 

 

If they ban interstate travel for unvaccinated I'm literally packing my bags to
head to somewhere Red and God Bless anyone who tries to stop me. 

do_you_even_science_bro
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Just Pass on the Pass.

 

There are no knowns, we only know what we know that is known.

 

The Odessa File
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The vaccinated cannot contribute to herd immunity. 

Nature will win and the leaky "vaccines" will fail if they continue down this
path. 

Ony the unvaccinated contribute. 

See the Bossche/Malone video of 28 September. and this: 

https://www.ukcolumn.org/community/forums/topic/on-the-unreliability-of-
uk-government-covid-19-statistics/page/18/#post-177797

and this

https://www.ukcolumn.org/community/wp-
content/uploads/2021/10/covid.summary01.pdf

 

richarda
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You ZHers know. The men better get it up. We are in no-no-land and there it
is.

Take it sitting down? Real deal with it standing up.

ponchoramic
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All we are saying, "give peace a chance"

Or "Let the bodies hit the floor"

TheAntiGov
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If you don't believe,

you'd better get superstitious.

Ask my sisters!

"Ooh, she's vicious!"

I put a spell on you,

I put a spell on you,

Sisters!

 

Ah say ento pi alpha mabi upendi

(Ah say ento pi alpha mabi upendi)

In comma coriyama

(In comma coriyama)

 

translated:

up and die

in a vax coma...

buzzsaw99
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Rule number one that babies learn: "do not take candy from strangers"

liberty2day
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New Forced Control: NYU Langone and other Hospitals in New York
and Long Island are Forcing that if the Parent is not VAXXED they will
not release Babies From NICU to Parents or after birth as per CDC
Guidelines. You Need to Show VAX-Passport to see your own New
Born Baby.

Battlefield USA
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the methods offer the solution. Wear a armband with a yellow star. Get a
cowbell to ring and scream unclean!
Shop as little as ever possible, like only eating porridge for a year or five.
Anything else that needs shopping, get it from some place outside the A-
world (as in transanalism and the only part promoted in media in the a-
world).. like russia and thus funding NOT-transanalism. certainly never by
amazon etc transanalism promoting shitholes.

Oh and Alexander Solnietsyns books might be good litterature to pick up,
the american controlled a-world having become a network of gulags. Never
ask the extermination camp guards for anything, never fear them and never
believe anything they say.

just be a counterrevolutionary
Afterall the more people that work, buy stuff and participate in society, the
stronger the controll is. By not spending money or sending it abroad jobs
are lost, services and products are not produced, people lose their rental
cubes and loans are unpaid. And the evil transanal shitworld falls apart. Oh
and by all means sabotage electricity, phone connectiocity and internet if
ever getting the chance. Should internet & phones be somehow
permanently disabled in parts of the world those would be free from the
fascist passport.

And as always, dont listen to them, dont believe anything they say and
never ask them for anything. Screeching over wearing a yellow star etc..
ignore the silencers. Not a bad idea at all to use earcuffs at all time so there
is less possibility to hear anything outsiders say, its all irrelevant anyway.
Those outside the family being outsiders and thus aliens.

zob2020
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Be the first in line to grab phones off the weak and dying vaxxed.

Crush the cube
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Obey publicly.

Defy privately.

You decide how to defy.

Fight the good fight against fascism to the end.

georgewilson3
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No.

Defy publicly.

secretargentman
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Defying privately does nothing.
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Obey?  The Covidiots can FOAD.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Coming soon:

16  And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond,
to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:
17  And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name.
18  Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred
threescore and six.

Revelation 13:16-18

Receive Messiah before it is too late:

16  For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

John 3:16

Maranatha1
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Excellent discussion of The Lie by Fauci at the Brownstone Institute this
week. 
https://brownstone.org/articles/one-big-data-error-kicked-off-this-crisis/

 

White Domestic Tourist
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Add this to the quest for truth: “A study in France looked at all-cause
mortality data from 1946 to 2020 and concluded that ‘SARS-CoV-2 is
not an unusually virulent viral respiratory disease pathogen” because
there is no significant increase in mortality. Of the deaths in 2020, the
study said, ‘unprecedented strict mass quarantine and isolation of
both sick and healthy elderly people, together and separately, killed
many of them.’”

Here is the article’s correct conclusion: “Sadly, many politicians were
duped and went along with the recommendations for lockdowns and
masks that followed from Dr. Fauci’s 10-times-deadlier testimony.
Don’t expect them to admit their mistakes, either. Perhaps the only
thing harder for a politician than telling the whole truth is admitting a
mistake.”

What is the truth?

If you listen to many experts, you hear this truth based on CDC data:
99.8 or 99.9 percent of people across all ages who get infected by
COVID do not die. That means that the IFR overall is 0.1 or 0.2 In other
words, similar to the flu IFR.

wickster
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If they won't let people into the bank to access their money, then people
need to be their own bank and hold their own money.  Got Bitcoin?

wickster
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are they going to do that to the billionaires too?

buzzsaw99
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Only mass civil disobedience and a defensive army ready to protect the
people against the vax tyrants can save what is left of our world. The
criminally insane at the helm have gone full-blown demonic wacko and are
attempting genocide on an unprecedented scale.

Weihan
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Try skipping work for a week first.  Or everyone stop making payments
to BoA.   Just stop.

In a conflict it all goes away anyway.  Stop.

ToSoft4Truth
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A government that will not protect the rights of all of its citizens has no
business having any citizens. Armed insurrection would be the moral and
ethical choice.

HonorSeeker
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You will be made to suffer, for the crime of, "not desiring to be
unnecessarily poisoned for a fake pandemic." 

The Future Is Now

The current reality in Lithuania foreshadows the future that faces
other countries if they continue down the path of Covid Pass
restrictions: Europe, the US, the UK, Australia, Canada...

To me, this should be a global news headline:
---
"Lithuania bans citizens from society. Other EU countries
following soon."
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They got people used to it by conditioning them to need an app and a
password for everything. Now you'll need an app and a password just to
exist. 

John Grady
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Oh well. If Lithuania is prepared to fall for another commie gang-rape, then
there's no helping them.

Mind you, I do like the idea of being in and out of the bank or insurance
company within fifteen minutes.

ZeroHegemony
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State law here makes masks illegal in all financial institutions, that
never changed at any point.  The banks and CU's actually posted
signs stating state law requires you to remove it prior to entry.

Crush the cube
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This is no surprise about Lithuania. Lithuanians, along with Latvians and
Ukrainian Banderites, were among the most tyrannical brutal Nazis during
WW2, even to the point where diehard Germans Nazis were often horrified
at their actions. 

Boogity
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October 15th deadline in the EU for the vaxpass. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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vaxpass, lolz.  they deserve that so much.  i hope they run out of natty
this winter too.

buzzsaw99
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It’s a healthpass or greenpass in some places, but all dialed into the
same system. It’s like combing a passport with a sprinkle of
Obamacare. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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My late grandmother grew up in a multi ethnic neighborhood of people
many immigrants or first generation.

Lithuanians had a reputation of being hard-headed. 

TheABaum
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Best not to drive 2A supporters to desperation by imposing such tyrannical
measures as it will get ugly in a hurry. 
 

But that’s probably what the goal is to then pass legislation to disarm the
public.  Then we are really screwed.

LostWages
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Don’t worry Lithuania, the entire planet will be scanning their COVID passes
soon 

Blackrighteousspace🛸
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Absolute Leftist Insanity, Absolute Leftist Tyranny

Thousands march in Rome to protest workplace vax rule...
'Freedom!'
Seattle braces for mass firing of police as hundreds yet to show shot
proof...
UCLA doctor escorted from hospital after refusing...
No-jab celebs pay for FAKE passports to appear on TV...
Man stabs Manhattan APPLE store guard over mask rule...
COVID big waves over? Experts split...

The Future Is Now
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But the Pope said it's OK to take a jab that has the potential of killing
you .. so what's the beef!

Must be, since the Pope claims to be the representative of Christ on
Earth, Christ wants a lot of people injured or even dead, right? 

No worries!  The Pope is always right and don't eat meat on Fridays if
you're Catholic... oh wait! That doesn't apply any more. I guess the
people who ate meat and went to hell way back when are still in hell..
go figure. 10 Hail Mary's and a few thousand $$ monetary indulgences
to the Church should get them out of hell!    What a joke! 

pmc
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Still wearing bondage masks...suckers

heehaw2
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He is telling only about what exist now in Lithuania. Not about plans in
motions of total 24/7 suveilance and limit of each persons CO2 emmissions
that is currently being developed. Thats Green/Opportunity Pass 2.0

Ritmas
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So the lefties have a problem with White Privilege but have no problem with
Vaxxed Privilege?

It's no different from a CULT, which I would define as anything that makes
one group of people feel like they're better than everyone else. Applies to all
religions, political parties, and "the science."

Sun Rabbit
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Unlike natural immunity, the so-called COVID vaccines appear to enable
infections from Singapore’s data, which in turn generate more draconian
tyrannical measures and the downhill slope to medical tyranny continues.

It appears that COVID vaccines are the right answer to accentuate a tyranny
and ensure it stays in power. No wonder many in science now think the
vaccines are not really vaccines but therapies and enablers for more
lockdowns and mutated variants.

The test is also very suspect and probably giving false positives. That’s why
the US government pandemic tyrants are having to replace it by year’s end.
Forcing it on people will be eventually construed an act of violence against
humanity by history and legal scholars.

In the US the flood of untested and unmonitored illegals allows for more
variants to enter the country along with other diseases. Thanks to Biden
we’ll have old deadly diseases that took decades and millions to eradicate
back in the country.

This is weaponized and politicized science delivered by tyrants, not real
science. Natural immunity is totally ignored.

 

Southern_Boy
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It's a killshot.  The biggest carbon threat on the planet according to our
Nazi overseers is us.  Humans, people.

They want to get rid of all but about 1/2 billion of us.  It's carved in
stone.

Shifter_X
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I thought lithuania was one of those more free white countries

stanktank20
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I think you are thinking about Hungary, where Soros and the elites live.
Hungary is the land now of peasant slaves to medical tyranny run by
old communists.

 

Southern_Boy
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Pfizer, ,.donated $61.8 mln for Biden's inaugural

left blank
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Communism Is Alive and Well In Lithuania

Spitzenhammer
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https://www.14news.com/2021/10/08/attorney-covid-19-vaccine-given-
family-including-small-kids-instead-flu-shots/

Vinividivinci
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What is worse, the destruction of property or the destruction of a person's
life?

In the vicinity of where you live, what does the telecom/data box look like at
the curb near the street?  Where are the cell towers in this area?  Where are
the satellite dishes in this area?  What tools/apps are the technorats using to
try and control you?  Was there life before the internet?

JoePorkChop
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I would like to go back to 1981. May I PLEASE?!

WalkingLibertyGirl
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It was actually a lot of fun living in 1981.

garypaul
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.
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So, the "fake news" DEATH PANELS have arrived thanks to a mystery virus
with a 99% survival rate.

Ok, OBOMBER wins again.

I guess trans'ing the us was not enough let us go forth and do the world.

jeez what a bunch of simps.

 

karzai_luver
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gee a............... 99% survival rate sounds great until you realise that's a
1% death rate................... which is 1 in 100.

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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Baking soda worked against the Spanish Flu.  I'm sure it also works for the
CCP Flu:

https://rense.com/general96/baking-soda-was-successful-against-the-
spanish-flu.php

Cocktosen
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I take 1/2 tsp baking soda in 4 oz of water at earliest signs of any
cold virus.  I also reduce eating.  I continue to take it up to three times
in a day, but often only need the first dose.  Obliterates by way of
increasing your blood pH.  The higher pH makes the envelope of the
virus much easier for your body to tear apart and tear into.  Then it's
game over for the virus.

I am very susceptible to catching colds, and have had a lot of
experience with this method.  Some can come on strong, the only
thing I would add then is a hot bath to start up a sweat, since the heat
also harms the virus.

BeerBelly
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And when COVID first started, I thought it was a real threat, so I
bought a big bag of baking soda imagining I would be treating
everyone in the neighborhood.  The bag remains unopened of
course!

BeerBelly
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...And it really is no saltier than soup broth.  

BeerBelly
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And one other note, you can wind up sleepless after alkalizing
yourself.  So I tend to do fewer doses, ideally just one.
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Freedom is ours for the taking.

Earth is ours for the taking.

Peace is ours for the taking.

So take it.

Break the chain of obedience.

Start to live as were endowed to.

freedommusic
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World Renowned Psychiatrist: ‘Global Predators’ Fauci, Gates, and
Schwab Behind the COVID ‘Reign of Terror’

World Renowned Psychiatrist: ‘Global Predators’ Fauci, Gates, and Schwab
Behind the COVID ‘Reign of Terror’ – The Burning Platform

BugMan
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MSM trying to pin the air traffic meltdown on Southwest Airlines LOL

Jim in MN
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If this virus (with a 99.5% survival rate overall and a 99.9% survival rate for
healthy under 50s) was designed as a bioweapon, it is a very weak one at
best, maybe the only bioweapon that is less deadly is the (Russian
NOVOCHOK) they do have a similar pattern, propaganda fear promotion to
make everyone comply, simple basic math tells us otherwise!

perikleous
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It's the flu rebranded 

captain noob
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The vaxx destroys your blood. Chaos posted this:

https://rumble.com/vnbgal-never-before-seen-blood-doctor-reveals-
horrific-findings-after-examining-vi.html

Savvy
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Imagine if this was on the TV

captain noob
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Seems good enough to permanently seize power with universal
biometric surveillance....

Jim in MN
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it was not a weapon but intended as a first or second step to a vax that
got away.

it is a vax attempt.

that is why fraudcy and collins (former boss) are clueless over how to
stop it.

novel indeed.

 

karzai_luver
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Can you elaborate on that?  Maybe a reference or two?  Thank you.

green_dog
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ALL this is just medieval hysteria from a scientific standpoint.

Just treat the ill.

It's over in the US anyhow.

Jim in MN
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I am sorry for your loss. 
I hope there will be very very soon the returns of your passions of Liberty.
And that everyone sees the insanity as exactly that. "Insanity!" 

rando
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This is all a global IQ test. After a year, all those who resisted being
vaccinated will be deemed to be the most intelligent and will reap many
awards. Those who were vaxxed will get the "Joe Biden " participation
trophy.

redwhiteblue
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Onless it's a setup for the big 1 with a real vax but nobody takes it.

Better do your research!

oddblock
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 It's a rough life for retards.

roadhazard
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If you gone-b stupid you gott- b tough!

oddblock
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This has to grow legs!!

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/10/09/report-100-to-200-
congressional-reps-and-staff-were-treated-with-ivermectin-protocol-from-
front-line-covid-critical-care-doctors/

 

marieeiram
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The doctor tasked with treating the President of the US, who was
apparently suffering from the disease at the time, had his regime
published on international, live television: he included chloroquine
(quinine). The press ridiculed his (the Doctor's) treatment for the fact
that the President likened the activity of the drug to (some sort of
cleaning fluid additive to the bloodstream.)

The press went to the ad hominem and we lost information of primary
importance. (The audience was encouraged to emulate the hysteria
deliberately generated by the ad hominem...)

fulliautomatix
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one rule for thee - me? GFY

100-200 Members of Congress treated with Ivermectin… – CITIZEN FREE
PRESS

Dr. Pierre Kory of Frontline Doctors — “Between 100-200 United States
Congress Members (plus many of their staffers and family members) with
COVID.. were treated by a colleague over the past 15 months with
ivermectin & the I-MASK+ protocol. None have gone to hospital.”

hooligan2009
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Mr. Lietuva -

Never fear.  By all accounts, within three years or so, most of the fools who
submitted to the jab will no longer be with us and you will be able to do
whatever you want.

chocopot
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No, if that happens there will be a frenzy by the vaxxed to go full witch
hunt on the unvaxxed because it must be their fault.

Demologos
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Seems Lithuania is an experimentation lab for the NWO gang. Orwell would
be shocked and excited to see how they follow his script to implement a
high tech dystopia. 

porco rosso
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I’m glad all these covid passes are digital, how are they going to know who
is who when the power goes out?

Rich Stoehner
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50% of cell towers are either on backup power already or have backup
power source..  Even with the lights out, people will be microwaved in
their homes if they live near cellular towers etc.

Cult of the Sun
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You cannot maintain a 20th century economy and technology with a
twelfth century social model - but that's what they want to try to do.

fulliautomatix
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Coming to America, where the Constitution is just a piece of paper to be
pissed on by corporations, democrats and republicans alike.

OldNewB
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Soon coming to a State/Town near you

NIRP-BTFD
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not WV & KY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFq6eZBS1iM

oddblock
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The gentleman who said that, borders on a full pant load shitter.

TrippyCat
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Hillbillies best survive empires, see Afghans, Swiss, etc.

We border on culture longevity 4er shoer !

oddblock
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Tried and True:  If you want to get rich, find a need and fill it.

As a uni student, all I needed was my high school grad present, an instant
camera, a picture, some laminate, and a razor blade.

Sold dozens of photo ID cards for $10.00 each.

A VaxPass should be 10 X easier to create. 

I feel new millionaires growing like Corn in Iowa every day when and if a
Local, State, Federal or to make it really easy, an Internationally accepted
VaxPass.
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"My country was occupied by the USSR, 1944-1990. We fought for - and
won - independence. Hundreds of thousands of people took real risks
opposing Soviet tyranny. On one day, 30% of the entire population joined
hands to form a 675-km chain in support of freedom."

Long before the "Soviet occupation".

Fyodor Dostoevsky, about Russia's closest neighbors and, as it were,
brothers "... Russia will not have, and has never had, such haters, envious,
slanderers and even obvious enemies as all these Slavic tribes, as soon as
Russia liberates them, and Europe agrees to recognize them liberated! And
let them not object to me, do not dispute, do not shout at me that I am
exaggerating and that I am a hater of the Slavs!

After their liberation, they will begin their new life, I repeat, precisely with
what they will beg from Europe, from England and Germany, for example,
the guarantee and protection of their freedom, and even though Russia will
be in the concert of European powers, they will do it in defense of Russia.

They will certainly begin with the fact that inside themselves, if not directly
out loud, they will declare to themselves and convince themselves that they
do not owe the slightest gratitude to Russia, on the contrary, that from

they barely escaped the power of Russia…

Maybe for a whole century, or even more, they will continuously trumpet
about this, tremble for their freedom and fear Russia's love of power; they
will ingratiate themselves with European states, slander Russia, gossip
about it and intrigue against it.

It will be especially pleasant for the liberated Slavs to express and trumpet
to the whole world that they are educated tribes capable of the highest
European culture, whereas Russia is a barbaric country, a gloomy northern
colossus, not even pure Slavic blood, a persecutor and hater of European
civilization. They will, of course, have, from the very beginning, constitutional
governance, parliaments,

responsible ministers, speakers, speeches. They will be extremely
comforted and delighted by this..."

Lithuania will receive € 14.5 billion from the European Union over seven
years.

Europeans are you all crazy? What are you paying them money for?
Lithuania does not work and does not produce anything! Do you see that
they are traitors and loud prostitutes? 

fosfor 37
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S.M.A.R.T. phone isn't the mark of the beast, but they're tracking &
monitoring you with them.. ? 🤔  And you're so addicted you still can't give
them up? Seems legit..

Cult of the Sun
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Dr. Malone and Dr. Navarro - The Most Important Conversation of 2021

https://youtu.be/4jAZuNwopIM

 

 

Olebole
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Widespread, centrally planned genocide.

OldNewB
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The best part of this issue is that it is clear that control on behalf of Gaia and
carbon are the end game, but people still believe in weather change even
though it's on record that weather was weaponized in the 1960s and many
countries actively change weather today.

Gekko Jr
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Let's not be so hard on this guy. He is not at fault. His heart is in the right
place. He has the same problem as each of us: a stupid slavish population
of fellow citizens which are no more than trained domestic animals of the
state. 

absalom_hicks
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No one here is being hard on this guy. Did you even read the article?
He is not complying with the mandate.

YouWillEatBugs
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Everyone supports him, no one is being hard on him, and take your
racist hatred of White Slavic people and shove it up your elbow.

MPZ1
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Same now in the Netherlands where you can only shop for essentials; luckily
Portugal has relaxed its rules, but how long before the EU top unelected
group puts the pressure on like Macron or the way Italy went (same covid
pass nonsense). Schwab, Gates and his Mates (criminals from Pfizer etc.)
seem to have won.

Freedom will have to come via the US where people are capable but
hemmed in by Biden.

Jung
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So they went from communism to plain tyranny then.  Way to go.

captain-nemo
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Increases in COVID-19 are unrelated to levels of vaccination across 68
countries and 2947 counties in the United State

 

...the trend line suggests a marginally positive association such that
countries with higher percentage of population fully vaccinated have higher
COVID-19 cases per 1 million people.

 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10654-021-00808-7

Maryjane
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The problem with all the statistics is the Gov is the only one able to
coordinate that information And the Gov is lying to our faces.

DelusionsCrowded
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Time to put these brain washed Karen zombies down like the dogs they are.

Tyrone Durden
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I am truly sorry, but the Lithuanians applauded the Nazi invasion.  They took
"those of the Jewish faith" to the court house sqare and kicked them to
death.  The encouraged their children to kick them to death.

So now they are world experts on epidemiology??????

What is your inbred point?????

QABubba
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"This is Amandha Vollmer. Amandha eloquently puts a positive spin to our
present day NWO trials and tribulations, and shoves it all back into the
globalists' faces." (1:36min)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6tLTy0vEKJkP/

DefendPeace
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She lays it out...

"Good luck, you're gonna need it" to the pathological liars out there.

DjangoCat
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The pope supports the vaccine mafia ........

 

 

.DO THE OPPOSITE 

 

 

https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/pope-urges-
covid-inoculations-says-vaccines-are-humanitys-friends-2021-09-15/

Dogmillionaire
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This man masquerading as the Pope is EVIL.   

Free2Speak
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J. Krishnamurti said:  "It is no measure of health, to be well adjusted to a
profoundly sick society"

 

 

He was quite right.

sojournthru77
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Mask + Sunglasses = Anonymity.

Use that against the oppressors...

espirit
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This place is on life support...glad to see you around

Wild Bill Rides Again
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You too, Bill.

edit: It's too early to give up a good fight...

espirit
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Church of Covid 

jedward1000
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We are the new global religion. This is our Statement of Beliefs:

We believe in mask wearing to reduce CO2 emissions, to dehumanize,
and to show our allegiance to the State.

We believe in forcing everyone else on the planet to join our religion,
and we won't stop until we get a needle into everyone's arm.

We believe in following the guidance of our heroes, Dr Fauci and Bill
Gates, and the wonderful leadership of the CDC and the WHO.

GoodyGumdrops
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You forgot the wonderful guidance of the democrat politicians, soon
to be the only political party.

truthseeker47
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I don't trust any politician - Red Team or Blue Team.

GoodyGumdrops
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Gays. Jews. Asians. Communist !!!! …. Not sure why so many Blacks
though????

Seasmoke
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There's an obvious answer to this.  And sure, it's an over
generalization, but that doesn't make it not true

Wild Bill Rides Again

Not sure why so many Blacks though????
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The EU is making the old Soviet Union look like pikers. The Russophobic
Lithuanians are leading the decent into tyranny. 

Who could have seen that coming/s

Idaho potato head
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Heard some actual weird shit today. Not those stories about some dates
when shit is going to happen. Or the stories about Maricopa revealing all
sorts shenanigans. or the President is going to be removed on such and
such a date.  Or the stuff on the vax and all that. 

Guy been stationed in Afghanistan for quite a while saying that evidently a
huge wave of military headed towards Alberta.  Says there is no reason for
it. Edmonton fairly removed from "chaos".  Says that this is the destination
for all Afghanistan troops. 

I dunno. Maybe it's a supplies issue. No food expected? Lineups? People
freaking out?

We will all be like Lithuania soon. 

 

Pareto
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Lol, the military has sent medical folks to help with Alberta's
overwhelmed hospitals due to Covid.  So has the Red Cross.  Alberta
is so short staffed now for the sheer number of hospitalized that they
are at the point where "triage protocols" have been implemented
(where doctors must decide which people are most likely to live or die,
and thus, who the doctors will focus treatment on).

So yeah, they need all the help they can get.

Canadian Gal
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Help them with Ivermectin or reap death.

Demologos
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Oh, yeah, lots of idiots out there abusing Ivermectin, but hey, you
go for it....

" Hinshaw said Alberta hospitals have seen people with extreme
adverse effects after taking the drug Ivermectin. That drug is
predominantly used in livestock species like horses and cows to
control intestinal parasites and some skin parasites. "

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/alberta-covid-
coronavirus-october-8-1.6206372
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Abusing ivermectin? You’re an idiot, my husband, a
pharmacist for over two decades has been filling scripts for
humans for years. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Lol, yeah, well, clearly not everyone has been getting theirs
from a pharmacist, right?  No one in Alberta is being
prescribed the drug by a doctor because it's not authorized
for use for Covid, yet they show up at the hospitals sick due
to Ivermectin use.  Hillbillies will be hillbillies.  They love their
horse paste.

Canadian Gal
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Some idiots don't know how to read directions.

Boomerdoomer
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Who gives a FVCK what Hinshaw says. Shes a f'king GP!!

Gezzus you're retarded. Did ya just fall off the turnip truck!?

Pareto
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Retarded from what I've observed.

Demologos
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Yeah,  my wife was given a prescription for fish antibiotic last
month. Oh wait, it was Amoxicillin which is a drug for
humans also used to treat bacterial infections in fish and other
animals.

Demologos
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See, the problem isn't that the mRNA test monkeys might all drop dead.

The problem is, they might not.

Jim in MN
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They don't know for sure what the vax will render but they certainly do
NOT want any unvaxxed people around as a control group for
comparison.

Death by natural causes on the rise.

Oldwood
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Just stop going to any place that requires anything like that, they are all
going to go out of business.....

dontcare
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Far too many have taken the mark.

Savvy
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If you understand Marcuse this is exactly what they want.  They want to
reduce the population, make the West a third world country, under the guise
of sustainability.  It is really center on the middle, upper middle class and
poor have too much. You need to destroy so you don't have to work and
have more time to contemplate you navel as long as you are one of the
ones that survive.  This is by omission or commission what the entirely of
left believe , because the socialist left has been coopted.  But being dumb
shxts as they all are yet run every institution they didn't realize the Fabins
(oligarchs) would position these morons for full spectrum dominance. They
are the useful idiots of the technocracy and will be the first buried in a mass
grave because they are useless and traitors to their own WEST. 

Set The Edge
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Now try that in heavily armed Florida.

johngaltfla
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I am an unconditional 2nd amendment supporter.

I was asked yesterday if I have a weapon at home. I said no.

Maybe it is time to take the appropriate steps to be able to answer 'yes' the
next time I am asked. 

HelloSpencer
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The key is to answer like a commie. I can honestly say I do not have "a
weapon" at home.

johngaltfla
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Takes measures so that next time you can truthfully say you do not
have a weapon in your home. Note they did not ask if you had
weapons (plural).

lightwork
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They did not ask if there Was a weapon in the home, they asked if
You had one.  

Stinkbug 1
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Shut your yap. Now is not the time to brag big mouth.

Savvy
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Lithuania had a rich history of nazi collaboration so it's just like riding a
bike. 

John Grady
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Sheep need to grow a set of teeth and claws

 

Dragon HAwk
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getting brutal.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/10/taste-life-without-covid-
passport-lithuania-freedom-gone-social-outcast/

drivel_news
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On and on - tweets like these:

3/ 

We now buy food in old Soviet-style markets: outdoors, in parking lots,
products sold on street, tiny tables, or from back of cars. Produce,
eggs, cheese, meat, fish. Cash only..

5/ 

I need to make some home repairs. But without a Pass, I can’t enter
the hardware store to buy supplies...

7/ 

We went to the dentist we’ve attended for years for an appointment for
one of my children, but had to leave because I don’t have a Covid
Pass...

On and on... can’t buy even second hand baby clothes...

“Our ability to survive has been destroyed...”

Whatever happened to the human race?

NAV
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We are experiencing, in the West, the most horrid misuse of government
powers since Adolf Hitler.

Some people disagree with the totalitarian direction Western society has
been moving in.

They even refuse to go along with every whimsical notion on healthcare
coming from the politicians who are in bed with big pharma.

What's next, concentration camps for all non-conformists, just as they
had in National Socialist Germany and the Soviet Union? 

The Future Is Now

The current reality in Lithuania foreshadows the future that
faces other countries if they continue down the path of Covid
Pass restrictions: Europe, the US, the UK, Australia, Canada...

To me, this should be a global news headline:
---
"Lithuania bans citizens from society. Other EU countries
following soon."
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Hitler was fighting Communism and its declared war upon Germany
and her people. He benefited Germany in the 1930s, taking her out of
debt, rebuilding her war-devastated infrastructure and restoring her
pride erased by the Treaty of Versailles. Socialism as in Lenin, Trotsky
and Stalin fights and crushes its own people to gain world control over
humanity. According to Eustace Mullins, under the Communist
USSR  65,000,000 Christians lost their lives under the USSR regime.

The victors of WWII wrote the history and we are reaping the whirlwind
- universal communism, aka, the Great Reset.

NAV
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Fascism is just another flavor of tyranny like communism hardly the
antithesis of it. Hitler was no saviour. Just another tyrant like Klaus
Schwab et al

Clint_Eastbourne
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Gee, I wonder if in two or three years we will still be showing these vaccine
passes.

dude675
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Nope. It'll be a chip under your skin.

Rex Dickerson
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https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/576085-nyc-security-guard-
stabbed-over-mask-dispute-at-apple-store-authorities

 

Jim in MN

The interaction dissolved into violence after the man refused to wear
a mask, and the two exchanged words. After their exchange, the
man pulled out a sharp object, and the security guard was stabbed. 
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Somebody would have to be real dumb to take one of these covid
"guard" jobs....they will be shortening their lifespan....

runningman18
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hate how i have lost all hope. 

wow

liberty2day
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Hang in there, liberty. We all have days like that.

GoodyGumdrops
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i am having them more and more often

liberty2day
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I get it. Things are bad and going to get worse, but we know that
good wins in the end.

GoodyGumdrops
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well, if God rejects me from heaven, it will have been for
naught.

 

i am a reject, a tard, doubt God gives a flip.  heaven seems for
special classes, maybe a few hundred people.  the rest, well
we get hell, i suppose.

 

i do not know where i signed any dotted line

liberty2day
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25 Bible Verses about Acceptance, From God

https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/topics/Acceptance,-From-
God

drivel_news
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Isaiah 2:12

 Chapter Parallel Compare

12 The LORD Almighty has a day in store for all the proud
and lofty, for all that is exalted (and they will be humbled),

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Proverbs 18:12

 Chapter Parallel Compare

12 Before a downfall the heart is haughty, but humility
comes before honor.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Psalm 138:6

 Chapter Parallel Compare

6 Though the LORD is exalted, he looks kindly on the lowly;
though lofty, he sees them from afar.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Romans 12:3

 Chapter Parallel Compare

3 For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do
not think of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather
think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with
the faith God has distributed to each of you.

The Future Is Now
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Don't despair it's what the vermin 'elites' want, makes it easier to
control the masses if a large portion of society is demoralized. 

snatchpounder
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The division and demoralization part of the psychological
operation is by design.

NoMasIlegales
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what would not being demoralized give anyone?

we are told, we are to wait for God to solve it.  so what are
we to do meanwhile, hide? 

liberty2day
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"A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself: but
the simple pass on, and are punished." - Proverbs 22:3,
Holy Bible 

The Future Is Now
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If it gets as bad as I think it will expect to see the vermin
"eltes" having fatal "accidents" in large numbers. Of course
this is speculation on my part but time will tell.

snatchpounder
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This isn't a Hollywood film, good often loses, sometimes for several
decades. 

Gott
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You are a leftist disinfo agent...you know nothing about "good"....

runningman18
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Go away you sad little fk you have nothing to offer. 

Gott
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Most days I feel like I'm watching a crappy B-movie on Mystery
Science Theater 3000, instead of this actually happening in real
life.

GoodyGumdrops
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God has His plans, His timetable, and people are powerless to
stop Him.

The Future Is Now
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They want you demoralized.  Don’t give them the satisfaction.  Easier
said than done, but doable nonetheless.

Yo Moolie
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""there may be trouble ahead,
but while theres moonlight and music and love and romance,
let's face the music and dance.""

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c08wiEyVuak

 

 

Gott
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Fred never could sing, but wow what an entertainer.

Mr. Universe
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It's a rough life for retards.

roadhazard
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nobody will be able to escape this unless its opposed by the
population in huge numbers 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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That won't happen - too many idiots. Besides, their game is set up
to lead to social chaos, blood in the streets, etc. etc. The proletariat
is expendable to them. 

I think people don't see it because we have been in peaceful times
in Western societies. Perhaps some older folks can still remember
how wretched, how vile human nature can be. 

DefendPeace
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Nah!  They usually get upvoted.  Usually.

brunski60
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The madness just keeps coming as the empire sees the edge of the cliff
getting closer and closer, the nervousness rises, virus demons are
summoned & released and the chanting begins, god is evoked & the devil is
evoked, no matter who….. who will save America from her fate….who will
save her from her sins?.

The communists are to blame!, the devil is to blame! the Chinese are to
blame! our allies are to blame!…….they must all pay! ‘we are gods own land,
we are good, the true way, the virtuous way’.

Inside the fractured deep-state the fight over the rudder of empire
intensifies, the schizophrenic factions of a dead ideology hears two voices,
all offering the same end. Solutions come thick and fast, each more failed
than the last, a cascade of failure, on a sinking ship, the straight-jacketed
combatants fight as the seas rise around them.

All can feel the tremors, an omen of what is to come, they panic, the
madness takes hold, and the schemes, the plans, the desperately crafted,
well executed lunacy is spread around the world, to save the empire.

‘Burn down the world’ Let the murders, the craziness, the insanity begin in
the home of the brave.

Wiser onlookers, stand back, see the madness and build their walls higher.
The beast is cornered and more dangerous than ever, to friend & foe.

Hear the gods-own Christian White mouthpieces of the deep state, the
preachers & soul of Empire, cry out in pain and anguish as they see their
beloved illusions dying, and buckle in its final death rattle.

The blood of reserve currency gushing from its veins, forming a turbulent
river, drowning all in its path, reckless and careful sailors alike.

 

Gott
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Breathe. Hollywood’s not hiring right now.

ButIDigress
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My bad. Thought they’re on strike. Wait. That’s Netflix. Sorry, Gott!
Roll ‘em!

ButIDigress
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Your second attempt is just as boring as the first. 

Gott
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Well, it’s a good thing I think what you think doesn’t matter. 

ButIDigress
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3 comments tell me you care too much what I think. You
mediocrity. 

Gott
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What happened to the reply button? Are you in your safe
place with your crayons and a coloring book?

ButIDigress
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Gawd,  effluent adjectives and adverbs make me gag.

ButIDigress
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Too bad you only get one down arrow, huh?

ButIDigress
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Beat ya to it. You can’t win. Relinquish the wet dream. Unhand
my Constitution and Bill of Rights.

ButIDigress
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Why are we forced to wear masks?
They want to cut back on carbon emissions by forcing us to breathe in our
own carbon dioxide.
They think we’re poisoning the planet.

liberty2
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they break nature, thus they break themselves.

 

we give plants co2, plants give us o2

liberty2day
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you know someone is creating a "smart mask"

with the pretense that it captures your carbon

and can probably integrate that into your app / score / tracker / carbon
credits

-- cannot have CO2 in the air; what will the plants do?

drivel_news
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Exit the Soviet Bolshies, enter the local Globopedos.

Quadriad
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New to politics? 

Gott
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There can be no denying it, the Beast system is being established. What it
will ultimately look like I cannot say for sure, aside from what Revelation tells
us.  Europe will likely lead the way though, so this story makes sense.  

OKUSA
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This article gave Karen her first orgasm.  She can't wait for something 10X
worse in the USA. If the public doesn't stop what is going on Karen is going
to get her second.

Detective Miller
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Forced injection every 90 days, down to little infants.

Jim in MN

The Vice-Minister of Health stated: "We are likely to start the fourth
and fifth booster shots in several months."
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here are some pics. what a mess.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10075869/Covid-Thousands-
streets-Basel-Rome-demand-scrapping-restrictions.html

drivel_news
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We are experiencing, in the West, the most horrid misuse of
government powers since Adolf Hitler.

The Future Is Now
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These idiots sound like they are crazy from the "vaccine".

OverTheUnder
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Some people disagree with the totalitarian direction Western society has
been moving in.

They even refuse to go along with every whimsical notion on healthcare
coming from the politicians who are in bed with big pharma.

What's next, concentration camps for all non-conformists, just as they

The Future Is Now
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2 Reply"

What's next, concentration camps for all non-conformists, just as they
had in National Socialist Germany and the Soviet Union? 

The current reality in Lithuania foreshadows the future that
faces other countries if they continue down the path of Covid
Pass restrictions: Europe, the US, the UK, Australia, Canada...

To me, this should be a global news headline:
---
"Lithuania bans citizens from society. Other EU countries
following soon."
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My country was occupied by the USSR, 1944-1990. We fought for - and
won - independence. Hundreds of thousands of people took real risks
opposing Soviet tyranny. On one day, 30% of the entire population joined
hands to form a 675-km chain in support of freedom.

Seriously, Lithuania sounds like a joke of a country.  How many years has
the country known as Lithuania existed in the last millennia?  How strong is
the "national character"? What is the democratic tradition in Lithuania?  Has
it got any?  Very little of Europe actually does.

Unironically, you were better off under the Soviets.

MrMoMoChaser
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Lithuania was the killing field of WWII, go read history.  That these
people so easily abandoned any notion of God and evil is sickening     

south40_dreams
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Lithuania was one of many killing fields in WWII.

The Future Is Now
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The intolerant left and Biden regime are jerking off to this article.

Nothing they love more than dictating to others what they MUST do. 

Globalist Overlord
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Multipass my ass 

We are being groomed

By a mind control technique 

spacemonkey99
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Got to love how these turd blossoms always name heinous things like
Disney’s marketing team came up with it.

Dr.MoJo
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The "opportunity pass"

Double plus good I guess

Nordicist
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Hearing the flu vaccine will shortly be made MANDATORY as well. Likely be
combined by Moderna into some kind of Covid/Flu vaccine and you will be
require to get quarterly shots. Welcome to XIDEN'S AMERIKKA. You will
comply, or else.

boyplunger7777
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If you find a source that has inside confirmation, please post.  This
makes sense, but I'm hoping it will take longer before we exculate to
that point.  The longer it takes, the better chance science has to prevail
and win out

wickster
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Warp speed Brendon.

Warlock 1976
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Eg

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/mandatory_flu_vaccination/

https://www.qnmu.org.au/QNMU/PUBLIC/MEDIA_AND_PUBLICATI
ONS/News_items/2021/mandatory_flu_vaccine_140421.aspx

https://www.nursingtimes.net/news/policies-and-
guidance/consultation-announced-on-mandatory-covid-19-and-flu-
vaccination-for-nhs-staff-09-09-2021/

Agent Smith
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The vaccine passport is COMPLETE AND TOTAL control of your life. How
do people not get this? If you can be forced to inject an experimental gene
therapy device (not vaccine) in your body, you can be coerced to do
ANYTHING. 

lwilland1012
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Amen 

rjd0308
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Oops, sorry I stepped on your cellphone.

Guess you're screwed, eh...?

espirit
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I will go to farm markets. I will forego getting my haircut, thank you. I don't
need to go inside stores to buy garbage. 

... When they stop letting me go to church again we're going to see
problems starting.

 

TheySayIAmOkay
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Promise? You didn't do anything last time though, did you?

The Judge
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Matthew 6:5

 

 

Errbody Loves Me
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They have no power if people do not authorize and support the agenda.

Majority of people rolled up their sleeve with no idea what's in the vial.

Majority of people have been brain washed by the giant pharma and corp to
believe and submit without questions. Self respect to criticize and decide for
oneself has been taken from the majority.

How do you call a person injected without knowing what's in the vial ?

buckboy
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Oh, they would never hurt us, would they?

The Judge
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A digital yellow star, injected. With a QR code on your forehead. 

Your bones will be used to fire up the coal plants.

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GukIoZ8d3Ew

debtor of last resort
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Funny thing is, all those former Soviet Republics that are the most vicious
critics of anything Russia turns out to be the most LIKE former USSR and
worse. Nazism, authoritarianism, state propaganda, persecution of
dissenters are just fine as long as it is under anti-Russia banner.

You don't deserve anything better.

Neochrome
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Blacks are too poor and dumb to get vaxports.

Therefore they are racist.

Daniel Morgan
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The enforcers of these mandates and restrictions, the police and military, are
all people of the highest virtue, simply following the orders of their superiors.
We honor their service. It's just a few bad apples at the top.

herbivore1
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Just like the prison guards at the gulags. “We honor their service.” You
f^€£ing jj@$0Ff.

rockstone
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I'd like to think that  you said that with tongue-in-cheek.....

Jo A-S
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I hope so..............

rockstone
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Some things are so obviously wrong, yet the dominant belief of the
populace remains oblivious to it. Such is the everlasting "we honor
their service" mantra that is repeated over and over by practically
everyone, right, left, center, even so-called progressive. It's
sickening to me and I'm at a loss as to how to express my disdain
other than with sarcasm. Occasionally, some of you fail to detect the
implied /s.

herbivore1
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Top quality sarc. +1

pods
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That will NEVER happen HERE! 
 

/s

trust_manitou
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Except in New York and California.

They're special.

Andre
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FU EU

UnicornTears
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You mean 

FUCK YOU EUROPEAN UNION

I like clarity.

MiddleFinger
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Vascular diseases affect blood vessels. They lower blood flow to organs
such as the heart, brain, and kidneys. If they cut blood flow to the penis,
they can cause erectile dysfunction. These diseases may be the cause of ED
in as many as 50% to 70% of men who have it.

1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f
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Gateway Pundit posted the exact story earlier. 
 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/10/taste-life-without-covid-
passport-lithuania-freedom-gone-social-outcast/

freakscene II
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You know that part where America, as the dominant empire, was supposed
to spreading Democracy and Freedom?   Communist ChIna:  "Hold my
beer".

andrew h nelson
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tv and social media turn people into spiritless bots...they give up their soul
to be able to go to a restaurant or sports game...what losers.

charlie_don't_surf
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In a population of 80% vaccinated >=65 age...an estimated 71% of COVID-
19 cases occurred in fully vaccinated individuals

The DOD's AI generated research paper predicted
this:  https://www.naturalnews.com/files/Salus_Humetrix_VE_study_2021_0
9_28.pdf

wickster
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So where is FJB’s vaccine mandate OSHA is supposedly writing?? It’s been
weeks now since he told Americans he’s losing his patience with us. Still no
vax mandate on paper. Still just rhetoric. Starting to think he’s bluffing
again. 

GregT
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Bye bye, Europe. It was nice while it lasted. 

Canada, US, Oz and NZ not far behind.

First There Is A Mountain
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Oz and NZ are very close behind, ahead of the US and Canada.

YouWillEatBugs
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The Opportunity Pass.

With each certified pass you will receive a 6" dowel rounded off at one end
with "You're Ours Now Bytche" engraved on the side, accompanied  with a
tube of Vaseline.

One Moment Please
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Why are so few dying? Because they haven't turned on the 5g yet. 

mrviolin22
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Plenty are dying. Roughly 30% more than this time last year according
to the official data on worldometers (etc)

But it's going to get far worse.

 

Agent Smith
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That's what I was trying to say. 

mrviolin22
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Biden would be salivating over controls like this.

jim942
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The Lithuanians are a stout proud folk who spend most of their lives
underground in the coal mines and the mushroom farms.

In WW2 they sided with the Germans because they hated the Russians with
a passion.

Now we have come full circle with their collective hatred being directed at a
different target, the power-possessing beings in charge of the
implementation of these insidious covid policies.

The Lithuanians are not metro-sexual girlie-men who have seldom faced
adversity like our American 'men.'

Short 'power-possessing beings' in Lithuania.

 

One Moment Please
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now they proudly suckle globalist schmendrik

RattieNomNom
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It's a good thing Lithuania was Communist before, it will make their return to
Communism less painful. Joining the EU was a precursor, Lord Rottenchild
will take good care of you all.

messystateofaffairs
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Bad news: the Lithos replaced communism with communism. 

Good news: they can always seek political asylum in Belarus. 

DEDA CVETKO
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Ban Covid tests and life will return to normal within a week.

zarabiaj
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forced kool aid mandate is a major part of election rigging fraud 

left blank
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With the pass, Lithuanians can pass Covid-19 onto other pass holders.

moneybots
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BREAKING SCANDAL:  Congress Secretly Treating Their Own COVID-19
with Ivermectin.
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Our medication shouldn't be Congress's business. What I take is my
fu**ing business.

JayPowell
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congress taking what works.

while you are told to drink biden's kool aid 
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..

Carolynn55
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mass delusions of crowds.    muppets think they are following science while
they ignore the science.  lolz.

gordo
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“What’s happening now is what happened before, and often what’s going to
happen again sometime or other.”

- Orson Welles

Pro_sanity
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But，but，but Muh Russia...right Lithuania...RIGHT..?

Clowns...!

Fcku em..!

 

Captain Carrot
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There is still hope for humanity not to be lost

https://philosophyofgoodnews.com/2021/10/07/to-enhance-or-to-suppress/

kagan
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aw boohooo,

Antivaxer freaks out at not being able to go on shopping therapy

 

big fkin deal.....get your crap delivered.

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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They lost their jobs.  They can't buy food.

What are they putting in that injection?  It removes people's humanity,
or maybe you've always been a soulless husk. 

fackbankz
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Keep bleating, dumb vaxxed sheep... you have only months to live...

Hopefully.

DeportThemAll
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antivaxers have a fetish for sucking on plastic tubes whilst being
asphyxiated......

 

DotfromKansas-TheStuffedRag
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-7895, you've some way to go catch up with your paid troll
colleague dogspurt.

smacker
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-7896

WalkingLibertyGirl
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cbxer55
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Shades of Baltic grunge - isn't Lithuania that fartaway country intent on
going to war with China over Taiwan even before the US does?

quasi_verbatim
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Someone looking for medical 'advice' at 2:30 AM?

https://wtop.com/montgomery-county/2021/10/man-arrested-after-driving-
onto-fda-headquarters-in-silver-spring/

Man arrested after driving onto FDA headquarters in Silver Spring

Jim in MN
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Blind date gone wrong

captain noob
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1232869/

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34466270/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8248252/

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625/

from Fauci's NIH to you.... The great effects of ivermectin in dealing with
covid

Carolynn55
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Lusitania is already half way communion anyways right?

oddblock
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Lusitania is already sunk

RatThot
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I look at all these pics in Lithuania and see only death.

JayPowell
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Don't be stupid

https://www.medscape.com/sites/public/covid-19/vaccine-insights/how-
concerned-are-you-about-vaccine-related-adverse-events

LA_Goldbug
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Europe is under Nazi occupation

But it barely affected my life

captain noob
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Nope. This is Soviet, Stasi-style occupation. How do I know? Because
if it was the Natzeees, we'd be hearing a whole lot of kvetching.

But at least they're not speaking German, right?

Dionysius Crucified
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I don't mind the Soviets, socialism is the way to go

captain noob
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Then you have your wish, friend-o.

Dionysius Crucified
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Can i have my free apartment now?

captain noob
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You'll get your pod soon enough. Shared bathroom with 20
other people, free protein bugs, and a day off from the
Amazon Drone Factory every two weeks.

Dionysius Crucified
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Just remember, latrine duty will be performed by other
people and yourself on a rotating basis.

RedSeaPedestrian
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You need new material otherwise people will figure you out

captain noob
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NZ and AUS are looking to "live with it now" the issue is they have isolated
themselves and hid for so long, they have zero natural immunity!

The entire point is to be exposed to a virus in increments to enable natural
immunity, isolation prevents this from happening!

The reason the 1st US/EU lockdown made sense was because the death
rate and hospitalizations were an unknown, overwhelming a health system is
dangerous so the initial decision was correct, until we knew more!

The exposure, regardless of if you were ill or not awakens your immune
system to a threat, it defends and remembers what it experienced so it can
isolate it when it is introduced again!

Most of the world has been living with this regardless of their strategy, so
alot of immunity is within the population regardless of VAXX/jabs!

You may test positive, but your system isolated it and prevented full illness,
unless of course you have underlying health issues that occupy the ability of
your immune system to operate as it should! The deaths have been 85% 
immune compromised people. 

AUS/NZ have hid the entire time, so  letting them live with it will be a major
test, the limited exposure throughout the two countries is going to be an
issue that will overwhelm the health system due to very low natural
immunity, unlike the rest of the world that killed off their highest risk
population, AUS/NZ has not experienced this initial death toll, they are
doomed because they are relying on a useless vaxx to do what our natural
immune system is suppose to do, identify, isolate and remember!

The vaxxed death toll will be staggering in those two countries and they will
attempt to "blame opening" and try to reverse course without any success!

perikleous
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The biggest problem we are facing is not Rockefeller’s, Rothschilds, or
Soros, Gates or other Zionist demons…We are the biggest problem to our
own existence. Zionists pollute our brains, corrupt, deceive, demoralize, but
we are executing NAZI orders.

Cancel cable subscriptions, cell phones for starters.
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Didn't the Soviets kill over 20M of their own citizens?

RatThot
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100-200 Members of Congress treated with Ivermectin…

100-200 Members of Congress treated with Ivermectin… – CITIZEN FREE
PRESS

BugMan
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They get top medical plans for life. Not Obamacare 

They are not subject to insider trading laws

They get lifetime pension plans after one term

They are not subject to most of the laws they themselves pass

They send their kids to private schools, not the fine Washington DC
public schools 
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Welcome to the 4th Reich. For a tour on  we got here. Spitfirelist.com for
thousands of hours of audio on how the US lost WWII is a good start.... All
those icky fact things....
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No, this is a new Soviet occupation. If it were the 4th Reich, we'd be
hearing a lot of kvetching and Israel probably would've nuked half of
Europe by now.

The US lost WW2 because it allied with "Uncle Joe" Stalin and the
murderous USSR regime, which probably killed 80 million people
during peacetime in its history, enslaved and tortured tens of millions,
and was, as someone once said, the epitome of evil in the modern
world.
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Yeah, you've got nothing.

Dionysius Crucified
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